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World's Greatest Statesmen Meet to War on War
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CONFERENCE

Address of Harding at Ar
lington Ceremony is Chief
Topic of Comment Upon
Visiting Statesmen,

life-givi-

Czecho-Slovak-

OF

OUTWARD "SIGNS OF
CONFIDENCE PREVAIL'

"A tribute In the name f the
E
American people to, the man who
slent beneath the flag."
As Mr. Harding poke, the sun
drove through the
haze and
IS
splashed the whole great gathering
with golden light, as though It also
would lay its
in
hand
commendation of the humble, faith- fill servant at rest,
BY
There was unbroken silence as
the president spoke. Every tone of
his voice showed the emotions he
felt as he read slowly and distinctly
that his .words mlrht be caught by
the electric
appliances and sent
winging across the nation to gatherings listening beside the far Pacific, at San Francisco, to another Ambassador Harvey in Banmultitude drawn together In mournquet Speech Refers to
ing In New York.
As the president concluded, a
Limit Parley and
Arms
clear blue sky spread above the
white howl, turned up from the
of Unknown Hero
Funeral
ereen hills below as though It offered a human tribute of emotion
(B The Associnftd Trm.)
and high feeling to the mystery
London, Nov. 11 (by the Associbeyond. In which thj lonely sleeper had gone forever.
It was as ated Press.) "Today signalizes
though all the solemn words and the Joining of the past with the
chords were lifted up to Him there
future," declared George Harvey,
above.
There waa a dramatic moment as United States ambassador to Grea'
the president concluded,
when Britain, in an Armistice day ad
touehlnar on the coming conference dress here tonight.
In Washington, he said It should
The occasion of his commemobe the beginning of a better clvili
to
zation. a more lasting peace, and rative discourse was a dinner
then ended his sddress with a reci him and Mrs. Harvey given by the
tation of the Lord's prayer In
speaking union. It was
which the thousands Joined, their English over by Capt. Frederick
strong earnest tones rolling up the presided
pledge or faith totathe sunlight E. Guest, air secretary.
v
In his addressAmbassador Harnbove.
At the conclusion of the prayer vey alluded to Bjffcident Harding's
a quartette of singers
from the
the day a naMetropolitan onera house of New proclamation mking
out thj
and
pointed
holiday,
tional
York sang "The Supreme Sacri
coincidence of the day's falling on
flee."
anni
first
Major Fenton of the general the three hundred 'and
staff then stepped forward and versary of the ianaing oi mo Mayhanded to Secretary Weeks the flower.
"On one bank of the Potomac,
velvet lined boxes containing the
Arnation s highest tokens of valor for he said, "in the sacred soil of
the body of our
the dead hero.
Secretary Weeks lington cemetery,
medal of unknown soldier was lowered revtook the congressional
aid'
honor and the distinguished service erently to rest. On thein other
the capicross from their cases and handed of that historic river,
In
history
The tal, for the first time
them to President Harding.
statespresident leaned over the casket are gathered the foremost
of
uttermost
parts
men
the
from
the
side
at
and.
head,
by side,
the earth in a common determipinned both In place.
distracted
Then Lieutenant General Baron nation to find for the
Jacaups of Belgium stepped for peoples of the world a way con-to
ward He paused beside the casket peace and happiness, which
heritage
then clutching the Belslan Croix de stitute their priceless
Guerre on his own breast, tore It from the maker of tho universe. A
from the mloth of his tunic to nln memorial to our patriot dead,' a
d
casket. The harbinger of hope for all the livIt on the
import of
Belgian chief stepped, hack and his ing such Is
hand shot to his cap brim in salute. this our holy day."
Ambassador Harvey asked rheThe Victoria cross Britain's most
war decoration, never be- torically if history must be forever
prized
placed on the breast of a man mainly a narration of warfare. Is
tMMHMMM fore
not a British subject, was next be
"The strength of. a country
stowed. Earl Beatty. admiral of not measured by armies and naon
and
eet
It
the
vies." he declared. "A schoolhouse
the fleet,
flag
saluted as he stepped back. Then at a cross roads is more potent ulGeneral, the Earl of Cavan, repre- timately than a dreadnaught of
FORECAST.
in per- the seas. One little church on a
Denver, Colo., Nov. 11. New senting the king of England, services
Mexico:
Fair Saturday and Sun- son, spoke brleflv of the rendered hill is worth a score of regiment?.
humble soldier had
Tolerance has supplanted Its antiday; not much change in tempera- this
not only America but to the world thesis as an. actual force. A peculture.
iar responsibility s devolves upon
Arizona:
Fair Saturday and there In France. of
Marshal Foch
France stepped our two peoples not only to mainSunday; not much change In
forward and with every show of tain but to enhance the new. bet
men.
feeling placed above the quiet ter, higher powe'rri among
breast th Medallle Mllltalre and Mutual respect, confidence and
LOCAL WEATHER.
this
He
cited
Guerre.
the
de
Croix
essentials of
tolerance those
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday. dead soldier for va1or speaking In that genius fct loperation which
French, saluted and turned away has already w.Otf-fo- r
our Christian
recorded by the university:
to let General Dlase bring forward president the 'hearts of our own
Highest temperature
and pin In place Italy's gold medal people, and is destined, I believ
,
Lowest
for
to fetch the English speaking race
bravery.
Range
In order the Roumanian Vlrtutea Into a harmonious
Mean
relationship so
Mllitaria was added to the gleam- nearly perfect that all mankind
at 6 a. m
j Humidity
Prince
on
row
casket
the
by
will realize In the near future that
xi ing
j I umiuuy ai d p. in.
minister, the there Is more
None Blbesco, Roumania
and glory In
Precipitation
war cross by Dr. 'Lead. Kindly power
9
Maximum wind velocity
Light, than in ail
.South Stepanek, minister here, and the the fighting anthems ot the
direction of wind.
....... . .Clear
world."Continued on Peg Two.)
Character of day.
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Represented Nations, Acting
Together, Can Turn Whole
Tide of Civilization Into
New Channels.

4
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WORLD

OPENING

TO

Soil of France Cove ''Casket of Signally-Honore- d
Service w.ian; Last Wreaths
Placed on Grave By War Mothers; Mrs.
Harding Weeps as She Joins in Singing.

ueriy wiuuii h.iu
Tho great audience
catafalque.
as it
rose and stood uncovered
by General
passed in, followed
Pershing and the distinguished officers of the army and navy as
mourners.
Marshal Foch and his start cam
with all his war medals across his
breast. General Jacques, the Be!
glan chief, also came and the twofitrolled about the marble eolontinrte behind their boxes, exchan
ins creetlnirs. General Diaz if
Italy, Joined them. Together th?
three moved with the Japanes?
mission to the place where the
body lay.
full
In
Ambassador
Geddes,
uniform,
British
diplomatic
brought flower offerings for the
dead from England's king, with a
guard of British officers.
Chief Plenty Coos, of the Crow
Indians, attired In full wnr regalia,
feathered bonnet, furs Rnd skins
if varierated colors, was seated on
the platform, joinine the group of
leaders
rtistlnrulshed
military
Vrom Europe. Thus the uniform
of the first Americans took Its
place with those of the allle:!
powers In the last war. A group
of Indian braves nppeared In the
In their beadaudience,
ed moccasins down the aisle co
seats.
their
Premier Brland of France was
among tbe last to arrive.'.
With the party of distinguished
complete and thp body of the unknown hero on the npse, the ceremonies waited for the arrival of
President Harding.
The first strains of "Chopin
Funeral March" had heralded the
to his
coming of the unknown
great honors.
Far out among the trees to the
fort, the dull dun color of moving
tronns had shown nnd marching
half step to the throbbing, muffled
beat of the drums, the marine
hand swunfr slowly out to circle the great colonnade to the entrance where the surpllced choir
waited.
As the casket was lifted from
the pun carriage the solemn chords
of a hymn were Ininod by the deep
notes of the band The choir sana
"The Son of God Goes Forth to
War" as thp telephone amplifiers
caught up the notes nnd threw
them out over the land to tho
thousand standing as far away as
San Francisco,
On Its simnle base, a hundred
yards from where It will 1'e for all
eternity, the casket of America'?
unknown rested as though sup- -

OP

J

V

AT IIOTABLtf JRIAL SERVICE

(HY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington, Nov. 11 (by the As ported by a mountain of blossoms
soclated Press.) Laid to rest with of every color and kind from na
all over the world.
all the honors a grateful nation tlona
As former President Taft took
could pay, the unknown hero from his seat, Admiral Beatty appeared,
France was bivouacked among surrounded by his officers.
Exactly on time, at 11:60 o'clock,
the gallant dead today In ArlingPresident and Mrs. JIarding came
ton National cemetery- In
and took their piffces.
The highest officers of the army
afterward
immediately
and navy walked beside his coffin; theAlmost
marine band broke forth into
comnone but the hands of gallant
the
Banner.
At the
rades of the war laid hands upon conclusion of
the anthem ChaDlaln
it. President Harding walked beAxton
pronounced the Invocation.
hind his bier to do him homage;
mere was
silence, a
former President Wilson made h:s hush as If the absolute
world had stopped.
first public appearance in months;
The
notes of America
General Pershing turned aside an signalledopening
the ending of the two
opportunity to ride and trudged minute period, the thousands outbehind the body to Its last resting side Joining in the
mighty hymn of
place. Representatives of foreign love of country.
governments reverently laid their
As the last great note died away
highest military decorations on hi"
Weeks
to his
Secretary
casket and with soil from Fran : place beside the bierstepped
for his brief
where he fell, he was laid away s, eech as master of ceremonies.
Minute guns at Fort Myer boom He said:
ed their continuous tribute as the
"We are gathered, not to mourn
funeral procession was passing the passing of a great general or
from the oapitol to the great mar other conspicuous person, but an
in Arlington, unknown soldier of the republic,
bio amphitheater
where the ceremonies were opened who fought to sustain a great cause
"The Star for which he gave his life. Whether
of
with the playing
Spangled Banner" by the marin? tho came from the north, the south.
he east or the west, we do not know.
band.
After winding Us way hctwee.i iselther do we know his name, his
multi-rud- e
a
reverent
of
lineage or any other fact relating to
the long lines
in the streets of the capital his life or death, but we do know
the funeral procession toiled up that he was a typical American
the long hill leading to Arlington, who responded to his country's call
arriving at the main gates nt lit- and that he now sleeps with the
tle after 11 o'clock. The Invited heroes.
"We. who are gathered here In
guests, including great chieftains such
numbers are simply repreof the war. were seated In the boxsentative
of all the people" of the
on
the
es of tho amphitheater and
United
States who' are here In
and
marble
rows
of
benches,
long
Thou- spirit and whose sentiments have
thousands were standing.
more deeply stirred by this
sands more stood outside, or any- been
event than any In the life of Our
where to be merely near.
These sentiments can
Just before 11:15 o'clock the country.
by
only be adequately expressed
caisson bearing the flag .draped In
citizen
the TreMdenr-o- r
the
coffin rolled up to the west n.
trance and was removed by tne
Tmmortifi
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Dall, by Carrier or MuU, M5c a Month
Single yi1i- fio

jS of war
coffin
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Gen, Pershing, . .United States 12
M. Kwriebeck
Holland! is
Gen. Diaz
Italy 14
China 15
Chow Tan Chi
Admiral Lord Beatty. .England 16
Wang Tah Sieh
Chlpi 17
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Arthur J. Balfour. . .England
France
United States
Sir Arthur Lee
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Kijuro Shldehara
Prince Tokugawa
Japan
M. Brtand
Sec. Hughes
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ADDRESS OF HARDING AT BURIAL
OF UNKNOWN AMERICAN SOLDIER

18
1

20
21

22
23
24

know the
glory of his death, lie died for his
hath
devotion
and
country
greater
no man than this. He died unquestioning, uncomplaining with faith
in his heart and hope on his lips,
that his c6uhtry should triumph
and its civiljzatlon survive. As a
typical soldier 'of this representative democracy he fought and died.
believing in the Indisputable Justice
of this
Conscious
coiwiy's cause. appraising
of the wo
jupheaval,
the magnll J of a war the like of
which hadtnxver horrified human
ity before, perhaps he believed his
to be a service destined to change
the tide of human affairs,
.In thdj, death gloom of gas the
bursting shells and the rain of bul- ilets men face more Intimately the
'great God over all; their souls
aflame ani. consciousness expands
and hearts are searched.
With the din of battle, the glow
of conflict and the- - supreme trial
of courage, come Involuntarily tho
hurried appraisal of life and the
of death's great
contemplation
On
the threshold of
mystery.
eternity many a soldier, I can well
believe, wondered how his ebbln-blood would color the stream of
human life, flowing on after his
saerifice. His patriotism was none
less if he craved more than triumph of country; rather, it was
greater If he hoped for a victory
for all human kind. Indeed, I revere that citizen whose confidence
In the righteousness of his country inspired belief that Its triumph
Is the victory of humanity.
This American
soldier went
forth to battle with no hatred for
any people In the world, but hating war and hating the purpose
of every War for conquest.
He
(Continued on Page Two.)
-
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GILLETT IS ALL RIGHT
State Highway Engineer Giictt Is an affable gentleman and,
doubtless, a competent official. He has some sixty highway projects under way In various parts of the state. This
accounts for his neglect of the Barclns bridge situation.probably
Mr. Oillott came down yesterday and talked to a group of
people who live across the river. He tokl them they should not
linve "rushed" Into tho newspaper with their troubles.
His use of
the word "rushed" was unique, In view of the fact that the
bridge has been an irritation for about a year.
A representative of the Journal promptly absolved the citizens
residing across tho river from ony responsibility for the utterances
of this paper yesterday. We to'd Mr. GIHett, that we would publish
any statement lie wished to make. If he felt wo had done him any
injustice. He replied that ho did not earo to avail himself of the
.

...

offer.

However, he very courteously agreed to build a temporary
bridge across the water, thereby permitting the use of the sandbars as a roadway, pending the completion of the. repairs on the
bridge. Ho agreed to do this before the old bridge is closed to
traffic. This solved the problem and rather effectually demonstrated that our "rushlng'into print was not a mistake. Twelve
hours of publicity did what twelve months of
had failed
to do, by focusing Mr. Gillelt's attention on ourpatience
local trouble long
enough to get a decision. It also proved that the Journal applied
the pressure at the right point. Mr. 'GUlctt was the man with
tho power to settle It.
We are devoid of hostility toward Mr. Qlllctt or his department. They have had our
In theVpHHt and will have
it In the future. Mr, GUlctt himself said iffstcrday: "Publicity is
wholesome, It rheeks ns up and gets us on Bnr toes." We like that
spirit. Wo know of officials who regard criticism as a personal
Insult.

.......

Ellhu Root
United States
Sen. Underwood United State-Rolando Ricci
Italy
Albert Sarraut
France
Sir Robert Borden ...Canada
Masanao Hanihara. ....Japan
Slgnor Meda
Italy
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TEAMS

GRID W II S 0 rJ APPEARS

WEST FOB FIRST

IN

TRIAL

SI!EI

TODAY

(By The AnHKntTft

Wisconsin, with a record of five

straight victories, will clash with
Michigan at Madison for the first
time since 1905 in a contest that

promises to overshadow all othera
the midwest. These traditional
rivals have been priming for their
clash for two weeks, and Wisconsin, with eleven experienced veterans in the field, appears to observers to have a slight advantage,
although Michigan threatens to
spring a surprise.
Six other "big ten" teams will be
In action. Chicago will invade
for the annual battle with Illinois, while the undefeated Iowa
eleven will attempt to strengthen
its claim to the 1921 title by engaging Indiana at Iowa City. Indiana to date has engaged in onlv
one conference game- and on past
performances Iowa Is expected to
score an easy triumph. Ohio State,
conqueror of Michigan and Chicago, will tackle Purdue at Columbus.
Considering past performances,
Chicago Is figured to rout the
tomorrow and Ohio is expected to have no trouble in running over Purdue;' but observers,
while giving Wisconsin the edge
expect a battle royal from the
Wolverines that may result In an
upset. The Badgers already hav?
crushed Illinois, Northwestern and
Minnesota, while Michigan has triumphed over Illinois and lost to
.
.
Ohio.
Both the Badeers and WoK-nr- .
Incs, with two weeks of rest, are
In perfect condition for the
In

Ur-ba-

-

.

The powerful Notre Dama elev.
en will have the chance to score
Its third triumph within a week tomorrow when it meets the Haskell
Indians- at South Bend.
Nntr
Dame walloped the Army last Saturday and cleaned up on Rutgers
on Tuesday. Another Indiana contest will bring together the Michl-ga- i
Aggies and Butler at Indianapolis.
,

"BUSINESS

AS USUAL"
FOR COBLENZ PEOPLE
ON ARMISTICE
DAY
(By Tbe Amorialra rvma.)

Coblenz, Nov. 11. Armistice dav
wns observed throughout the occupied area today as a holldav for all
allied troops. The German Inhab
on
itants here, however, carried
'
buslnesa as usual.
Horse racing and other sports
featured the activities of the day in
the American area. A series of
inter-allle- d
boxing matches was on
the program for tonight .at

Cob-Jen- z.

TIE

1ARC

4

R. C. McMILLEN IS
KILLED
SHOT AND
ed Soldier of World War
NEAR CANTON, N.
Who Has Regained His
lo The Jmirnnl.)
CorrcHpondt-DrHealth; Visit His Home. (Special
Fort Sunlner, N, M., Nov. 10. K.
C. McMillen was shot and instantly
Washington, Nov. 11 (by the killed Saturday
near CanAssociated Press.) Former Presi- ton, which is morning
about twenty-fiv- e
dent Wilson made his first public, miles southeast of Fort Sumner,
appearance today since he loft the Herbert Hall, came Into Fort SumWhite House, riding in the funeral ner shortly after the tragedy and
procession for the unknown dead surrendered himself to the sheriff.
soldier and later greeting a crowd He was released on a i 10,000 bond.
It Is reDorted that tho tragedy re
gathered at his home.
Everywhere Mr. Wilson was giv- sulted over a difficulty which had
en a demonstration. When his car- come un between the two men re
riage entered the line nt the foot of garding the contest of a land filing.
Capitol Hill, he was greeted with McMillen s horse, whlcn was snoi
a fluttering of handkerchiefs and from under him, died shortly after

Crest.)
Is
Chicago, Nov. 11. Three undo
feated elevens will renew their
drive for the western conference
tomorrow
gridiron championship
with the possibility that one of the
bo
as
a
eliminated
will
trio

.,

t;

.....

Sir Auckland Geddes England 25
. Italy 28
Signer' Schaiuer i
Sen. Lodgo
United States 27
M. VivianI
.France 28
Admiral Kato
Japan 29
Jules Jusserand
France 30
Geo. Sutherland United States 31

I

(BY TIII: ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Nov. 11. The text his birth, but we do

Washington,
of President Harding's address at
the burial of an unknown soldier
at Arlington cemetery follows:
Mr. Secretary of War and ladies
and gentlemen:
We are met today to pay the imtribute. The name of
personal
him whose body lies before us took
flight with his Imperishable soul.
We know not whence he came,but
only that his death marks him with
the everlasting glory of an American dying for his country.
He might have come from any
one of millions of American homes.
Some mother gave him in her love
and tenderness and her most cher
ished hopes. Hundreds of mothers
are wondering
today, finding a
touch of solace In the possibility
that the nation bows in grief over
the body of one she bore to lWe
and die, if need be, for the. republic.
If we give rein to faryjy, a
score of sympathetic chords are
touched for In this body there once
glowed the soul of an American
with the aspirations and ambitions
of a citizen who cherished life and
Its opportunities.
He may have
been a native or adopted son; that
matters little, because they glorified the same loyalty, they sacrificed alike.
We do not know his station In
life, because from every etation
came the patriotic response of the
five millions. I recall the days of
creating armies and the departing
of caravans which braved the murderous seas to reach the battle lines
for maintained nationality and preserved civilization.
The service flag marked mansion
and cottage alike and riches were
common In all homes' In the consciousness of service to country.
We do not know tho eminence of

9

The Aannrliitrd I'rru.)
Washington, Nov. 11 (by the Associated Press ) With the eyes of
all the world fixed hopefully upon
them, the accredited spokesmen of
the powers will meet In Washington tomorrow to try to find a way
to ease the heavy burden of armaments.
In, the historic quest Great Britain, Frnnce, Italy, Japan and the
United States, a group which acting
together can turn the whole tide
of civilization into new channels,
all have pledged a solemn end determined
In addition,
China,
Belgium,
Portugal and the Netherlands, invited because of their vital interest
In the pertinent and crucial problems of the far east, will sit in the
conference to complete the circle of
thoso who are to strive for the new
day of international relationship.
Outward manifestations of confidence In the success of the negotiations never have been more in
prominence than on the eve of the
assembling of the delegates in formal conclave. Every nation is declared by Its leaders to be ready to
come to tho conference table with'
a spirit of unqualified good will
for every other, and behind there Is
a great urging force of world opinion seeking translation into the covenants of permanent friendship.
Among the statesmen and diplomats of the visiting nations, the
great topic of Interest tonight was
the address made at Arlington today by President Harding, who
summoned the conference Into being and who will welcome It to
American soil tomorrow.
Upon
every hand were heard expressions
of satisfaction that in paying his
tribute to America's soldier dead,
the chief executive grasped his opportunity to renew the pledge of
the United States to take Its full
share of leadership In the attainment of better order.
In the fulfillment of that pledgj,
it Is tho expectation of all the dele,
gates that the American government will place before the confer-- ,
ence as soon as it begins its work a
concrete proposal for armament
Such a proposal has
limitation.
been prepared by the American
and
there seems to be
delegates,
universal agreement that fls the
Initiator of the negotiations the
United States should have the first
say. Whether the proposal will be
submitted tomorrow, however, Is a
question which present Indications
would answer in tne negative.
The American delegation held a
final conference
today, Secretary
Hughes calling them together soon
ceremonies
at Arlington
after the
were concluded.
1

Congratulated as Wound-

then

I

with

handolnpping

and receiving the wound.

cheering which continued until th--he
left tho lino after passing

White House, where he exchanged
salutes with President Harding.
The demonstration at his home
was of greater proportions. It was
affair
arranged as a
by a committee of seven women
for whom Hamilton Holt, of New
York, was the spokesman.
"We congratulate you, a wounded soldier of tho world war, on
your regaining your health," Mr.
Holt said to the former president,
who had come to the front portico
of his home to receive the committee. "We pledge you our honor
and respect.
Your work will notl
die."
When the cheering which greeted this statement hail subsided,
Mr. Wilson made his firs public
utterance since he was taken ill
more than two years ngo.
"I wish I had voico enough to
reply to you," ho said. "I can only
thank you from the bottom of my
heart. God bless you."
The formei president's words
brought renewed applause.
"Goodbye and thank you," Mr.
Wilson responded. Voices started
up "My County 'Tis of Thee," and
at the end of the first stanza Mr.
Wilson kissed his hand to the
crowd, while Mrs. Wilson at his
side wept silently. A minute more
and Mr. Wilson had
his
home, but It was half an hour before the crowd dispersed, the former president appearing at a win
dow on the second floor in response to repeated calls.
Half an hour before the commit
tee of women arrived, four wounded BOldiers from Walter Reed hos
pital drew up in front of the home
in an automobile. A few minutes
later tho former president ap
There was a cheer ond
peared.
the crowd rushed from all side
scattering police and boy scouti
uptll the street was choked.
Mr. Wilson doffed his high hat
In response to the cheers and then
was assisted as he slowlv descend
ed the steps. He shook hands with
each of the wounded men In turn
as the crowd continued Its cheer
ing and waving of handkerchiefs,
flags and (lowers.

ARE
EARTHQUAKES
RECORDED AT VARSITY
(By The AMociafed Treat. )

Washington. Nov. 11. Two pro
nounced earthquakes ,.'ere recorded on the seismograph at George
town unlvereit;- this afternoon, the
first being at an estimated distance
of 2,500 miles and the second 1.600
miles from Washingto . The first
disturbance was said probnbly to
be in South America, but the lo
cation of the second was less
-

The first shock began at 1:55 p.
and was continuing when the
second shock began at 2:B4 o'clock.
Both thereafter were Intermingled
but the disturbance ended at 4
o'clock.
m.

BERLIN PROFESSOR IS
AWARDED NOBEL PRIZE
(Br The AMorlnted Pren.)
Stockholm, Nov. 11. Professor

Walter Nernst, of the University of
Berlin, is awarded the Nobel prize
V . 1"20 in chemistry by the Swedish academy. The prizes in chemistry and physics for 1921 are being reserved.
The 1921 Nobel prize In literawas awarded yesterday to
French
noted
Anatole France,

ture

author.

ROOSEVELT COMPANION DIES.
Nov. 11. Father
Washington,
John A. Zahm, who accompanied
on
the late Theodore Roosevelt
his trip through the South American wilderness, died today in
Munich, according to a eablegrnm
received here by his brother, Dr.
Albert Zahm.

AMES IS VALLEY CHAMP.
Ames, la., Nov. 11. Iowa
State College won a Missouri
Valley conference game from
Kansas Aggies, 7 to 0, here
today.

,

ingto.i conference meets is simple,

WORLD EXPECTS

1RI

CUT MEET

TO BEJUCCESS
Says the People
Do Not Want An Excuse
Or a Reason for a Failure of the Conference.

Gompers

November

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

i'uge Two
clear and practical,"

he

asserted.

"In tho present state of the world,
and of hunifin nature, complete disarmament is not possible. So long
as there is wickedness and lawlessness in the world we shall need
armies ami navies as police, to
maintain law anil to uphold lustier
and right. If all will agree to this
a great limitation and reduction of
our present armaments is possible.
If all the nations sincerely want
this we can take a great step immediately."
The great conference in Washington must, not be suffered to degenerate into anwas"international
the warning
bargain counter,"
sounded by Itabbl Stephen S. Wise
of the Free synagogue.
Meaning of Fuilarr.
"What if tli a arms conference
fails?'' he asked. "What alternative, if any? Failure would be
notice to tne worm innt nrmmems
must go on and the world continue
to stagger under the overwhelming
burden or war prepurcuneoo wun--
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Morning Journal's Gift Plan
Attracting Remarkably
Few Club Members.
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STOVES
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in Future

Investment

Service.

There are more
Stewart
Heating

im

Stoves used in

Al-

buquerque than
any other one kind.
There must be a
mighty good reason for this. The
reason is
satisfied Stewart
users advertise this

THE

that

fall-Virt-

Lubo-mirsl-

RANGES

Stewart Stoves and Ranges are truly an investment in an uninterrupted future service.
This sounds as though they cost more than
ordinary stoves. This is not true. The Stewart
people are the largest stove makers in the
country. Their unusual buying and distributing facilities, and the fact that we buy their
product in car load lots, brings these extraordinary stoves down to the cost of lesser
makes.
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Berlin, Nov. 11 (by the Associated
Ratifications of the
Press.)
peace treaty were
exchanged here tonight at the foroffice
between
Ellis Lorlng
eign
The many valuable awards. In Drcsel, the American commissioner,
five 1922 model autos, to and Dr. "Karl Wlrth, chancellor
cluding
By Tlif AN'iiiffrt IVpm I
be distributed by the Albuquerque and minister of foreign affairs.
Jfew York, Nov. 11. People of
Morning journal In its mammoth
Article three of the peace treaty
the world expect success from the
SALESMANSHIP CLUB gift disarmnmcnt conference and they do
tribution, are clamoring for more with Germany provides that the
reason
for
not want an excuse or a
real active hustlers to enter the treaty on"shall take effect immedithe exchange of ratificaa failure, Samuel Gompers, presicampaign and expend some real ef- ately
Article three reads:
dent of the American Federation
fort to land them. And when It Is tions."
"The present treaty shall be ratiof Iabor, told the disarmament
taken into consideration that every
"The arms conference is not the
meeting In Madison Square garden
active participant Is guaranteed fied in accordance with the constithe
is
It
forms of the high conbut
tutional
world's only chance,
tonight.
either a cash award or nn automoshall take ef- "Tho world war was the IiSrIi only and last chance of the states
it seems strange that so few tracting parties and
bile,
I
n mey iun
immediately on the exchange
climax of tiie contest lietween the men and politicians,
of our readers are taking advant- rfect
not
or
will
ratifications, which shall take
old and the new." he said. "The to 'make peace' the people
g
age of this tremendous
conplace as soon as possible at Berlin."
philosophy of rule by ferce, by fail to 'unmake them.' If the
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opportunity.
will
take
the
militarfails
and
people
ference
Rent! Tills and Profit.
tyranny, by autocracy
In the experiments of munitions,
ism has huen swept out of the the matter of peace inrb their own
If nn opportunity were prenew poisons were disthirty-tw- o
world. That is the paramount fact hands."
to you whereby
sented
yon
in the United States during
covered
been
A
has
of our time.
system
could secure without one penny
the world war.
slain. Unless those who are to be ADDRESS OF HARDING
of cost, a brand new 1922
"
rrs
engaged in those great labors shall
model Ktndebnkcr sedan, worth
Hot Chocolates made from our
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comprehend this fact and shall
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hulld upon it, we may well have
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statesmen
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economy.

Liniment

In addition to getting Stewart Stoves and
Ranges at our store is the advantage of being
able to select exactly the stove that fits your
needs. The largest selection in the state is
at your service.

Pr.H6bsonjs

,
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e
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"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE
First And Copper Phone 74

IT1

I

v.

n.

t'e

Gallup Egg

ter-rlto-

iztec Fuel Company

head-qunrte- rs

j

GIRLS TAKE III

IRK

$1131

MANHATTAN

BUETT

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

CAFE

RED CROSS

M

Phone 251

I

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOKTB FIRST 8TKKKT.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

y

4

BREAD AND MILK

to

health mm

5
3

TO AJHAZZLE

HAVATIAfl-

m.

aV
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-

CANNED PINEAPPLE

THE FOLLOWING ARE PACKED UNDER THE CLASS
JAR LABEL
IN NO.
2. 21-- 2 AND 10 TINS-FR- UITS
VEGETABLES. ETC.

I

,

Peaches
Apricots

Plums
Sweet Pickles
Spinach
Sour Pickles
Asparagus
Grapes
Pears
Asparagus TipsDill Pickles
Pineapple
Strawberries Beets
Cherries
Catsup
Blackberries Peas
Kraut
Preserves
LoganberriesTomatoes
Hominy
Jelly
Gooseberries Sweet PotatoesPimentos
Marmalade
Salmon
Green
Dried
Fruits of all
Pumpkin
Kinds
Pork and Beans
Glass Jar Brand
the cheapest in the long run 100 per cent
quality ask for GLASS JAR BRAND and take no other

H. CARNES

Albright

TUBERCULOSIS

GROSS-KE- I

ht

Albuquerque.

--

ANGUS-LB-

-

LEY & CO.

Distributors

New Mexico
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MEMORIAL TABLET IS DEDICATED
TO BERNALILLO COUNTY HEROES

ARMS PARLEY IS SERIOUS MATTER TO
DAUGHTER OF CHINESE DELEGATE
.

WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN WAR

?r!5

Decide to

proud of him now than we were
when he was In the thick of the
world war," declared Governor M.
C. Mechem, in opening his addres
yesterday at the dedication of the
county soldiers' memorial tablet in
the court house yard. "This fs the
type of celebration which is peculiar to citizens of the United States
and which Impresses upon every
lover of his country the general
spirit of brotherly love."
Speaking of the many memories which Armistice day brings to
mind, the governor dwelt especially upon the tribute being paid the
American soldier, dead or alive,
in the burial services of the unknown soldier at
Washington,
which was taking place even
while the celebration and services
were held In Albuquerque .
"At this moment that unknown
soldier is being given .the highest
tribute and honor ever accorded to
man in these United States. We do
not know who he is, nor what was

erected some time ago in honor of
the Bernalillo county boys and in
memory of those who died In the
world war. Mrs. Pete Stewart and
Mrs. William McClurken unveiled
the tablet. The dedication prayer
was then delivered by Rev. W. H.
Ziegler, pastor of the St. John
Episcopal church, who was a
chaplain In the war.
delivThe dedication address,
ered by Lee B. Atwood, a former
most
one
was
of the
gripsoldier,
ping speeches heard in Albuquerque for many years. Mr. Atwood's
heart and soul were In the subject and he opened his speech with
the reminder of the fnct that the
great war had drawn us all closer
together.
"Comradeship between the bud
dies now seems to mean even more
than It did In the days of battle,"
he stated.
"We are here to celebrate the
third anniversary of the signing of
the armistice and to pay honor to

Memorial Tablet Dedicated Yesterday
1917

1919

For God and Country
this tablet is erected
in honor of
one thousand seven hundred fifty bdys
of Bernalillo county
who answered their country's call in
the world war
and
in memory of

the following who made the supreme
sacrifice
ATJIl'QUERQrn
ELM EH ADAIR
ADAMS

M. L.

FRANK JOSEPH BRAULT
HUGH A. CARLISLE
SISTO CHAVEZ
THOMAS F. COLLISTER
ISAAC

FRANK
OSCAR

J.

DAVIS

M. DORAN
D. FOX

JOSE P. GARCIA
SILVO GONZALES
DOMINIQUE GREN1ER
ALBERT HUNTEWESKI"
NORMAN C. LEONARD
CR1STOBOL LUCliKO
E. MADRID
FRANCES
LANNINU R. McMILLAN
LUIS OTERO
DAVID M. ROSEN WALD
DONALD H. RUMMELL
MILFORD EDSON TAYLOR
JOHN R. TURNER
his station In life, nor to what
branch of the army he belonged,
nor whether he was married, single, rich or poor he is being given
this honor and it is enough for us
to know that he was an American
soldier one of the thousands who
pave their lives for the freedom
of the world."
In speaking of the service being
held in Washington and in every
locality In the whole United States,
Governor Mechem stated that It
brought back the words of President Lincoln that heroes shall not
dio In vain.
Following the playing of "America" by the three bands, which
were stationed In the court house
yard, the dedication services were
started by Father Mandalari.
President's Address Read.
of
Major Toulouse, chairman
the program,
then introduced
Lieut. Frank Westerfcld, who read
President Harding's address which
had been delivered a few moments
before at Washington at the services for the burial of'the unknown
soldier. The address was received
here by press wire service.
Tablet I'nvplled.
Governor M. C. Mechem" was

THE BEST RESULTS ARE
OBTAINED BY USING

Baker's

Chocolate
,

(Blue Wrapper, Yellow Label)

In Making Cakes, Pies,.

Puddings, Frosting, Ice
Cream, Sauces, Fudges,
Hot and Cold Drinks.
For more than
140 years this
chocolate has
been the

ard for nurltv.
delicacy of flavor

and

uniform

quality.

...to.......
Tot

trade-mar-

IT IS THOROUGHLY
RELIABLE
57 Highest Awards In
turope and America
"La Belts ChocoiHrt"

on every package

WALTER BAKER
'

& CO. LTD.

Established 1780
DORCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Booklet ol Choke Recipes tent (ree

ALAMEDA
JULIAN POLACO
ATRISCO
LEOPOLD CARAJABAL
CHILILI
JOSE F. MARTINEZ

DIRANES

CANDELARIA
ONOFRE
ATANACIO S. GARCIA
MANUEL SOTO
LUIS GARCIA
LOS PADILLIAS
NESTOR M. LOPEZ
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
HERMINO GALLKGOS
UBALDO GARCIA
ELISEO GR1EGO
PA.IARITO
JOSE MARIA PKREA
EL1UD B. SANCHEZ
LOS GRIEGOS AXJ)
TI.IERAS
COSME GR1EGO
MANUEL JARAMILLO
NARCISCO RUIZ, JR

,

thoso of us who lie In Flanders'
fields and In the many soldiers'
graves in our own country to pay
homage In particular to those Bernalillo county boys whose names
are inscribed on the bronze tablet, just unveiled.
"We are filled with a spirit of
grief for the boys who are enrolled
on the tablet and for their families, but this is mixed with a feeling of pride of them and then
envy that we could not have been
so honored
for we are honoring
them today for the
of
a duty laid on them,performance
and on us.
"What gives them an even more
honored death and even more due
to the trlbut we are paying them
is that they gave their lives not
for themselves, but unselfishly met
their death for the good of the
world that is how men gain distinction, by serving not themselves,
but some one else of their community or their country, or even
the world."
Rabbi Moise Bergman delivered
the closing prayer of the services.
The crowd wvitn, atarAn i v,
dedication' services at the court
nouse was probably the largest one
ever assembled
at any event in the
history of the county. Under direction of Sheriff Tony Ortiz and
other members of the general committee, the
was disbanded
.
..
,
at the enurf parade
hnnaa in
the hundreds of persons and auto- iuuuut-ianing their positions or
returning to Albuquerque without
.iismesi congestion or accident.
'
Tho Parade.
The dtV turned n
- ..ii
for the parade yesterday
morning,
all those not actually
n the line of march participating
among
the spectators in the being
automobiles
lining the streets and crowding the
aowmown
were decorated with flags and shops
banners and manv niitomnhti. mi....
and
down
up
the streets, were also
t ,
rea
an(j
blue and their Red CrossWnltg
tag. .
The parade was well organized,
the divisions forming In time to
fall promptty into their places In
the line of march.
Sheriff Tony
Ortiz, MaJ. J. H. Toulouse and
Frank Westerfeld. on horseback led
off. The marehlnir hnriUa
composed of two bands, tho Amer
ican legion members In uniform,
manv Of them wpnrfan thnlt. m,a
seas caps, the Italian societies, several labor unions, Old Town society,
thfi Indian
hnva In tr.trr.-- the Harwood school girls, and unl- verany stuaents. Members of the
headquarters troop of the national
guard rode their black mounts and
numerous representatives of organizations were carried In
Many Floats,
There wpi-nhnut 4
floats In the parade, many of them
of elaborate construction.
That of
tho Ttflllnn annlntv MnpsainHni, hA
battle of the Piavo bridge with the
lamous worus "Tney snail
not
pass" with soldier's in actual combat under the bridge was given an
additional touch of realism when
one of the soldiers wounded his
hand In action and displayed his
.1
.1
hlnnHv tinnrilrAt-i,ia- f
a
vantage. Leonardo Tartaglia palnt- ea me itauan noai as well as that
nf th niffflhlArf Rnlrllnra tnii,iia
The Woman's club float, bearing
women, who represented the return
a

Give

$90,000

Condemns Action.
(Bj Till" Aiiri:ltrit I'frM.)
Peoria, III., Nov. 11. A resolution demanding the resignation of
John L. Lewis, president of the International Mine Workers, may be
presented to the miners' convention
here tomorrow morning. T..e resolution will bo hotly debuted it is
expected.
"ha miners adjoured their session tM.s morning in respect to the
armistlco day celebration
after
0
adopting a resolution pledging
monthly to the support of the
Kansas miners' right.
Lewis Hits Hack.
Washington, Nov. 11. John L,
Lewis, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, when informed today that Illinois mine workers
had adopted a resolution at their
Peoria convent! n to support financially he unauthorized strike of
their fellow workers in Kansas,
sail the Illinois miners had been
mislead by "a few
demagogues."
Mr. Lewis said the action of the
Illinois minors would l ave no effect on the situation with respect
to the Kansas strike. He refused to
discuss the statement made at
Peoria by Frank Farrington, president of the Illinois union, that the
action meant war with the international organization.
$90,-00-

-

to Industry and other peaceful pursuits, was of particular interest.
Mrs. J. G. Gold, president of the
club, represented the statue of liberty. The Mountain View farm
bureau entered an excellent float
of farm products, vegetable
and
a cleverly made
animal, with
valance of straw In which was
woven the word "normalcy."
The
Mountain View school hnd a flnat
and several decorated cars nf children in the parade, also. The Old
Town school had four well designed floats and a squad of boys carrying American flags that hnd come
.back from France around tile
bodies of thir dead brothers.
The most touching figures in the
parade wore those of the "gold

PROMINENT W. C. T. U.
WORKER IN THE CITY

Miss Thcodosia Whiting of San
Francisco, a special officer of the
Woman's
Christian
Temperance
union, will arrive in Albuquerque
today and spend a week In the city
on survey work. She will address
the regular meeting of the local
union at the T. W. C. A. on
Wednesday afternoon. Miss Whiting is spending a month in New
Mexico surveying the needs of the
various communities In the way of
Americanization education. She Is
also
establishing
neighborhood
for this purpose. She will
star mothers" and of a number of schools
lie the guest of Mrs. M. L. Fox
men
in autonio-- i
disabled service
bile.s. Mrs. F. L. Uradford as "t lie during her stay in Albuquerque.
preateat mother In the world," with
liicken Sandwiches "The Rest
the tiny wounded soldier in her
arms, was an impressive figure on Ever" College Inn.
the Red Cross float. All of the
countries nllied in the world war
were represented by floats entered
and
organizations
by various
orders.
The division marshals were Earl
Bowdirh, Adjutant General Henry
Renevetis.
Rolf Brown, Captain
Miss Fugenia Kelehpr, MIhs Mar-- !
earet Hubbell, Miss Gertrude
Mrs. A. I. Reldling. G. E. Mo- Donald. W. E. Home, E. E. Eyre
land Antonio, Duran, E. M. Garber
Sheriff Antonio Ortiz 'and W. J.
Shamphan.
--

FOUR PEOPLE KILLED
fi ROME DISORDER
VmtJ
Four persons
were killed and thirteen, including
nine policemen,
wounded, today
during disorders between the fas(Hj The Atum-lnfec- !
Rome, Nov. 11.

cist!

and the railway workmen,
which arose twi flays ago on the
eve of the opening of the fasclstl
convention here.
As a result of a general strike
called by the council of labor following the outbreak of the trouble,
the city was still without newspapers today, all their employes having joined the strike.

FOR
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multi-colore-

jiule Store

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

Phenomenal Dress Event

testants.

Merritt's topic was "The Question
of the Century," and dealt with tho
Filer
matter of disarmament,
spoke on "The Irish Question."
The rest of the program consisted
of other speeches and several selections by the high school orchestra, under the baton of Miss Peet
The winners of the prellmiuan
contest will represent
the high
school in tho state oratorical contest, which will take place here
around Thanksgiving.
The
preliminary declamatory
contest of high scliool pupils will
take place Monday evening. This
was originally scheduled for Thursday, .but on account of the length
of the program that evening, the
date was altered as indicated.

SURPASSING

EVENT

VALUES

trucks were heavily guarded tonight and armed guards accompanied letter carriers distributing registered mail matter.
AND "FUNERALS

enterment here had been made.

SCHENCK Funeral servives for
John Schenck, who met his death
by falling from the top of the new
shop building last Wednesday, will
be held at Strong Brothers' chapel
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Rev. Guy, of the Christian church,
Interment will be In
officiating.
cemetery.

GIRARD Funeral services for
this
Joseph Girard will bo held Immorning at 9:30 o'clock at the
maculate Conception church, Kev.
Father Mandalari officiating. Interment will be in Santa Barbara
cemetery. His son, Charles Girard,
and his sister, Mrs. Peyror, arrived
from Los Angeles to attend the
funeral. Strong Brothers are In
charge.

POUND SALE
On

g
There's nothing that reduces
profits as much as worms.
PowUse International Hog Worm
der and drive them out. Then fatten your hogs with International
Hog Tonic. Sold by Valo Bros.,
807 North First street.

$30

CANTON CREPE AND TRICOTINE
In Navy Black and Brown.

The body of Dr. John

H. Bower was shipped yesterday to
his former home In Eureka, Kansas. Instructions to Bhip being received after all arrangements for

Saturday, the 12th day of
November, 1921, at 10 a. m. In
front of the city hall on North
Second street, I will sell ono buckskin horse, about 10 years old, IB
hands high, weigh 900 pounds,
Also
branded on right shoulder.
one grey mare about 7 years old.
14 hands high, weigh 800 pounds.
branded on left thigh and hip and
left shoulder.
J. R. OALUSHA,
City Marshal.

HAD

Clever styles interpreting the newest modes of the season. The New Uneven Skirt Lengths Metal Girdles
Wool Beads Novelty Sleeves Chinese Embroidery
The New Neck Lines.

Va.
Moil

f'atrview

EVER

R

Specially Bought to Be Sold
Far Below Regular

0

BOWER

WE

READY-TO-WEA-

$19.50
TO

(By Tho Aorlalp(I I'rean.)
New, York, Nov. 11. Sixty-fiv- e
marines today began guarding the
mails in the streets, postoffices and
terminals of New York, prepared
to use warlike meusures to prevem
repetition of last month's $2,000,-00truck robbery. The force was
expected to be augmented tomorrow
by the urrivul of 200 more sea soldiers from the barracks at Quanto-co- ,

DEATHS

AM

Thirty Fine Dresses

MARINES NOW GUARD
.
MAILS IN NEW YORK
TO PREVENT THEFTS

"

"Mark of Supremacy,"

!'".)
11.
Presi-

Harding tonight pressed a
button and threw into action a se"sets" arries of Illuminating
local
organizations
ranged by
building
about the
and Continental hall, In which
most of tho sessions of 'he armament congrof will be held.
For several blocks along Seventeenth street, powerful
lamps
throwing flaring, torchlike flames
formed "The Avenue of Light."
which led to the "Jeweled Portal"
In front of the
Union.
Pel ween two obelisks, S3
feet in height, was hung a sparkling curtain bearing the flags and
coats of arms of the visiting nations outlined
in
bulhs.
At the capital, an electric Imitation of "Aurora Borealis" sent
long rays of tinted light hlKh in
the ulr. Many of the public buildings were especially lighted for the
occasion or were Illuminated by
direct rays from great searchlights
Viscount Uchida.
placed on nearby structures.
The ceremony nttending the IViscount Uchida, Japan's foreign llumination
was brief. President
ninister in the Hara abinet, is
Harding, accompanied
by Vice
following the assassin-ttio- n President and Mrs. Coolldse. moof Hara last week. Uchida tored through the crowded streets
was formerly Japanese ambassador
to a booth near the "Jeweled Por, tal." where a master key conjo the United States.
trolled all the special installation
A battery of field guns stationed
near the Washington
monument
CURZ0N VOICES HOPE
boomed the
salute and.
FOR SUCCESS IN ARM as the high presidential
towers sprang Into
a
hand
played the
military
LIMIT CONFERENCE light,
national nnthem.
The president
made no address and after viewing
(Dy The Amneiatrd Prcm.)
the
for a few
Washington, Nov. 11 (by the As- the spectaclereturned to thominutes,
White
party
sociated Press.) A message ex- House.
Those In charge of the electric
pressing high hopes for the armament conference was received by construction
estimated tbnt th
Secretary Hughes tonight from equivalent of ten billion candles
Lord Curzon. secretary of stale for was used In the Rets.
foreign affairs of Great Rritain.
"I cannot allow the opening of
GRF.lt UK ATS SHADE.
the Washington conference to pass
Pittsburgh. Pa.. Nov. 11. Harry
without sending you an assurance Orel), of Pittsburgh, was given the
of my earnest desire to be of any newspaper
over Rillv
decision
assistance I can In reaching a satis Shade, of Pan Franrlso. in a ten- settlement
and
round
bout
here
tonlirht.
Orel)
factory
permanent
of questions about to be dealt with," wcigneii in ii ibi pounns and snanp
nt 172. Greb
the message said.
outpointed Shade
throughout.
Hot Chocolates niiiile from our
own roclc College Inn.
Journal Wants bring results.

Expect to find the
Fisherman, the
on every bottle ot
L- -.
I
I.:
emuiBiuii
uiai yuu uuy.
This means that you will
always ask for

1

dent,

MERRITT AND ELLER
WIN PLACES. IN THE
ORATORICAL CONTEST
The gold nicdul, or first place, In
tho preliminary oratorical contest
,at tho hiKli school Thursday evening was uwarded to Maxwell Mer-ritThe second prize, a silver
medal, was won by Howe Filer.
These men placed out of five con

I

Hi PARLE!

Washington,

Three

Ask For It! $T

PLW OF LIGHTS

OF

Monthly to Support Fight
of Kansas Miners; Lewis

Alfred Sze ind daughter Betty,
Mme. Sao-K- e
The little miss above, whom designers- must have used at a model
for those lovable little Chinese dolls, it the daughter of Dr. Alfred Sze,
Chinese aiinister to the U. S., who is a member of his country's delegation to the arms conference. She was born while her father was
minister to Great Britain and has two brothers. Her mother, shown
holding her, is one of the most popular members of the diplomatic social set.

IS ACTING

PREMIER OF JAPAN HARDING STARTS

LEWIS

PRES.

"After witnessing the spirit of then Introduced and the governor's
this celebration, surely every sol- address was followed by the untablet
dier must feel that we are not less veiling of the memorial

LTCHILlA

HERS TO SEEK
ESIGNATIOW

Armistice Day Is Celebrated With Largest
Parade in History of the State; Governor
M. C. Mechem Delivers Short Address at
Court House Yard; Lee B. Atwood Gives
Dedication Speech.

Pacre

SCOTT'S EMULSION
Scott dkBowne. Bloomfield, N. J-ALSO MAKERS OF

(Tablets or Granules)

for INDIGESTION

d

Br

TSssss

Park

ESomings
Misty mornings, gray Tlawns,
inky darkness, are all the same
to our Alarm Clocks.
rrtlrtulo
Thev tlelr nff
until the time you set for rising.
Then It calls, positively, because
correctly.
They let. you sleep
right up to the last minute.

o

$1,25

$5.00

C
MINDLIN'
fcJ
nt mj
1.

i

J E WELE

RS

DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

i

U.S.

BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS

NAMELESS

"fOR 70 ADMIRE

HERO SLEEPS

CUT
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"WOMEN

NEEDLE!
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Roybal Stars With Punting
and Plunging; Forward
Passes Aid in Victory;
Many New Men Tried.

American SoldierWho Gave
His Life Abroad Is Buried
in
Arlington With the
Braves of Many Wars.

Outplaying, outpasslng. outDlung- lng the Las Vegas normal football
squad from the first whistle until
the last down, the Duke City hiKh
school football men romped over
them with a score of 80-The
game was one of the cleanest and
fastest grid contests ever seen in
Albuquerque.
Roybal, the Albuquerque left half, was clearly the
star of the game with his punting
and ground gaining.
Koybal kicked off for the high
school and the normal ran the ball
to their
line and were
forced to punt. Malcom Long ran
tne ball back to the
lino
and Roybal made two first downs
with a total gain of 30 yards. The
Hammond - Ilolcomb
combination
here completed a successful pass
but the high school was held for
downs. The march that the locals
made down tho field showed that
they were easily the better team.
Las Vegas punted out of danger
and Roybal attempted a drop- kick but the normal man who got
the ball after it hit the goal was
soon downed. The visitors punted
but the ball rolled back to their ten
yard line. The high school used
three downs that did not net them
much but on tho lust down Nuthan
Olassman plunged through for the
first score. Roybal failed to kick
goal, and the score stood at
In the second quarter Hammond
dropped back for a pass but when
he saw no one to get it he plunged
through the normal team for 20
yards. The two teams exchanged
punts und Albuquerque worked the
ball towards the Las Vegas goal so
that Roybal could skirt the end for
another score. The goal was missed and the score was 12-- 0 with the

OF
A SPECIALPLACE
MADE
BEEN
HAS
HONOR

the

6.

Mys-

tery of Death, Laden
With Honors Beyond Any
of His Fellows Below.
rrn.)
(Vs
WashitiKton, Nov. 11. Hish on a
Potomac,
the
beside
wooded ridge
America's nameless hero will sleep
bivouacked with the brave of many
wars.
about his simple
Everywhere
or
tomb, over the swelling slopes
in the shaded r'lnyons of Arlington
monustand
national cemetery,
are
ments and headstones on which
graven names that also are ofwritten
glory
imperishably in the pages
history.
that make the nation'samid
the
stones,
are
There, too,
long rows, to mark othertheunknown
of
bulk
dead of other wars, and
the single
the monument above unknown
of
grave where rest the
gatherthe war between the states,
fields.
ed from manv battle
SihhIhI I'luee of Honor.
But for tho newcomer from
France among this fellowship of
valor, a special place of honor Inhasa
sleep
been made. He will
narrow crypt, hewn out of theof live
the
Btone that forms the terrace
to
memorial amphitheater erectedmen
consecrate the memory of
flag.
everywhere who died for the block
Above his casket a massive brief
the
with
of Btone. carved
to all
legend of a nation's tribute
those others who sleep unknown
u
in France, will be placed. On
also will go the long list of honors
great Powers of
the nation and the
so
the world have lavished on the
identity as welldlera who gave their
ns their lives on French battle'".Above the great stone towers the
marble pHlurei facade of the amand
phitheater, crowning the ridge vista
looking down over a sweeping
countn-Hid- e
of quiet hills and peaceful
to the wide waters of the
Washington
river. Heyond stands
Over
city in the haze of distance.
the great
it, dimlv visible, looms
or
dome
the
on
figure of Freedom
"Wasthe capitol; farther downa slender
hington Monument thrusts
attention
gray finger to challenge
of the very sky to the deeds of
commemorates;
peace and war it the
square white
closer still looms
at the
bulk of Lincoln Memorial
a
people s tribriver brim, sealing
ute to a martyred leader.
Cnlm Hills Drop Away.
Fold on fold, the calm hills drop
awav from the terrace where the
lies honored,
sleeper from France
sculpbut unknown. At his feet a sweeps
balustrade
tured marble
wide,
the
making
out on either side,
y
that
the
graceful curve of the
n
drops down to by
a
many
day,
slopes where day
srallant comrade from France is
finding his last resting place. Down
there the new headstones isgleam in
hardly
oountless variety. There
n hour of any day when sorroware not moving slowly
ing relativesnew
graves, giving lovamong the
on the low
to
ing care Onflowers
the headstones are
mounds.
birth
cut the names, the dates ofnames
and death of the dead, and made
where
they
of French villages
their great sacrifice. Man by allman,
to
their record is written for
know and honor.
There Arc No Relatives.
asleep
But for the nameless one, are
no
on the terrace above, there
mysin
the
alone
lies
relatives. He
with honors
tery of death.of I.aden
his fellows below,
beyond any
or
there is none to tell of the way he
his life and his death, of whence
eame or of what he was. save that
lie died in France, at the nation s
call. The American people are his
next of kin. He alone may sleep
to
there with the great monument
all the nation's honored dead.
amphiEverywhere about tho
theater are monuments with names
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How To Get Relief

from Rheumatism

waste products,
Thousands and thousands of men
and women during the past 60
years have cleared their blood of
waste products with S. S. 8. It Is
tho ideal remedy for rheumatism,
because it remove the poisonous
' waste matter which is causing the
trouble. There are no bad after
effects and the result is wonderful.
Begin taking B. 8. S. today and
write for 66 page Illustrated book-Je- t,
"Facts About tho Blood" free.
personal medical advice, without charge, may also be had by
of
sending a complete description
Medical
your case. Address Chief
S.
732
Co..
Swift
Specific
Pirector.
S. S. Laboratory. Atlanta, Ga. All
drug; stores sell B. B. B.
A Timely Suggestion.
year
This 18 tne season of thecareful
when the prudent and
her
supply
housewife replenishes
of Chamberlain's Cough beRemedy.
needed
It la almost certainis to
over and rebefore the wintermore
much
are
prompt and
sults
when it Is kept at
hand and given as soon as the first
Indication of a cold appearsIn and
the
settled
before it has become
vstem. There is no danger in giv-- J'
jt to children as It contains no
opium or c4her harmful drug.

(.

MISS. COL UM8IA POLLS UP

W

5

normal underneath.

CRAEE REVIEWS UNIVERSITY ELEVEN CLASSICS

that touch memory to life, that
bring echoes of the thunder of
guns from old. far off battle
scenes, There lies Sheridan; then'
lies Porter and Crook and Doublo-da- y
and yonder lies Dowcy. Over

tho peaceful slope, row on row,
march the headstones of hundreds
of humble servers in the ranks
like tho sleeper up there on the
terrace, or again, dim'y seen
through the trees noes another
headlong column of soldier
stones, graying with time. But officers and men, generals, admirals,
privates or the last bluejacket to
join the ship before tho battle,
they are all sleeping here In honored graves. Gathered they are from
Mexico, from all the far plains
where emigrant trains fousht their
way westward from storied fields of
the civil war. from Cuba and the
Philippines, from Haiti and from

France.

Slender Mast of the Maine.
Just beyond the amphitheater
rises tho slender mast of the old
Maine, brought from Havana to
mark the resting place of her deal
soldiers and Bailors and marine.
It is their last muster and for them
all has been raised tho great marble pile wherein tho unknown
sleeper from France sleeps his

vigil.
The pure white outline of tho
structure, as yet unstained by
time anil the shifting winds that
sweep unchecked
through Its
stately colonnade or Its vast, roofless gathering place, rises amid a
setting that nature paints with
beauty as the seasons come and go.
It stands atop the ridge, footed
among the evergreens and the native Virginia woods that set it off
in changing shades in summer;
dock it out with the myriad tints
of autumn as the year wanes and
wrap It about with the delicate
leafless
tracery of
branches In winter.
To form the colonnade, a doubl"
row of the great marble pillars
march around the circle where
the marble benches are set. Facing the benches and with its back
to the terrace where stands the
tomb, is the sculptured hollow ot
the apse where tho solemn rites for
burial take place. The structure
has the lines of an ancient
a fitting resting place for
the honored, unknown soldier who
Is its only occupant.

MR. BUSSES TEAM BOASTS BAD PILL

SURE FIRE SPORT

'

ference.

Kalman will call the signals for
the soldiers while Jones will be
the head Lobo for our pack. Wllf-le- y
says with good Calkins there
will be no leaks sprung past the
Varsty halves, while Weaver for
the soldiers avers that any New
Mexican who tries to penetrate
Rush is going to need another
Stanley expedition to do the rescue act.
as fullback
Hernandez
W.
has no fears of Mr. Rlaik, who
team while
made the
at West's Point, and that is nil of
the teams who Is going to meet
up this afternoon at 2:30 P. M.
o'clock at the Varsty foot ball
gridiron.
Coach Iloy Johnson says he has
drilled Our Boys along the lines
Yost uses at
of the way Hurry-u- p
the Unleverslty of Mitchlgan where
his
Coach win
letters after helping mako tho world safo for tho
Republicans to take nway from
the Democrats.
Words has reached me to the affect that for tho first timo the
students has sold all of the tickets
that was give them and has come
back for more which means that
a big crowd Is going to be out
when tho game starts at 2:30 P.
M. o'clock this afternoon.
Summing up the two teams, the

Last Fneanipment.
Over the ridge beyond the amphitheater are seen the gras3
grown ramparts of old Fort Meyer
with the dead clustering about
them. Further along, the pillarel
of the old

I.ee
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THIS CHAP SEEMS TO BE
A HURKY TO GET UP 0FF
14,
CTflni

Cutiosra Toilet Trio
Satisfies every want of the
most critical in cleansing,
purifying and beautifying
the skin and complexion.
Nothing purer, sweeter or
more effective for every-datoilet purposes.
A!rr "OlttomLi.
Sunk taehrml? Kali
every
Dot. ta, Mlb W.1UM "
nliw.
TslramiSc.
and
v,)i,
Hcp3fc Ohrtiaer
y

SoW

26

.tKPCuticw

60e.

Soap sImtm without miv.
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Ot)ER.

JTN0T?
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets Get
at the Cause and Remove It
Fl7nrr!'

Olive Tahlets. the Bub- suiuie tur tcuuiuci, an b1111 u" v"v
bowels and positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
TV

quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
Tablets. The pleasant,
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
who know them.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act genbut firmly on the bowels and liver,
tly
otimiilatirtfT tbpm trt natural action.
clearing the blood and gently purifying
me enure sy sitm. mcyuu uw mui
dangerous calomel does without any ol
tne oaa alter errecis.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
griping cathartics are derived frorr
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets without
griping, pain or any disagreeable effects
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of practice among patients afflicted with bowe
and liver comDlaint. with the attendant
bad breath.
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetablt
compound mixed with olive oil; yot
will know them by their olive color
Take one or two every night for a week
and note the effect J5c and 30c.
sugar-coate-

Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 Its entire length. Then dotted lines, and so on. Fold each
section
underneath accurately.
When completed
turn over and
you'll find a surprising result. Save
the pictures.
College Inn own Jazz Orchestra.
Hear Tliem.
American soldiers In the
Sixty-si- x
world war lost the sight of both
lost the partial
eyes; forty-fou- r
sight of both eyes, and 644 lost one
eye or the eight of one eye.
sstakMdl

d

i

seem to be well matched so that
makes a sure fire after noons
sport. The lines Is about even in
lbs.
weight and averages 175
Amongst tho Ft. Bliss 11 and suba
is players of great individual
strength and experience while pit
against these Is the clock like team
Johnsons mawork of Coach
chine.
And speaking of clocks reminds
me that the game starts at 2:31
P. M. this afternoonf in case you
no
alnt Been this mentioned
whores.
And Mr, Dleckmann
I know
you know Bruno says It would
bo nice could ever body see If they
could get there on time, lots of
people, and dont forget, folks, that
there Is no new rules against
not
rooting a little
to nememtsr Ft. Elis
sers once in a while.
this-yea-

EL PASO CAVALRY MEN
HERE ON RECRUITING
First Sergeant A, Leusch and
Mess Sergeant H. L. Holcomb, of
troop F of the Eighth cavalry of
Fort Bliss are In the city on a

tour.
They have established headquarters at the armory
where they will interview Albuquerque men who wish to Join the
cavalry.
They appeared in the
parade with their reconnaissance
truck yesterday morning. Thoy will
return to El Paso Sunday morning
and will take any recruits with
them In the truck,

This time Las Vegas kicked off
and when scrimmage was started
Hammond broke through for a 10
yard gain. The high school was
penalized and the ball went over to
the visitors who immediately punted. The ball was advanced by two
from Glassman and
long gains
Hammond.
The teams exchanged
punts and when the high school
worked the ball under the shadow
of the goal posts Long plunged
over the line for a touchdown.
Again the goal was missed.
The last half saw new men starting on each team. Ferguson was

IE

TODAY

MENU

what hesitating Is.
The ends Is White and "Sarah"
r.ornhardt for tho Varsty, ami
''Sarah" promises us a performance equal to any of his famous
namesakes farewell affairs when
he bumps up against Mr. Rtimpke
and' Mr. Pavlik who is going to
play the ends for tho opposing
side. Mr. l?mpko Is said to be
very good at doing that in inter-

Greek-templ-

portico

ON GRID

is going to be on the blissful outfit, and to begin with it says the
centers name is Knight and he is
i.
a star, which
gives mo a
Star!
(let that? But
Knight!
this game is going to be played in
the day time, and anyway our center gays he can Pcarce a Knight
any time so maybe there will be
other stars, but ull in a friendly
way of course.
The guards from down El Paso
way is Mr. Esloon and Mr. I'ille.
Mr. Fille is a 200 lber. and maybe
a little hard for Ralph Hernandez
and Ferguson to take, as Mr. Fille
alnt sugar coated nor nothing, but
Ralp and Fergy Is foot bail sharks of
the man eating variety and promises to be in the swim ever minute.
Stacked up against Mr. Rayborn
and Mr. McKean who are ths
tackles for the soldiers is our
the
gallant captain who has defied
frosts and still remains a Green-lea- f,
most
him
while assisting
worthy Is J. I'opejoy, who alnt
never been lost as ho don't know

HY T. 15. CKAIin.
feller says to me yesterdav,
he Siivs. one of the troubles with
this town is a lack of the community spirit; there ain't no place
where folks can got together like
on a holiduy and rub their elbow-- j
for the same
together and plug individual
selthintrs without no
fish motive, where they can laugh
and yell and enjoy theirselfs side
to
by each. Wo ain't got nothing
keep our thoughts off of ourselfs
and the results Is we get pettish
and
and Crabb-e- d
top, I says, you go too far and
von have forgot entirely tho foot
ball game which offers a good
prlv or nnrt of vour complaint.;
for you will find plenty of spirits
there if the community will only
except It, and he Fays forgive and
excuse me but what do you know
'about the teams and I says I know
as follows and this what I toll
him.
From the reports which I am
be
jablo to get, they istv goingatto the
one sweet litMo pai
up
Varsty athletic neld this after-- j
noon at 2:30 p. m. o'clock when
Our Hoys lines up vs. the officers
from Mr. misses Fort, and them
amonest ns who do not partako of
the fcstivle of brain and brawn is
jto be pitied if they cant go and
censored if they just wont.
I got a list ot the players who
A

snow-lade-

waste

products accumulate, they are a menace to life.
They cause a lowered vitality,
many skin disorders and rheumatism. Genuine relief from the
agonies of rheumatism can be had
only by correcting the basic trouble

S

S

thrusts out through the crowding
woods to look down over the vista
of hill and river to Washington.
And just over the rond stands the
post of Fort Meyer, its garScientists Agree That the army
rison flag a fluttering glimpse of
Cause Is Due to Waste
color over the white scene, the
roar of its sunrise and sunset guns
Products in the Blood
waking the echoes among the
of the dead: tho faint, far
The blood is the means by which graves
call of its bugles singing also for
11
tissues, muscles, lisaments and these sleeping
warriors, resting in
flesh of the body are directly or in- their last encampment.
is also thru
directly nourished. It worn-outist
the blood stream that
sues and waste products are cast
of
out
the system.
Moving Picture Funnies
When

11
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LAS VEGAS CREW

HE COUNTR y

He Lies Alone in

TEAM

IG

MD CHILDREN FIRST! '

EASTERN

G

supplied for Dlnelli and for Las
Vegas Pankratz started for Nelson
and Conway went in for Pankratz
soon after. The Hammond-Hol-com- b
pair again completed a pass
and Venable was substituted for
Glassman and Noble went in for
Wilson whose foot had been bothering him.
The High school again "pushed
the ball so near to their opponents'
goal that they could make the
fourth touchdown when Las Vegas
was still unable to score.
Las Vegas then ran the High
school kickoff back to the middle
of the field until Hursh, the Normal fullback, got the ball and ran
over half of the length of the gridiron to rave his team from being
whitewashed. The Normal had the
same luck as the High school at
kicking goal and the score was put
at 24-Hursh scored from a punt
sent to him by the High school.
Goon after the ball was again
put into play Hammond grabbed a
Normal pass and raced over their
goal line for another touchdown.
With the score at 30-- 6 Venable
kicked off for tho High school and
Las Vegas punted back.
Roybal
made an end run for fifteen yards
and Benjamin gathered in Hammond's pass for ten yards. The
quarter ended with the ball In possession of the High school on the
line.
Las Vegas
In the last quarter neither team
score
and
the
could
game became
Each team
very loosely fought.
got passes from the other team and
Near
punts were very frequent.
the end of the game Hammond atthe
which
a
hit
dropklck
tempted
goal post. The High school marched the ball up to the Las Vegas
goal but were penalized and fatled
to score. The ball again went back
and forth in the center of the field
and Las Vegas took the ball down
to the High school goal but the
final gun put an end to all attempts
to score.
The parade before the game was
a great success and a big snake
dance was executes on Central avenue after the game. A danco was
held last night In honor of the visiting team.
The Las Vegas Normal university appeared on the field as follows: Gallegos. I. e.; Gordon, 1. t.;
Walk, 1. g.; Stapp. c; Nelson, r. g.;
Caton, r. t.; Suter, r. e.; Hllgers,
q. b.; Hopping, 1. h, b.; Hursh. f.
h.j Guturrez, r. h. b. Substitutions:
Pankratz for Nelson, Conway for
Pankratz, Nelson for Gordon, Guturrez for Furgeson, Gordon for
Walk.
Tho High school lineup was:
Benjamin, I. e.: Wilson, I. t.; Mar-ro1. g.; Foraker, c; Dinelli, r. g.;
Coon, r. t.; Holcomb, r. e.; Long,
q. b.; Roybal, 1. h. b.: Hammond,
f. b.; Glassman, r. h. b.
Substitutions: Furgeson for Dinelli, Noble
for Wilson. Venable for Glassman.
Goodrich for Venable. Renfro for
Coon and Goodrich to tackle,
for Renfro, Goodrich to

1

1

football Results
At Portland, Maine: Bowdoln,
Tufts, 0.
At Fort Collins, Colo.: University
of Denver, 21; Colorado agricultural college, 14.
At Boiso; Idaho, 81; Wyoming!
20;

8.

I

Kansa

At Ames, Iowa: Ames,
Aggies, 0.
At Grinnell, Iowa: Grlnnell, 13i
Cornell, 0.
At Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Coe, 38;
Knox, 0.
At Decorah, Iowa: Luther, 33;
Upper Iowa, 7.
At Keokuk:
Keokuk, 7j Fori
Madison, 6.
At Phoenix: Phoenix high school,
27; El Paso high school, 7.
At Hastings, Neb.: Hastings college, 17; Cotner college of Lincoln,
T;

ft

I

0.

At Grand Island, Neb.: Nebraska
Wesleyan, 17; Grand Island college,
0.

At Aberdeen, S. D.: Yankton college, 0; Aberdeen normal, 7.
At Pasadena, Calif.; Pacific fleet,
24; Camp Lewis, 0.
At Bozeman: University of Mon.
tana, 14; Montana state college, 7.
At Corvallis, Ore.: Washington
state, 7; Oregon Aggies, 3.
At Des Moines, Iowa: Still college, 7; St. Ambrose college, 7 (tie.)
At Oskaloosa, Iowa: Penn college, 6; Iowa state teachers, 14.
At Logan, Utah: Utah Aggies, 20;
College of Idaho, 0.
At Kearney, Neb.: Midland university, 13; Kearney state teachers'
college 0.
At Crete, Neb.: Doane college,
10; York college, 6.
T.

BOSTON WOOL MAp-fKBoston, Nov. 11. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
"The demand for wool has continued of fair proportions and has
so far as
been well diversified
grades and classifications are confine
from
cerned, everything
staple
wool to the low grade foreign wools
having changed hands at prices
which are fully firm, if not even a
bit stronger on certain grades. Som
speclativo trading is reportod on
the market in low South American
wools.
"The prices paid for the fall
Texas wools have shown an upward tendency this week, clean
landed costs Boston being about
57 JO 58c for tho wool purchased in
Del Rio.
"In the goods market demand
has slackened."
Scoured basis: Texas fine .11
months, 05W75; fine 8 months,
60 65.
staple
Territory fine
choice, 8 0 ft;) 8 5 ; half blood comb8
blood
8ft)72;
combings,
ings,
blood combings,
5)fri55;
and fine medium
40SD42; fine
clothing, 6005; fine and fine medium French combings, 65 72.
Pulled: Delaine, 8085; AA, 71
halfback.
80; A supers, 600 70.
Officials: Glen O. Ream, referee;
27 30;
Mohair
best combing,
Sganzinl, umpire; Rickets, head
best
carding, 22 5425.
linesman.
one-four- th

All Others
Overshadowing
Is the Yale - Princeton
Game: a Long Drawn
Out Battle Is Looked For
(By Tlifl AMM'ltileft

TrimM

New York, Nov. 11. Football
classics of major and minor degree
hold the center of the eastern gridiron tomorrow afternoon. For the
first tim-- this season intersection-alisis entirely lacking and Interest will hingo on the struggles
which, In some cases, date their Initial conflict back three or four
decades.
Overshadowing all other battles
Is the
game at New
Haven, although the Navy-Pen- n
Pennsylvania-State, Syracuse-Colgatm

Straight Virginia
tobacco just that

--

and nothing moro
mellowed in the
sun and ripened
on the hilL

e,

Harvard-Brow-

Dartmouth,
Amherst-William-

s,

-

n,

Washington

and

n
Jefferson Pittsburgh,
y
clashes
and Villa
are nil of moro than passing foot-

Wesleyan-Unio-

Nova-Arm-

ball interest.
the undefeated
In Princeton,
Yale eleven faces Its first real opponent. Notwithstanding the string
of victories accumulated by Ell this
triumph
fall, including the
over the army, the fact remains
that in none of these games has
the Blue been opposed by a team
of the Tigers' caliber. A triumph
over Old Nassau would eliminate
any doubt regarding tho rejuvenation of the bull dog.
Yale possesses a remarkable
amount of gridiron material, much
of exceptional merit, but tho majority of the players aro young
both In years and experience. More
than half tho plnyers who will line
up against Princeton have yet to
win their varsity letter.
In
Jordan, Aldrlch. Mallory,
O'Hearn and Becket tho blue has
an allround backfleld capable of
pursuing every stylo of modern as
well as ancient offense. In forward
passing, punting, dropkicking, end
running and lino bucking, these
players form the Inbest combination
years.
that Eli has had
The line is heavy and fast, with
more
power in its charge
perhaps
than in its defense.
Against this really formidable
eleven the Tigers will send a veteran team, tried and tested in both
Tho Orange
victory and defeat.
and Black lacks a l lunging back
of the power and weight of Jordan,
but is likely to make up for this
by a finesse in delayed and concealed ball offensive which prob-abl- y
will prove puzzling to the Blue
first and secondary defense.
There appears to be little choice
In the lines and it is likely that
unless Yale Is overawed by the
camouflaged attacks of the Tigers
the frame will settle down to a bitter, long drawn out battle In which
the breaks of the play will decide
the winner.
A struggle of no less interest, but
lacking the same traditions, will be
the meeting of the Navy and Ponn
Stat on neutral ground at Philadelphia.
Harvard Is expected to use a
second string combination against
Brown, which should make that
contest more even.

Stop That
Itching

It's unnecessary and
nerve racking. Apply

cooling Resinol
Ointment and know
thecomfort it gives.

mi
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Where Quality Boots and Shoes Are Sold For Less
$5 Women's and
Grown Girl's Boots
Brown or black, English and broad toes,
low or Military Heels;
all sizes, 2H--

EVERYTHING

S

H O

IN

$2.98

SHOE
301 N.

$4 Bovs' Dress
Shoes
or Blucher
English
ityles; brown or black;
all sizes,

$6

ES
SAL7
to

$4.00 Women's Oxfords
Come in Black Kid
with Military Heels, all
sizes

$6 Men's Dress
Shoes
Brown and blaok Calf--

$4 Misses' Boots
Brown or black calf-ld- n
and gun metal;
broad or English toes;
all sizes,
2.

$2.50 Children's
Skuffer Shoes
Come in black and
brown; extension welt
d soles; all sizes to'
large 2.

1.

$3.98

8.

$2.49

$2.49

tkln. Oooflysar welted
soles, rubber heels: all
styles; all sizes,

of brown

and grey
and Pat-ten- t,
Heel; all

'50.

2-- 8.

$2.49

Tour choice
brown
Kid
Louis
ilzes,

Kid,

$3.49

STORE

First St., and Save 25

Women's Dress
Boots

FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
Buy Your Footwear from the

MANUFACTURERS

TENDERSKIN

Soolhinq wid HuJinq

Cigarette

from down where
the good tobacco grows

Myeu Tobacco Co.

IDEAL FOR BABY'S

RESINOL

a,

jn

301 NORTH FIRST STREET

$1.69

7
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By JANE
Saturday.
Miss Ruth Tompkins will enter-taithe Pont Neuf club at 2:30

TO REDUCE.
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MARGARET FACES A NEW
PROBLEM.
.

2

By LAURA A. KIKKMAN.
DOF.S

like
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FLAVORING?

A good many
housekeepers seldom make cakes and puddings
with a caramel flavor. Often this
Is not because their families don't
like
the flavor but because
"itV so much trouble" to caramelizes the sugar!
The housekeeper who Is a "good
manager," however, does not even
consider going to the nuisance
of caramelizing
her sugar each
time she starts to bake a cara-mcake: Instead she makes a
large quantity of caramel syrup
nnd keeps this In a bottle ready
for Instant use. This Is done In
the following way:
Put granulated sugar Into sauce
pan or a frying pan over the fire
and stir constantly until the sugar
has melted and becomes a deep
bvr-- ;:
Then add an
amount of boiling, water. equal
This
makes a thick syrup. Boll It up
for n minute or two, then pour
it i t)
fruit Jars or old catsup
bottles. If it should become
su
el

gary, add a little water to It
when reheating In amounts need!
ed. Try this syrup In one of the
following recipes:
Caramel Fudge Cake: Mix together 1 4 cups of cold, thick
caramel syrup and
3
cup of
butter; add 2 well beaten eggs
and 1 cup of sweet milk or
water.
Stir In 3 cups of flour
which have been sifted with 2
teaspoons of baking powder and
4
Bake In 3
teaspoon salt.
layers in a hot oven for about
30 minutes, and fill with the following:
Fudge Filling: Cook 1 cup of
thick caramel syrup,
cup of
milk, a pinch of salt and
4
cup of grated unsweetened chocolate together, and when It forms
a soft ball in cold water add 2
of butter.
tablespoons
Remove
from range and beat vigorously
It
until
begins to cream, then
spread It on the layers at once.
or course a caramel filling or
frosting may be put on any white
rake recipe, whether the cake is
baked In loaf form or in layers.
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KAHfi'S
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GROCERY
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REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better
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KAHN'
SELF-SERVIN-

109

GROCETERIA

G

North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C, A.
Phone 353

100 lbs. Fancy Colorado
CJO Oft
Spuds
Premier Salad Dressing, bottle only.... ,
41 0
French's Salad Dressing, large bottle
....39c
French's Salad Dressing, small bottle
21c
Glass Jar Label Brand Fancy Mammoth
QQ
Asparagus Tips, each can only
dOQ,
Del Monte Brand Sour Gherkins, can
19c
Del Monte Brand Sour Mixed Pickles, can
.,.18c
Del Monte Brand Sweet Gherkins, can
22c
Del Monte Brand Sweet Mixed Pickles, can. . . .20c
Van Camps Chili Sauce, large bottle
33c
Stone Jars of
Saturday Special
QQ

tPsWD

5-l-

b.

Loganberry and Blackberry Preserves jar.

.

tOC

Signet Brand Country Gentleman Fancy Corn. .18c
Sac City Red Sugar Corn, can........
l2Ur.
Del Monte Brand Hominy, can
iNeeamore Lima Beans, can
17c
J. S. B. Brand Fancy String Beans, can. .i... , , .29q
Kuners String Beans, can
......15c
Del Monte Brand Pork and Beans, can. . ,
,12Vic

...;.l5c

Ainsly's Fruit Salad, large can
v. ...42c
Ainsly's Fruit Salad, small can..
26c
Armour's Star Sliced Bacon, Mb. box.
50o
Swift's Premium Sliced Bacon,
box.
',50c
Grapefruit, each......
..lie
'. .
...
. ... . 'a2c
Oranges, per dozen
Lemons, per dozen
,;',', ZQa
APPLES! APPLES! Wine Saps,
&e
per box..
APPLES! APPLES! Roman Beauty's,
fQ QA
per box. . . . . . itmi.
pOOU
l-l-

b.

4

qq
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BRING YOUR CRISCO COUPON;;
TO US AND SAVE MONEY

Evlry woman is attracted by the
frock which combines both econ
omy and style. Here is a
coat dress of blue which does
just that The underdress is of
crepe dt chins and can be worn
without the coat of braid trimmed
seree. A pleated frill finishes the
neck and long sleeves of the under-dres- s.
two-in-o-

By ELOI8E.
Every woman is attracted by the
frock which combines both economy and style. It Is not often that
this happens but when a designer does hit upon that happy combination his frock is sure to be
popular, The three piece suit is
one of these fashionable economies and the two piece frock is

another.
Pictured here la a
coat dress which has all the new
features demanded in a fashionatwo-ln-o-

ble frock. The underdress is of
navy blue crepe da chine and can
be worn without the coat of braid
trimmed serge. A pleated frill finishes the neck and long sleeves of
the underdress. The coat falls part
below the dress hem forming the
popular uneven bottom and the
sleeves of the coat are wide and
slashed as are so many of the newer sleeves on fashion frocks,
A frock such as this may Be
worn at almost any season of the
year. The silk frock may be worn
In the warmer seasons or Indoors
and the coat dress may bo used
for street wear. In fall and spring1
a fur neckpiece will compete the
outfit and with a wrap for winter
milady has a costume for any day
in any season.
The 25 hits made by the Pittsburgh Pirates In a game with the
Boston Braves topped the long list
of heavy hitting games staged during last season.

We Have Again in Stock the Fancy
Derby Brand Meats in Glass

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
We Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

;

We
Sell

Th HtttiMt GraU Macaroni
Ect NoodlM. Soashetti and

ethar Masirsnl Predutte

ton

Not A

Bl lemish

MrWl nmnmv ml lm
nd ttmporarv
Coinplnlpn.Pcrmiiimt
kin trout
are effectively concutaL
Reduce unnatural color and comets
tMykln. HlfklyanUMptk.
Mm
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Detroit,
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Mich.,
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Rcani.szlny,

Quickly Increase Your Energy1
and Beautify the Complexion
Easy and Economical to Take.

BUST

f

to Acta.

'

11

J

'

WC

a fatner7'

"Yes. If when you have finished
By
vnu feel that you want to.
that time you mnv have changed
tracan
we
or
your mind,
perhaps
vel, you and I." It was the flrit
time Margaret had spoken of the
nlnn so near her heart. "Now
suppose we go to bed and leave
the discussion of all these things
until another Ime."
"All rlffht, Mumsle! Perhaps I'll
travel with you but I'm not sure
I shouldn't like a father to earn
money."
As Mnrunret kissed her good
night sh wished Gloria had not
nut the idea of a "father who
earned money" Into Joan's mind.
'Joan had evidently mixed the hus- band nnd father relation, think-- ;
ing them one and the same.
"Oh well, everything will com.'
out all right, it Is bound to." sh?
snld aloud, as she turned off the
Yet In spite of her ex
light.
pressed belief it was long before
she slept, and when she din she
dreamed of kissing small boy1?,
swinging In hammocks and eating
for a wocookies. Oneer
man as "old" as she, so Joan snl-when she recounted them at the
breakfast table.
For a time Margaret ceased wor-rin- g
about boys, Malcolm Frost in
particular, He came often, kissed
her and Joan frankly, swung In
the hammock with the little
bobbed head resting on his shoulder while Margaret sat near, and

j

Ja

VThfle the amas- IMPORTAHTI
of Mastin's VTTAMON has been clearly and positively
ing
onmonatratea in case ol lacK oi anergy, nervous iroucues, anemia, inuiRouon.
oonstipatlon, akin eruptions, poor complexion and a generally weakened physical
sad mental condition, it should not be used by anyone who' OBJ ECTS to having;
their weight increased to normal. You can gut Mastin's VITAMON tablets at
all good druggists.

Are Positively Guaranteed

DREAD

to Pot On Firm Flcah,

Mrs. Wilson's Letter Should
Be Read by All Women

Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

YEAST

TVtEOOICINU

vitamin!

ocnuVni

TABU?

Clearfield, Pa. "After my last
child was born last September I was
r,W TTJTPIll unable to do all of

if0HfY

had severe pama
in my 'efc
every month and
had fever and sick
dizzy spells and
such pains during
my periods, which
lasted two weeks.
I heard of LydiaE
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
dome others so
much pood and thought I would give
it a trial. I have been very glad that
I did, for now I feel much stronger
nnd do all of my work. I tell my
friends when they ask me what helped
me, and they think it must be a grand
iiiruicinu. miu il
luutitu utsu lUlb
letter for a testimonial if you wish."
Mrs. Harky A. Wilson, K. F.D. 5.
Clearfield, Pa.
The experience and testimony of
such women as Mrs. Wilson prove that
Lydia E. Hnkhnm's Vegetable Compound will correct such troubles by
removing the cause and restoring the
system to a normal condition. Wher
such symptoms develop as backache
bearing down pains, displacements,
nervousness and "the blues"a woman
cannot act too promptly in try ing Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

se

j
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suBscniPTion coupon

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

is

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscription, this coupon will start you in the race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37,000 credits.
This coupon may bo used only
once and Is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

"

remittance.

Name of Subscriber,

Candidate's Name.

-

Alice lerry.
Allco Terry, the beautiful blond
loading woman who dazzled audiences in "The Four Horsemen,''
"The Conquering Power" and "Turn
to the ttiprht," is to have the leading feminine role In Rex Ingram's
a plcturl-zatioforthcoming production,
n
of the
story,
"The Prisoner of Zenda."
I.Iiss
The Rudolph for
Terry's
Princess Flavia has not yet been
chosen. It Is understood, however,
that after the completion of the
picture Miss Terry Is to become
Mrs. Rex Ingram and that although the engagement has been
announced, tho marriago will not
take place until after shooting the
picture because she is to give up
her picture acting when she says
"I will."

Amount

Enclosed,

This coupon will count 20.000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship
Club Manager, together with tho first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. Tho 20.000 free credits are in addition to tho number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

Dreyfuss & Co.
113

n

well-know-

Associated
First National Pic
tures, Inc., announces that simulwith
the production
taneously
plans of "Omar the Tent Mnker,"
which are under way at the Brun-to- n
FRENCH "BLUEBEARD"
studio, Richard Walton Tully
NOT GUILTY, HE SAYS author and producer, is preparing
the continuities of "The Masquer-ader,- "
"The Bird of Paradise,"
(By Ths AwocUted Frw.)
Versailles, Nov. 11 (by the Asso- "Keep Her Smiling" and "The
ciated Press.) Henri Landru, al- Flame," as well as a number of
leged "bluebeard," on trial on original scenarios nnd European
charges of having committed eleven plays which Mr. Tully acquired
murders, ten of them women, to- during his trip abroad.
day entered a stout denial of his
Pauline Frederick never uses
guilt.
mere is no Dlooa on my nanas; powder on her face except when
they perhaps are not absolutely working In a picture. The fear of
clean, but they never shed a drop a shiny nose is zero in her life.
of human blood," he said.
"If it's going to shine," says Bhe,
The trial judge today began di- "let it shine. I can't be bothered
rect examination of the prisoner constantly dabbing powder on
concerning the disappearance of my nose."
J
j Gulllin, born in Brazil, in
1869, Landru's alleged third victim.
Good Health.
The prisoner insisted on referring
If you would enjoy good health.
to her as "one of the hundreds of keep your bowels regular. No one
who disappear can reasonably hope to feel well,
missing women
when constipated.
yearly in Paris."
When needed.
The
bluebeard, whose take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
beard' incidentally Is partly red, ap- are mild and gentle.
peared quite at ease during the ex
amination.
Journal Want Ads bring results.

,

n
folks! Tk
Thin or
two tablet
Mustin's VITAMON
Then
meal.
with every
weigh and
.51 BUST
SJ hvJttr
measure yourself each week and con
tinue taking Mutins VUAMUN
regularly until you are satisfied with
gain in weight and energy.
teM your
Klaatin't VITAMON contains highly
as well
concentrated
aa Ui two other still mora important
A
and Water
vitamin
(Fat Soluble
Soluble Q. It is now being used by
who appreciate its conthousand
venience, economy and quick results,
llv increasing tlio nourishing power of
what you eat Mastin's VITAMON
supplies Just what your body needa
to feed the shrunken tiasues, strengthen internal organs, clear the skin and
renew shattered nerve, force without
upsetting the stomach or causing gas.
Fimplei, boiia and akin eruptions
1
seem to vanish as if by magic and tea
'iPcLndj complexion becomes radiantly clear

n

SYMPTOMS

s

(

ess-

How Yeast Vitamon
Tablets Put On
firm Flesh

FATALLY,

(

if

i

1

SERIOUSLY WOUNDED

rreH.)
11. John
was fatally
old,
years
shot nnd George Rick, 10, seriously
wounded last night, by Mrs, Anna
Cavodo, who told the police she
fired believing the boys, who had
entered her back yard, to be bur
PHELPS
glars. The Kick boy told officers.
it wus paid, that he and his
were on a chicken stealing
usually wound up by eating n expedition when they wero fired
great plateful of Hannah's cakes upon.
before he went home.
"He isn't a bit smarty, that's 10 PERSONS KILLED IN
why I let him come," Joan naively
A WRECK IN PORTUGAL
remarked, apropos of nothing.
"So you don't like '.smarty
(By The Assoclnled rreH.)
boys?" Margaret did not pretend
to misunderstand.
Lisbon, Nov. 11). Ten persons are
"No! They're horrid when they reported to have been killed and
when a passenger
think they are smart. I enn't bear eight injured,
of Algarve
them around. Clarence
Tobln is train In the province
bound
for
Lisbon, was wrecked by
that kind. He's just the freshest
Some
track.
rails
nrross
the
ever
placed
was.
I like Edna
his
thing
sister) awfully well, but Clarence of the hilled and wounded were
women
and children.
is the limit. He asks the foollshest
Railway ..orkers have Issued a
questions. Like 'What anlmnl did
Moses lot go into tho Ark first?" manifesto declaring that they had
when everybody knows that Noah no part in the wrecking of the train.
built the ark. Then 1f you nslc Tho government believes extremhim anything like: 'What's that ists are responsible.
you have, Clarence?" when It is
Tho Royal Irish constabulary
perhaps just a paper with someof approximately 10,000
thing written on it he'll say as consists
men.
smarty as can he; 'Why, that's a
bicycle of course!" I guess if hoys
knew how such things made gills
hate them they wouldn't bo s o
smarty."
"Don't he too hard on tho
dear. Perhaps they also boys
see
things about the girls they don't
like."
"We don't try to bo smart. Not
one of ug."

CHAPTER It.
Almost
hysterical,
Margaret
dropped into the vacated hamshe
So
mock. What a child!
thought as she recalled Joan's remark
very nicely.
"Malcolm kisses
Why don't you kiss Mumsle, Malcolm?"
"Poor Malcolm!" Margaret said
aloud, then once more laughed until the tears came. But the incident had quickened in her mind,
the need of keeping Joan o sure
of her mother that no Idea ol
from her anything
withholding
that happened would ever occur to
the child.
"Aren't they good?" she asked a
moment later as she joined Joan
and Malcolm taking a cake In her
hand and munching it as they
were doins.
"I'm um " was all Malcolm
was capable of, his mouth full.
"Tou must come to see Joan
and me often, Malcolm. Hannah
makes lots of goodies we will like
to share with you."
"You bet I will! I mean of
course I will, and thank you, Mrs.
Hayden."
Margaret laughed with the chil- ALICE TERRY, THE
dren at Malcolm's embarrassment.
BLONDE HEROINE OF
His honest "you bet I will!" had
cleared the air.
"FOUR HORSEMEN"
while
a
longer,
He remained
while Joan played and all three
, T"
snng colored songs. When he left
with 2 tablespoons of cornstarch Margaret repeated her invitation
Malmixed smooth in a little cold to come again, and this time
water. Add 1 tablespoon of but- colm answered in a well mannered
ter and a tiny grating of nutmeg. way, and again thanked her.
Left alone with Joan, Margaret
Spread between layers before it
too cold
becomes
to spread tentatively remarked:
"Malcolm Frost is a nice boy. I
smoothly.
like him."
Mumsle. I think per"So do I
TWO-IN-ON- E
haps I will marry him."
DRESS
"Tou do?"
IS ECONOMY IDEA
"Yes. You see I must have a
father to earn money," Joan said
referring to the conversation she
had had with Gloria.
"That Isn't always necessary,
women earn
dear.
college
money, too, especially
girls. If we lived In one of the
know
this
would
.::!::
large cities you
but In small places women are
not so often employed."
"If I ro to college, then I can
earn the money and not have to

FFICIERT HOUSEKEEPING

BURGLARS;
1

com-cani-

Blondle: As you are so youug,
the bobbed hair would accentuate
A well known doctor gives this this fact, so you are sensible to p. m.
Dulclnea club will meet at home
advice to men and women who are wait until you have attained a good
about to start a course of reduc- position and had time to prove of Miss Virgie Romero.
tion.
you are a competnet person, fiend
For the first dayl
a
addressed envelope for
This is difficult advice. It is a stamped,
formula for falling hair, mean- The following recipes will be
probably the hardest part of the time, massage the scalp thorough- found good:
reduction treatment. But never ly each
Frosting: Mix togethor
until It glows from 1 Caramel
2
4
cups of brown sugar,
mind, you have the consoling feel- Increased night
circulation.
of
teacream and
thin
cup
that
first
the
ing
8. F.: Teeth that have
day is the worst
Margie;
spoon of butter; boil these Ingreand that after that, the
accumulated a line
greon over dients together
In a granite sauce
treatment will become gradually the top, will hardly ofyield
to the
pan until a ball can be formed
easier unil you won't mind it a
cleaning, but will require when a little of the syrup is
bit. And finally, you will really regular
the services of the dentist. This dropped Into cold water.
like It.
(It takes
also to the tartar case, as about 40 minutes for
the boiling).
Most people who have overeaten applies
must be removed Then remove from stove
this
formation
and beat
for a long period have distended carefully and requires professional
until of the right consistency to
stomachs, or rather, very larga care.
ones. They would have to have,
spread.
Faith: Tou are from five to
Caramel Cream Filling Made
otherwise they could not hold so eight pounds overweight.
Substimuch food.
fiyrup: Scald 2
tute
whole wheat or graham bread with ofCaramel
sweet milk and add to It
On the day of the fast, drink for
made from white flour cups
2
of
caramel
as much water, hot or cold, as you and that
cup
syrup made
eat less than
until you as described In the first
want, and take nothing else. The have lost this extrausual,
part of
amount.
this article. Then stir in 2 tablestomach will protest. It will, as
Troubled:
The heated trons spoons
of
cornstarch which have
the doctor puts it, tell every other have been drying out the hair,
organ in your body. You may which accounts for its deteriora- heen dissolved In a very little cold
add 1
and
of
milk,
have a headache, you are sure to tion. Try the soft kid
curlers oc- butter; when the tablespoon
cornstarch
is
have a few more or less Imaginary casionally.
the
Massage
scalp
1
cooked, add
beaten egg and
ills immediately. If you are weak every night, which will
improve
to
uncontinue
over
the
stir
fire
minded, you'll be done with reduc- the circulation in it. If you use a
til the mixture
is thick and
tion at once, and go back to gorg- tonic several times each
woek it smooth.
Cool and spread between
ing and gaining weight.
will hasten the recovery.
ora and on top of cake.
But If you persist, in 24 hours,
If
Tomboy: Vaseline has no ef- lay
your stomach, contracted In slzs fect upon the coloring of a whole desired, 2 tablespoons of cocoa
be
to
added
this
may
and much meeker In spirit, will head of hair, beyond the fact that
recipe
which
it a different flavor,
take what food you give it gladly, oil darkens
only while It is being when gives is wanted.
and will not protest as it did the used. Blonde
variety
lnshes and brows
Cream
first day.
Inexpensive
Filling:
are darker while the oil Is on them
of thick
Try it and after the day's fa.jt, but a whole head of hair done this Cook together 2 cup
1 cup of hot
cold
caramel
eat lightly.
syrup,
way would not look well.
water and a pinch of salt. When
this mixture is boiling thicken it
self-deni- al

2 BOYS MISTAKEN FOR

THE NEW GENERATION

By Edna Kent Forbes.
BEGINNING

Pajre Five

JUST
A

North First Street

UNPACKED

shipment of Coats to be sold at prices that
friends, and values that hold them.

make

Starting

Today

These Coats of Velour, Polo. Normandy, and
Bolivia Cloth; plain and fancy backs; with and
without fur collars and curfs, at

$13.95 to $33.95
MILLINERY
FOUR WONDERFUL VALUES
LOT
Values
$4.00

to

1
from
$6.00

LOT
Values
$5.00

to

2

LOT 3

from
$7.00

1

Values
$0.00

LOT
Values

from

to $9.00

4
from

$9.00 to $12.50

-

fI

tT
fT
tt
t
t?
t
t
t
tT
f

t

$2,95

$3.95

$4.95

MAMA DOLLS
They Walk, They Talk, They Sleep .... ......

. .

$6.95
$1.69 to $4.49

The Savings Opportunity of a Lifetime
Rosenwald's
Opens Tuesday, Nov. 15

$400,000 Worth of Department Store Merchandise
Absolutely Nothing Reserved At Salvage Prices

Watch the Sunday Morning Papers for Details
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You

Your pare

Into

PRO FITS
I

uwiwtif

twin

One 1822 Studebaker
"6" Sedan,
Value 2,295, purchasedLight
from the Coop,
er Motor Co.
On
1922 Studebaker Light "6" Touring Car, equipped with wire, wheels.
Value $1,360, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, Purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$092, purchased from the Cooper MoCo.
tor
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$092, purchased from the Cooper Mo-

r

umiiM

j

L

ft

tor

J

Gin

Li
'.a

j

Co.

...... $150.00

One
One
One

i

150.00
150.00
.i 75.00
75.00
75.00
i
50.00
60.00
50.00
30.00
30.00
SO. 00
25.00
25.00
i
25.00

'.

One . . .
One
Dne . . . ,
Dne

Gef jBusy Today and You Can win
f-- 4

The Complete
List
. Prize

,

One
One

One
One
One
One
One
One

................

In cash
In cash

in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
In cash
In cash
In cash
in cash
in cash

of dollars In cash commissions
e
winners on
be distributed to
ton per cent, on
a salary basis of
all subscription collections turned In according to the rules of the campaign.

tlundreds

:o

non-priz-

10,

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

Does the Albuquerque Morning Journal Salesmanship Club big 5 car gift distribution appeal to you as being a wonderfully meritorious business proposition for your spare moments.
If so, have you entered your name as a participant or are you still debating undecided?
More "LIVE" candidates" are wanted in this Club campaign. Thus far there are not as many
candidates as there are prizes. There are plenty of prizes for all. It has been said that
"Opportunity knocks at every man's door once." NOW, it is knocking at your door with
a sledge hammer and is using both fists to awaken you to a realization of what is in
store for you in this stupendous, extraordinarily generous $8,000 prize distribution.
If you are a hustler, get in the game today. Get your share of the good things offered.
Stop and consider. Think what this offer means. Think what $2,295 can mean to you.
Somebody who enters this campaign will make approximately that amount in their
SPARE MOMENTS, the next 5 or 6 weeks. Don't delay. The nomination blank appearing
below will start you on the road to victory and a small fortune. Rush in the nomination
blank TODAY with YOUR name on it. ,WAKE UP to this unusual,

r

opportunity.

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
ili.HliiiltlMf

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

li

w'l

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

DISTRICT PRIZE

i

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

OR

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.
"4-90-

Subscription Price and Credit Schedule of the Albuquerque Morning Journal
FIRST CREDIT PERIOD
Vp to Wednesday,

SECOND

Price.

Credits

Tear
Tears

4.76
9.00
1S.00

Tears
Tears
Tears
Tears

E.000
12.000
80.000
00.000

36.00
45.00
54.00

(

Month

December

December 7th

ZVO0

120,000
240,000
360,000

CREDIT

Months

Tear
I Tears
8 Tears
4 Tears
5 Tears
Tears
1

PERIOD

8tb to December 17
Price. Credits
$ 4.76

:

..
.

--

..

......-- .

......v.....

t.00
18.00
27.00
86.00

45.00
64.00

4,000
9,000
22,600
45,000
90,000
180,000
270,000

CHEVROLET

"

TOURING CAR, VALUE $692.

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

DISTRICT PRIZE

'
TRIRD CREDIT PERIOD
December 18 to December 22nd
Price. Credits
4.71
Months
1,800
. 1.00
Tear . . . . . .
6.000
. .v. .. .x. .. 18.00
Tears
15.000
27.00
80.001
Tears
36.00
60.000
Tears
45.00 120.000
Tears
54.00 180,000
Years

u.

,Tr.r.....t
.t-...-

-.

............
............
.-

The above declining- - schedule of credits will positively not fie changed during tho
campaign. A Special Vote Ballot good for
CREDITS will be Issued on every "club" of $27.00 turned in. This special oifcr will remain In effect during
the entire campaign, and will be considered port of the regular schedule.
100,000 EXTRA

USE THI

ANK

CHEVROLET

"4-90- "

CAR,

VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR C.

DISTRICT PRIZE

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship Club"
Campaign.
I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.)
., ..
,
Address
As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody Wins

TOURING

"Salesmanship Club"

campaign.
NOTE Only one nomination blank accepted for each member nominated.

"4-90-

"

CHEVROLET TOURING CAR, VALUE $692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

U-l
S-

I

7'.

November 12, 1921.

FIRST SAVIKGS BANK CHARGED

STATES

HERNDOM
I SCOPE
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of Local Finance
Corporation, Gives Out
Information As to
lations and Provisions.

Chairman

Because of common misunderstanding of the nature and administration of amendments to the
war finance corporation act includ
ed In what is popularly known as
the "agricultural relief act," tho
following outline of the new meas-'.ure- s
has been approved by J. B.
llerndon, chairman of the agricultural loan agency:
Tho recent amendments authorize the war finance corporation to
t'maka loans for financing exports of
staple agricultural products and
for agricultural purposes In gen-- '.
oral.
Tho term "agricultural purposes"
v
has been specifically defined by
the corporation to mean "any pur- poses connected with the growing,
harvesting, preparation for market
and marketing of
agricultural
r products, including the breeding,
raising, fattening and marketing of
livestock."
The fundamental purpose of the
amendments is to provide for financing the farmer and livestock
man, but in practical operation
loans are not made direct to individual producers.
Banks, trust
assocompanies and
ciations advance money to the producers and in turn may borrow
from the war finance corporation.
Who May Rorrow.
Different
regulations in the
amendments govern loans for apri-- .
cultural purposes and those for
financing exports of farm products.
Provisions dealing with advances
for agricultural purposes authorize
loans to:
a. Any bank, banker or" trust
rnmnnnv that has itself made ad
vancpB to nroducers for agrlcul
. tural
nurnoses na defined by the
war financo corporation, or ha
nego
discounted or rediscounted
tiablo paper issued for those pur
Doses.
'
The term "bank, banker or trust
eomoanv" has been defined as in
eluding loan associations that make
pur.
advances for the permitted
poses. The war finance corporation
Is encouraging the formation of
in
districts in
loan associations
which bnnkinir facilities are tnade
' ouate to meet the
requirements of
farmers and livestock men.
association
b. Any
nf nroducers that has itself macl
advances to producers for agrlcul
inral nurnoses as defined by th(
war financo corporation, or has
nego
discounted or rediscounted
tlable paper issued for those pur
poses.
.

'

.

Herniations.

In effect, regulations governing
loans to banks, trust companies
' loan associations
or
associations are as follows:
1. The amount 'borrowed from
tho war financo corporation may
not exceed the unpaid balance of
loans made and agricultural paperheld by the borrowing bank, trust
company, loan association or co
operative association.
2. The borrower must give
promissory noto or other instru
ment imposing upon him an uncon
ditional and primary obligation to
repay the loan at maturity.
3.
Advances "shall be fully and
adequately secured in each instance
by indors ment. guaranty, pledge
or otherwise."
4. Tho board of directors of the
war finance corporation is em
powered to fix the rate of Interest
on advances made by tho corpora
tion, and a bank, banker, or trust
company borrowing from the corporation on the basis of loans made
for agricultural purposes may not
charge on such loans n rate of In
terest more than 2 per cent In ex
cess of the rate charged by the cor

poration 2
(This per cent was determined
upon at a rate that fairly repaid
tho bank for the cost of handling
the advance to the farmer or live
stock man, the risk taken, and so
on.)
5. The war finance corporation
may make advances for a period of
one year, and an advance may be
extended for not to exceed three
years from the date of the origi
nal loan. Tho corporation
may
make loans, not exceeding In the
to
up
$1,000,000,000,
aggregate

Julv

1. 1922.

must be understood that the
amendment of the war llnance cor
poration act ia wholly an emergency measure, designed to meet
abnormal conditions. It is not con
templated that the war finance
corporation shall carry thesq agri
cultural loans Indefinitely. Bor
rowers from the corporation will
have to repay these loans at 'the
end of three years, at the latest,
and loans for agricultural purposes

(It

remaining

that

.

EL

OFFICERS THINK

FRAUD 13 PURCHASE OF

EtEW BANK

SITE FROM WIDOW

Action Commenced in Federal Court to Can
eel Deed Granted Year Ago Upon Repre
sentations Made to
Lady By
Officers of Trust Company.
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Santa Ke, Nov. 11, Suit has $42,500 and give her their note so
been commenced In federal court cured by a mortgagj on the build
hero by Olivia G. Qreenleaf, acting ing payable fivo years after the
her attorney, Summers date of sale with interest at 8 per
through
Burkhurt, against the First Savings cent. After negotiations, she acbank and Trust company of Albu- cepted the offer and on October 18
querque seeking to set aside the 1920, executed her deed, conveying
Tho
sale of a business block In the city the property to the bank.
which the bank bank sent its note to her and
of Albuquerque
to
her
bought as a new location for its quit claim deed reconvcying
business.
the title it had held as trustee and
The complaint, which it should terminating the trust.
be remembered
the
is merely
Paragraph four of the complaint
plaintiff's statement of contentions contains the allegation that Mr.
and is not the proof in the case, White had represented to Mrs.
claims that through fraud the bank Greenleaf that by selling the prop
Induced Mrs. Qreenleaf, who is a erty to the bank she would receive
widow 83 years old, to sell a build- a larger annual income than she
ing and ground worth $65,000 for could or would receive from rentals
and that the proposed salo would
$42,500.
Jtlrs. Greenleaf Is the widow of be of great benefit and advantage
R. H. Greenleaf,
who was well to her.
The complaint
She went
known in Albuquerque.
charges: "That
to California five years ago. After tho said representations then and
as aforesaid
to
so
build
made
the
she
her
there
conveyed
going there,
as the
ing recently occupied by tne Eu- were false and fraudulent,
I
bank Brothers Clothing company said defendant and s said agent at
same
well
a
the time of making the
and now being remodeled into
new home for the First Savings knew, and were so made by said
bank and Trust company, to the defendai.t with the intent and pur
the First Savings bank and Trust Dose to deceivo and defraud plaint
company on May 3, 1918, to be held iff nnd to induce her to sell tho said
by the bank in trust during the property for a grossly lnadeqate
life of the widow and upon her price."
death to go to her heirs, the bank
It Is Eet forth that tho proper
being authorized to collect rents, price of the real estate would have
taxes
like.
been
about jes.uuu ana it is ciaimeu
and
the
pay
would have
About the middle
of October, that Mrs. Greenleaf
on
officer been f 4.000 better off at the end of
1920, Charles S. White,
of the trust company, whom the five years had she received rentals
plaintiff alleges she had known on her building instead of interest
from boyhood and in whose integ- on the amount nald ior it.
Attorneys for Mrs. Greenleaf
rity and ability she had perfect
incaconfidence, came to her home at make the point that
Glendale. Calif., and is reported to pable of doing business without the
had
she
have represented that the Greenleaf advice of persons whom
building here was worth not to ex- been accustomed to trust.
ceed $42,500, that rents were not
J. M. Raynolds when asked for a
advancing and that taxes were, that
the First Savings bank and Trust statement on the Greenleaf suit
company, then trustee on the build- stated last night that he had no
ing, would buy the building for comment to make.
she-wa-

NEW YORK HEIRS

TRUMPET

GALL
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IT

TO SPEAK

ON THREATENED

MHJGTQII FIELD

STRIKE TONIGHT

Throbbing Heart of Trade
in Metropolis Stilled Out
of Reverence for Burial
of Unknown Hero.

C. W. Maier of
Los Angeles,
past grand vice president of the
Brotherhood of Firemen and
will speak here at the
high school toniRht at 8 o'clock.
Mr. Maier will discuss the situations and conditions which so
a nation-wlif- a
induced
nearly
railroad strike. He will in particutell
of
lar
the railroad man's side
of the recent controversy.
Mr. Maier is a speaker of reputation. He is now touring the
country, and at each of his mass
meetings, he has drawn large audiences.
All business men and women
and professional men are especially invited to be present, as well as
union men.

IJ
The Aoc!nU Prei.)
New York, Nov. 11 (by the
New York's throbPress.)
tobing heart of trade wastostilled hethat
day in reverent tribute
was
mic hpart. forever stilled, that
laid to rest with the highest hon- ors the world could pay, in Arlington National cemetery.
and around
A vast crowd in
Madison Square Garden, obeying
call
that sum
the same trumpet
moned the throng at Arlington to
attention at noon, stood with
bowed heads, for two minutes, offering prayers for the dead and
perpetuation of the peace ne aica
to win.
moment
the
At .Tthe same
city's
.
. .
,
l
wneeis oi inausiry uroneu miu
transportation ceased, tugs
and ferries idled In the harbors,
telephone service was suspended;
telegraph Instruments ceased their
citizens everywhere in
clatter,
their homes, in their offices, in the
great railroad terminals, even on
bared
with
tho streets stood
heads bowed In homage to the
symbolic unknown.
Flags at half mast flew through
out the city. Public buildings, mil
itary posts, visiting ships in the
harbor ships that bear the flags
of nearly all the nations of the
world not excepting the German
displayed their colors at mourning.
Observance of the sacred mo
ment centered at Madison Square
Garden, where telophonlo amplifying devices had been set up to connect Arlington and New York.
The great hall, festooned with
the flags of America and the allies,
was packed far beyond the seating
capacity of 15,000, and the crowd
outside filled every available inch
of Madison Square park long before the first voice came over the
wires from Arlington, announcing
that the body of the unknown soldier was placed on the catafalque
and that Mrs. Harding and Mrs.
Harding were entering the

From that moment until the last
time will have to be carried by the
lending banks, trust companies, tremulous strain of "Taps" died
away, the audience was, in spirit,
loan associations or
with the vast concourse at Arlingassociations.)
ton. Every word that was spoken,
Procedure,
In order that advances to banks every hymn that was sung; deRnd trust companies under this act scriptions of the casket with tho
may be administered with greater military medals of eight nations
facility and by men familiar witn and with the wreaths of two nathe needs of the particular locality tions' war mothers all came over
in which the loans are sougnr, me the wires to the mourners In and
war finance corporation has creat around the Garden.
So securely was the throng held
ed agricultural and livestock loan
agencies in each of the .principal in the spirit of tho services, that
agricultural and livestock raising when President Harding, closing
his oration, began the recitation
districts of the country
In tho Eleventh federal reserve of the Lord's Prayer, its myriad
district there are loan agencies ai voices blended in a thunderous
Fort Worth, Tex., and at Albuquer murmur of "Our Father, Who art
in Heaven," with the vibrant leal
que, N. M.
These agencies pass on only the of the chief executive.
bankers,
of
banks,
Then bestowing of the d
applications
tions "Won in Mortality: Worn
trust companies and loan associadeassociations
tions.
n Eternity," the measured tnn
siring advances must apply directat of the president as he placed the
to the war financo corporation
congressional modal of honor and
the distinguished service cross over
Washington, D. C.
In the case of a bank or trust the heart of the unknown. Then
the
or
loan
association,
company
the alien tongues of Foeh, Diaa.
act works out like this:
Jacques and all
othen ntii
A bank has
lent $100,000 to world figures who the
had come
lay
farmers in its locality, all for pur their nations' honors above to the
noses permitted in the act. Of this body of America's hero.
$100,000, $20,000 has been repaid
and the bank still carries $80,000.
The bank Is authorized, then, to advances made by the bank for ag- borrow $80,000 from the war fi- iiuuiiurui purposes,
'
s
nance corporation.
If a
assoelnt Inn In
on forms borrowing from the war finance
It makes application,federal
reobtainable from any
corporatli n the procedure is the
serve bank or branch bank, an ag- same, except that applications for
ricultural loan agency or the war anvonces are made direct to the
finance corporation, to the nearest corporation's offices In Washington.
loan agency. If the application Is
Individual producers, as has been
approved, the advance Is made.
pointed out, cannot borrow from
If a year later, the farmer has the corporation.
They borrow
been unable to repay his borrow- from the banks, loan associations
may or
which
ings from the bank, the bank loan
associations,
then borrow from the war finance
request an extension of the
from the war finance corporation. corporation.
The amount of the renewed loan,
Clilckcn Sandwiches
bnveverv mav. :io exceed tne oai
"Thn TlnM
on account of Ever" Collcgo Inn,ance remaining-du-.

i

unliquidated at

-

BLISS OFFICERS

BYRON H.
FOUND DEAR AT
HIS

HIE FRIDAY

Died

in Bed Early in the
Morning From a Stroke;
Had Been a Resident
Here for Many Years.

Byron Henry Ives, 62 years old,
was found dead in bed at his home
929 South Fourth street.
He
had been In bad health for the past
and
a
year
half and is thought to
have died of a stroke of apoplexy.
His body was discovered early
yesterday morning by his house- Keeper, wno, becoming alarmed at
his failure to respond to her calls,
entered his room. She found the
body still warm. No funeral ar
rangements have been made locally.
Jt is expected that his body will be
shipped to his old home In New
York for burial.
Mr. Ives has been a resident of
Albuquerque for the nast twenty- five years. He came out here from
New York as a carpenter in the
Santa Fe shops. During a big railroad strike which followed a few
years later he went into the commercial growing of flowers which
his wife had started on a small scale
in window boxes. From that beginning he built up his present business until he had one of the largest florist's shops in the state. He
was a member of the Kiwanis club,
and the third member of that organization to die within the past
three weeks.
He leaves no heirs and has no
relatives closer than second cousins
back In New York state. His first
wife died about twelve years ago
and her cousin, whom he married
several years later, died about two
years ago. The two women are
buried side by side in the family
plot where his body will be placed.
He leaves an estate of about

at

TO TANGLE WITH

T QUA

VARSITY

After a two days trip from Fort
Bliss in army trucks, twenty-seve- n
men of the Bliss officers' football team arrived in Albuquerque
shortly after 6 o'clock last night.
All of the men will be in first class
shSpe for their game with the var-sitat 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
The officers will go into the
game this afternoon with two of
their regulars missing, according
to Lieutenant Blalk, who accompanies the team as coach. Bush, a
regular halfback, was unablo to
socure a release from special duty,
and could not accompany the team,
and Crumm, who holds down right
end, will be kept out of the game
by a Bore ankle.
The officers will line up this afternoon as follows: Ends, Bumpko
and Snyder; tackles, Rayburn and
McKeon and
Gorsuch; guards,
Pille;. center, Knight; quarterback,
Courtney; halfbacks, Jomes and
Kudla; fullback, Kaliman.
Lieutenant Rlaik, who was a
member of Walter Camp's
eleven in 1918, will not
be in the line-u- p
when the game
opens, although it is possible he
may later enter the fray. He ha?
not played with the officers' tea.n
In any game this year, acting solely
as coach.
The Fort Bliss line Will averago
about 175
pounds, . practically
equalling the varsity average. The
will
also
enter the game
varsity
with virtually its regular line-uthough Calkins will be absent,
nursing his sore chest. The team
will probably enter the game with
line-utho
End?.
following
White and Bernhardt; tackles.
Greenleaf and Popejoy; guards,
Hernandez and Fergusson; center,
Pearce; quarter, Jones, halfbacks,
Wllfley and Popejoy;
fullback,
Hernandez.
Tho game, which is the second
the varsity has played this season,
and the third which the officers
have played, will begin promptly
at 2:30 O'clock at the University
field.

WINE, WHISKEY

BY DRY MEN
The local prohibition
officers
last night destroyed six stills, a
barrel of wine and about one hundred bottlee of liquor. The entire
mass of liquor amounted to about
sixty gallons altogether.
A wardrobe trunk of large size
was seized, and upon opening It, it
was found full of Canadian club
whiskey.
The revenue men have several
othor stills In their custody which
Will be destroyed within a short
time.
Several arrests have been
made recently.

DESTROYED

Itfj t

IiWMkRm

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER.

BOYS
ADMIT
SNATCHING
NUMBER OF PURSES
With the arrost of three boys
each about 10 years old, police
have broken up a gang of youngsters which have obtained possibly
two hundred dollars in the past few
weeks by snatching
purses from
women. Last night, shortly after
tho
their aircst,
boys admitted
snatching three purses. Police be- eve from descriptions that they
are responsible lor several omer
similar actions.
The boys had about $20 with
This is
them when arrested.
thought to be a part of the $35
contained in tho purso which was
snatched from Mrs. R. M. Genin,
329 North Twelfth street, a few
nights ago. Two of the boys admit
ted snatching tho purse ot nirs.
J. McOlnley, 412 East Silver avenue. It contained $40.
Their nlan nf oneration was to
stop women alonjr tho street nnd
walk along with them whilo they
talked about where they had been
and where they lived. Then, when
they got a good chance, they would
snatch the woman's purso and run
for safety.

p,

p:

PRESC0TT DEFEATED BY
WINSL0W; SCORE 27-1- 4

UNION LEADER ACTS
TO AVERT STRIKE OF
GARMENT WORKERS

The Winslow high school foot
ball team defeated the rrescou
eleven at Winslow.
hiirh oehnol
yesterday with a score of 27 to 14.
The Prescott team is noted for its
fast players.
The playing of Jay Sutherland
quarterback for Winslow, was the
feature of the game.

LOCAL ITEMS

BRIDGE

HI

QUI

State Highway Department
Will Build

Temporary

Bridge to Be Used While
Repairing Main Structure

Barelas bridge will not be closed
to traffic during the completion of
the repair work.
State Highway Engineer L. A.
Glllett, at the mass meeting held
yesterday afternoon at the chamber of commerce, assured the citizens from the other side of the
river that they would not be cut off
from direct communication
with
Albuquerque due to bridge repair
work. A temporary bridge will be
constructed within a few days by
the state highway
department
across the part of the river bed
now filled with water.
Tho repair work will not start
until this temporary structure is in
place. It will bridge the Impassable part of the stream and a road
across the sand will be used to
reach this side of the river bed.
Indignation meetings have been
held every afternoon for the past
three days by the citizens living
across the river. The matter came
to a climax when a few days ago a
notice was posted on the bridge
stating that the repair work would
be started and the bridge closed.
It was later learned that it would
take at least three months to com
plete the work and that unless other
arrangements were made, the passage across the river would be
closed for that period of time.
.District Attorney E. B. Gnrcia
was appealed to for advice and the
meeting of the citizens, the bridge
contractor, Mr. Garcia and State
Highway Engineer, L. A. Glllett, A.
E. St. Morris, highway superintend
ent, and N. M. McCloskev was ar
When the
ranged for yesterday.
matter was placed before the mem
bers of the highway department an.!
it was pointed out that tho closing
of the bridge would result In heavy
loss, as well as great inconvenience
to the valley ranchers and to
the
and tourists,
temporary bridge was decided upon.
state
the
highway department hav
ing' charge of the construction.
The residents west of the river
feel very grateful to all those who
have helped us out in this matter,"
declared J. T. Young, chairman of
the residents' protest committee,
nfter the decision was made for the
"We
temporary bridge yesterday.
want to express our appreciation of
of the citizens of
the
Albuquerque, District Attorney E.
H. Garcia, the members of the state
highway department, Dr. D. It.
Boyd, County
Engineer Edmund
ltnss, tho Morning Journal and all
others who have contributed In any
wav toward relieving the serious
situation."

4 cans No.

Fruit 8alad..08c

cans No.

1

Royal Anne

4

08c

Cherries...
1
1
1
7

can No. 2
can No.
can No. 2
cane

lB-o- z.

2

Peaches;
Pears;
Pineapple. .98c
Johnson's
98c

cans No. 1 Sliced Peaches;
1 can No. 1 Pears;
1 can No. 1 Apricots;
1 can No. 1 Blackberries. .98c
2

Rosebud Matches
Palmolive Soap
P. & Q. Soap
Sodate Soap
lbs. Diamond Flour...

98c

Hie-har-

Canned Vegetables
cans No. 2 Tlnacle Peas 98c
cans No. 2 Kuner String
98o
Beans
7 cans No. 2 Extra Fancy
08c
Corn
10 cans
Colomblne
08c
Tomatoes
7 cans No. 2
Tomatoes, ,08c
g cans No. 2 Kosedale
08c
Tomatoes. .
8 cans No. 2 Brown Beauty
08c
Beans
6 cans Dairy Maid Korn
08c
Kernal
10 cans Campbells Soups.. 98c
08c
8 tall cans Milk
(Any kind)
08c
11 tall Hebe Milk
7
7

5
9
2

98c

lbs. Calumet Baking
08c
Powder
98c
pkgs. Corn B'lakes
08a
or Post Toastles
doz. Guaranteed Eggs... 08c

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO.. Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
Phone 13S
Comer Broadway and Central.

We

tttmn

Sell

ire

Salespeople

FOR OUR FIRE SALE
i

ROSENWALOS

BROTKE

SEE MR. PRESTEL

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

AT

I tie at biioo
Continues with a good assortment for today's sellRemember everything at One-Ha- lf
ing.
Prices.
MRS.

L

H. CHAMBERM

Skinners

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Elf Noodles. Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

109 S. FOURTH ST.

THE HEN KNOWS SHE HAS A
GOOD PRODUCT

SO SHE

ADVERTISES IT.

-

! ! ! !

98c

Broadway Central Grocery

Safc&raaM

WAR

9c
,

08o

98c
08c
98c

ALBUQUERQUE CR!
POTATO CHIP CO.

B--

2'A Pound. BEN HUR COFFEE
16
15
16
16
24

We are not asking the public to buy our Crisp
Potato Chips on any patriotic sympathies, but we
are selling our chip on its merits and quality. We
have the only crisp potato chip cooked in Mazola
Oil on the market today. Be sure you ask your
grocer for the crisp potato chip made by the

'hZJttnr

I

15 Pounds SUGAR
40 Pounds POTATOES.

1

During the world war we did not perform any
great stunt by catching the Kaiser or anything of
that kind, but we did offer our services to our
country and the grand old Uncle Sam accepted
and we done our bit as we were bid to do. We
would do the same thing over should our country
need us.

S

BIG 98 CENT SALE
Del Monte Fruits

ALBUQUERQUE CRI
POTATO CHIP GO.

I

5.
Coal Supply Co- Phono 4 and ntCollege Inn A little differeTry it.
meeting
The city
this after
which was
na,
Mu
nouse,
noon at the Phi
v,nnn .notnnned until December 3
Four dollars full wagon .load
limited amour.'
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co, Phone 91.
memM.
Tutt, C. S.
Dr. John
ber of the board of lectureshipFlr-- ot
the Mother church, the
Church of Christ Scientist, in Boston, will lecture at tho Crys.nlS
theater Tuesday evening at
o'clock.
Violets at College Inn.
Bonel i
Mr. and Mrs.
for
afternoon
left
yesterday
Rochester, N. Y., where they will
Mr. Bonelll gave
visit relatives.
a concert here Tuesday evening.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
who
George Lougee, attorney,
has been 111 during the past week.
Is recovering and will be able to
return to his offices In the WhitGALLUP. HIGH BESTS
ing building next week.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
BELEN IN FAST GAME
Pythian Slaters will meet tonight at K. of P. hall at 7:30 o'clock.
Gallup defeated Belen yesterday
at Belen by a score of 12 to 0. Gal- 158 Taxi & Baggage
158
lup made two touchdowns In the
first quarter, which ended the scor- J. W. BHASFIEI.n, Hie Wnteh Maker.
The Belen
ing for both teams.
American. EwIm and relish Make..
team has Improved considerably
All Work Guaranteed.
since Its first game two weeks ago
' rnone 817-117 South Flnt.
when the Gallup high fcoys trounced them to a score of 72 to 0.
We deliver any size any
Belen will play St. Mary school
here a week from today.
where. Henry Transfer Co.
The cost of the world war to the Phone 939.
United States, between April 6,
College Inn own Jazz Orclkcstra.
1917, and June 30, 1920. was
Hear Them.

Each Cannula AiirM
ftmnmfernria

LIFE

e,

v

(Br Th Ainoclated Fren.)
New York, Nov. 11. A proposi
tion to avert the threatened strike
of 50,000 garrient
workers here
next Monday, was offered bv Ban- Jamin Schlessinger,
president of
tho International Ladies' Garment
workers' union, in a letter made
public tonight to the twelve United
States senators, who had made ef
forts today to prevent the strike.
After reviewing the past relations
between the employers
and the
workers which led to the creation
of a
commission last
June, which was to consider means
of increasing
production , in the
trade and report November 1, he
wrote:
"If the employers' association will
consent before November
14. to
continue operations under :he terms
of the existing agreement upon the
understanding that the joint commission resume its work and make
definite recommendations
by the
fifteenth day of next January, the
union will call of the strike Immediately.
"But if the manufacturers will
not recede from their unreasonable and autocratic position, and
merely consent to defer action to a
date more convenient for them, the
workers will be forced to take up
the fight for their rights without
delay."
U Lagner, secretary of the Joint
commission of the garment workers, said that the letter reflected
tho attitude of the worl ers.

01

HIS

TO

Investigation of tho cause of tho
death of Eugene Kempenirh, state
who was
highway commissioner,
found dmd In his bed at his home
in Peralta with a bullet wound in
his chest, has bee.i carried on by
officials since that tim.i, but very
little light lias been thrown on the
subject, according to Sheriff Ton-drof Los Lunas, who has charge
of tho case.
Speaking of the case last night.
Sheriff Tondrc stated that, although
ho had felt for some tin's that foul
o tragedy,
play had entered into
he had practically deei(;il that tho
case was one of suicide.
Considerable difference of opinion was expressed by officials at
the tlmo of the discovery of the
tragedy as to whether the wound
had been self Inflicted. Many pos
sible clews hn e been traced down
wun me result mat aner close investigation, Sheriff Tondrc has
the suicide
adopted
practically
theory.

Bring 27 Men on Two Days'
Trio Overland: Two Keg
ulars to be Missing From
Line-U- p
in Today's Game

Jam

STILLS,

KEMPEHICH TOOK

I

Page Seven

See the little brown Ken
strutting about, advertis-

ing the fact that she has
just laid a warm, white
guaranteed strictly

eg.
fresh", Sir.

patronize the Hen that
advertises. Accord the
same fairness to the merchant that advertises. Read
the advertisements
for.
lYou

pleasure and profit.

Every

advertisement,

small or large, points the
way to a saving of money,
or time, an increase of your
'daily comforts.
You can't afford to miss
a single ad. Read them all.:
Read them every day.
Advertising is the lighthouse that keeps the family budget off the rocks of
commerce.

Advertising is for YOU as much as the advertiser. So

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS
READ THEM IN THE INDEPENDENT

MORNING JOURNAL.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published
PCBL1SHING

by-jo- urnal

CARL C. MAGEE.

COMPANY

D. A. MACPHERSON.

President.

Business

A. MACPHERSON
CARL C. MAOEB
D.

?e?rf.,"iZ:
Manager

Editor-in-Chi- ef

REPRESENTATIVES

O.

J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg.. Chicago,

RALPH

R.

III.

MUIJUQAN..48B.JdJt.Jewiro

second-clas- s
matter at the postofflce
of Albuquerque. N. M.. under act of Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 86c:
a dva noe.$ 9. 0 0.
"The Morning journal has a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
American
Directory.
Mexico." The
Newspaper
Th only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
"the local news published herein.
November 12, 1921
SATURDAY

Entered as

yejyJn

SHALL WE INVESTIGATE?
No more serious situation confronts the citizens
of New Mexico than the irregularities and inefficiencies which are bound to exist in ulmost every
department of state government as a result of the
present laws governing the auditing of accounts.
The state traveling auditor is made tho sole auditor
for state departments, state institutions, counties,
school districts, cities and drainage districts. rub-M- a
money can not be expended to employ other
auditors, according to the decision of the attorney
general.
As a result of this situation the utmost laxity
exists1 in the expenditure of public monies and tho
handling of public accounts, in a largo proportion
of the state.
of these
In his report of conditions in tho department of
education the traveling auditor says that the last
years ago. So tint
audit was four and
department had gone unchecked for that period. In
another portion of the report ho says that tho department is now audited "out of turn" at tho request (ft the state board of education."
For the love of Mike! Not audited for four
and
years and then audited "out of turn!"
Will some mathematical genius estimate for uj
when it would have been audited if It had been
compelled to await its turn, as other
must do?
This is not mere carping. It Is tho most vital
criticism of which any one can conceive. At least
ten million dollars Is expended by public officials
each year in New Mexico. No one but the traveling
auditor is authorized by law to check up this exHe can not make the rounds once in
penditure.
six years and, with a real audit, can not do so once
In ten years. Conceding that the traveling auditor
But hia
Is honest and competent, this Is appalling.
report on the educational department shows tha:
he is not competent. This adds to the distress of
the taxpayer.
This situation should set the state on fire. Tha;
families should sacrifice comforts to pay taxes on
their homes, only to have the money ,oosely or cor- ruptly spent, without adequate auditing supervision, j
is a crime against the people which should not be
one-ha-

one-ha-

lf

lf

j

WAITING FOR THE KICKOFF.

that we took a great deal for granted. One thing
we overlooked was the Indisposition of our associates In the war to lot us keep the business that fell
to us as the result of their temporary disability. As
they have been finding the means to renew their
activities they have been getting back into the ocean
carrying trade, competing with us and beating us.
We have as good ships but they have more favorable marine laws. In consequence they are able to
get the business.
But
This Is a matter for regret by Americans.
Our
there Is no use crying over our disappointment.
friends overseas are not to be expected to hand us
anything. If we can not manage our affairs so that
wo can get the wanted share of the marine transportation business we will have to do without it.
No American would, think of asking favors of them.
This matter of merchant marine on which we had
placed such high hopes may be considered in con
nection with the huge sums which European countries owe us. They would like to be relieved of their
Indebtedness, but in time they will be earning and
should pay. Their recovery on the seas at our ex
pense Is proof that they will be able to pay. But
the American authorities must strive to hold our
flag on the seas.
FIGURES ON THE

By WALT MASON,
NOVEMBER.
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THE MARKETS

EVAPORATION PLANT
BY FIRE
DESTROYED
(By The Anclaln rrem.)
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 11. The
evaporation plant of the Telling
Bell- - jrnon company at Wellington, near here, was destroyed with
an es.Imated loss of $100,000 early
today by what officials say was an
incendiary fire.
Piles of waste saturated with oil
and gasoline; the presence of an
automobile load of strange men in
the village and cut telephone
wires are tho basis for the assertion that the plant was deliberately
set on fire.
Destruction of the plant will have
no effect on the status of the strike
here of approximately 800 milk
wagon drivers employed by the
officials an-a- n
Telling company,
.ouncnd. They said they would
double tho ni mber of wagons sent
out for house to house milk delivery during the day.

Hoiv Not to Tal.-- Cold.
Some persons are suoject to frequent colds, while others seldom, if
ever, have a cold. You will fi.id
that the latter take good care of
t' rrselves. They take a shower or
cold sponge bath every day in a
wrm room, avoid over heated
rooms, sleep with a window open or
partly rpen, avoid excessos, over
eating, becoming over heated and
then chilled and getting the feet
wet. Then, when they feel the first
indication of a cold, they take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with
out dolay and It Is soon over.
e

War department expenditures
for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1920, were $1,602,106,856.62.

(Br The AuMiclatfd rrro.l
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

I

Chicago Livestock.
he hopped over the fields and to and fro on the ground. On all
Chicago, Nov. 11. Cattle Rethrough the woods. "I'll get the sides flew the snow flakes and ceipts
3,000.
Market slow and
feather duster first," thought the then, all of a sudden, the bunny steady,
plain; stockers and
"Then if I have an ad- reached the place where the whit- feeders quality
bunny.
dull
and
lower.
venture the duster may share it ened Mink was waiting in the
Hogs Receipts 23,000.
Market
with me."
snow.
15c
to 25e lower than
fairly active,
Now something
Along the back of the Mink Thursday's average;
very strange
big packers
was soon to happen, though Uncle swept the duster. The flour was buying sparingly.
Practical top,
Wiggily did not know it. He went dusted off .showing the brown $7.25 for 150 to
averto the twenty-tw- o
and twenty-thre- e fur beneath, for the Mink does ages and one load medium weight
cent store and bought a not change his color In winter as butchers; bulk, $6.85(9)7.15;
pigs
grand duster made of long, tick- does the Weasel.
steady to strong: bulk desirable 100
lish feathers. And as Uncle Wlg--il- y
"Oh. ho! Oh, ho! What have to
pigs, $8.00.
was hopping home, wondering we here?" cried the bunny when
Sheep Receipts 6,000.
Killing
when an adventure would meet he saw the brown Mink thus
classes strong to 25e higher. Top
fat
lambs
to
him, all of a sudden, not far from
the
duster.
to
shippers, $9.40; packby
tho path the bunny was taking, catch me. were you!" "Trying
Then the er top, $9.35; bulk, $9. 00(89.25;
danger appeared.
rabbit gentleman flicked the feath- good handy fed western
ewes,
$15.00 PRIZE
This danger was in the shape er duster In the face of the Mink, 84.75; bulk, $3.004.50; no fresh
Chance for Each Person
Ono
i
feeder
lambs
of a brown animal a little larger making
him sneeze "Kerchoo!
here; top Thursday,
j $15 for the best trade mark
$8.25.
than a Weasel, but almost as sav
j
and emblem for our Dairy
age, and the strange part of It
And when the Mink was sneezI
Products. Contest closes 12
was that sneaking along beside ing, partly from the feather dusKansas City livestock.
o'clock
midnight, Nov. 20,
Kansas City, Nov. 11. Cattle
the Mink, which was the name of ter and partly from the flour dust
1921. All contestants must
the brown animal, were the two getting up his nose, away ran Receipts 1,400. Market steady,
accompany their suggestions
Weasles whom Uncle Wiggily had Uncle Wiggily so fast that he quality plain; all grades and classes
with a bottle cap of the
around steady. Steer sales, $4.60 if?
colored brown the day before.
could not be caught.
AssoDairy
Albuquerque
I ve found out who It was that
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny 6.25; cows generally $3.4 0 3.75 ;
ciation. The board of dihPlfers, $3.60(3)5.25; canners, $2.50
changed your white winter coats as he reached his hollow stump
rectors to be the Judges.
choico vealers offered.
back to a brown color, so you bungalow. "I changed the Weasels (fp 2.85;
FREE TO ALL
will have hard work to catch any- from white to brown, the Mink $8.50; good stock calves $5.25
thing this season," said the Mink he changed from brown to white, 5.50.
to the WeaRels.
1,600.
Market
Hogs Receipts
but if they want to nibble me
"Who?" snarled the dyed ani- they'll have
fully steady with yesterday's averto sit up most all age.
to shippers, $7.00; $6.90
mals.
Top
to
bulk of sales, $6.65 55'
"It was Uncle Wiggily," said night!"
So
came out all 7.00;packers;
of
the Mink. "But listen! I have a right, everything
shippers took
you
see,
that
the
except
plan for playing a trick on him. I Mink was very angry because his supply early; packing sows mostly
Phone 351
few
offered.
pigs
found some flour in a barn where
didn't work. And if the $5.606.00;
Sheep Receipts 1,500. Market
I crawled last night to get a chick- trick
ball
rubber
doesn't
to
go
sleep on generally steady. Good and choice
en. I have some of that white the
pin cushion and get so filled fed western lambs,
no
flour in a bag with me."
with holes It can't squirt water at shippers or feeding $8.859.00;
lambs offered.
"But what can you do to Uncle the jumping jack, I'll tell you
Wiggily with white flour?" asked next time about Uncle Wiggily
the Weasles.
and the needles.
"I'm going to color myself
white with it," spoke the Mink,
"and hide along the path that
COUPON
R
bunny win take. He will not see
me because I'll be all white, and
Good for 100 Credits in
I can bite him before he knows
it."
The Albuquerque Journal
"That's all nonslsnse!" said the
larger brown dyed Weasel. "There
is no snow on the ground now
CLUB
and it is only when there is whit
snow that white animals can not
be seen.
If you dust flour on
yourself now you'll be more plainly seen by Uncle Wiggily than if
you stay brown."
"Ah, but it is going to snow
very soon!" snarled the Mink.
And, surely enough, in a little
while a flurry of snow covered the
I HEREBY CAST 100 FREE CREDITS FOR
I was late for skool agen today,
ground, making It all white. Then
the Mink dusted himself with and I ran to beet the band trying
noMiss, Mr. or Mrs.,
flour until he was the color of to be erly but wen I got there
the snow. Along he ran, to hide body wasent outside but , Mary
beside the path Uncle Wiggily Watklns standing there crying, me
Address
,. Dist. No
was hopping along. The Mink saying, Wats the matter, wats you
cowered down in the snow and crying for, wats the matter?
This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the'
waited. So up came the bunny
Im late for skool and I havent
candidate filled in, and mailed or delivered to the Campalgi f
gentleman with his feather dus- got eny Ixcuse note and the teachDepartment of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FRE1I
er will tawk cross to me and I cant
ter.
CREDITS. It does not cost anything to cast these CoupontV
"I wonder If this Is a good dus- bare it, sed Mary Watklns crying
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted in any
ter?" said the bunny aloud. "I werse, and I sed, Aw dont cry, O
sense In voting them. Get all you can and send them in
111
ixa
rite you
ought to have tried it before I wats the matter,
they all count.
took it. But I'll 'try it now. I'll cuse note If you promise not to
Tills coupon most be polled before 9 p. m., Tuesday, Nov. 23.
dust away some of the snow from tell who rote it in case enythlng
the path."
happens.
Uncle. Wlggljy swung the duster
O, how lovely of you, I promise

Beyond Time's slow, inexorable revealing,
By Howard B. GarU
j
All hungers change, forever and forever.
endured.
When Albert Simms was made chairman of
JSl
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
county commission of Bernalillo county he found LauBhter, and the brave hope that follows after,
The Outlook.
there had been no audit of the county for four and
UNCLE W1GGILY AND THE
a half years. The commission spent 81,000 contrary j
MINK.
to the ruling of the attorney general, in procuring
"Uncle
1
Wiggily, I don't like to
a check-u- p for a year back. For this they are to be j
see you go out today,"
spoke
commended. Tct today, the previous three and one
Nurse Jano Fuzzy W tizzy one
SOME NEW YORKERS MARRY THREE.
half years stands unaudited.
rabbit
&n tho- - uVar old
morning,
A dispatch out of New York stating that the
This county is in financial troubles now. Whose
gentleman was about to Ftart from
city Is full of girls eligible for marriage, but that his hollow stump bungalow.
fault it is the Journal does not know. It is easily the
men won't propose, opens up the question again
"Oh, but Janle, I must go out!"
ascertainable, if the business men of the city would as to what the dickens their mammies can pofsibly said
Mr. Longears. "Else how can
conduct a private audit. This they have a right to be doing. Lexington Herald.
I have an adventure?"
Thedo at private expense.
records are public.
"Well, If you must I suppose
GEE! IF HE CAN SING AS HE RATS.
you must," went on Miss Fuzzy
Access to them can not be denied. If a movement
Ruth will sing in vaudeville, showing that Wuzzy. "But I shall be worried
is not started, to go to the bottom of county affairs, (his Babe
country will endure anything from the heroes about you until you come back."
we deserve the worst kind of mismanagement.
In it truly loves. Chicago News.
"Why?" Uncle Wiggily wanted
to know.
a communication to the Journal Mr. Simms
OUT.
WALKED
BUT
IN
HE FLEW
our stand In this matter. He would approve
("Because of what you did to
Carl on the Ca- those winter white Weasels yes- Proposal to intern
such an audit. We have every confidence In the
nary islands is appropriate. He's a bird. Pittsgood faith and high purposes of Mr. Simms.
burgh Dispatch.
An investigation of the report of Traveling Auditor Whlttier on the educational department shows
it to be a "half-bakeaffair which borders very
It roveals that things aro
closely on a white-wasradically wrong, but does not go to the bottom of
EAST AND WEST AGAINST THE PRESS.
the matter. For Instance, it casually shows an Item
of $2,500 for "compiling school laws." No date is
(From the London Times.)
On the same day lately two items of news were
given and no statement as to who received the
one
from Fersia, the other from the
published,
money. No one can tell what was done.
iTniterl stntes. hut both of interest to the editors of
. Of course, this item might prove to be all righ:.
A Per- newspapers, and perhaps to their readers.
nn Inveatlrntfnn
tlnurovui.
tho cVinnl In.... .,, A sin n neWHlianer had joked about titles Conferred
be "compiled" in two or three days. There are
vlctoj ina
200
plenty of people who would have rendered this serv lashes, and put him In prison. The American at- -'
ice for nothing as Captain Reld did in compiling the tempt to deal with an editor wim less punltively in- - .
MHCPPHflf 111.
'
appellate procedure without cost to tho istate, al- ornnlr.ua hllr nlanoflens
Chicago brought an action for
mayor
though that was a much greater task. Even if libelTho
against the Chicago Tribune, clairting $2,260.-00- 0
"compiling" Included printing, we can not conceive
damages on the ground that the paper had to
of how the bill for this small pamphlet could b) that extend Impaired the credit of the city by its
Uncle figgily swung lh&
more than $250. It looks as though much is "rot- attacks on the municipal administration; but the
to
of
methods
minister
duster
was
fro.
the
dismissed.
The
action
ten In Denmark."
a:.d the mayor were different, but their motives and
The Journal Is wholly dissatisfied with the Whlt- their alms were the same; both resented criticism, terday," the muskrat lady answertier report. It reveals just enough to convinca us and both tried to suppress it. No doubt the mayor ed. "You colored them brown,
if the institu- you know, so they could easily be
that the whole matter needs a thorough overhaul- would have acted like the minister
tions of his country had allowed him to do so; and seen If they tried to sneak over
ing in the interests of decency and economy. This no doubt mayor
and minister alike believed that the snow to get you or any of
paper is contemplating putting expert auditors into they were acting in the public interest.
your friends."
Officials
always have believe'" and always will
"Yes, I know I colored them,"
the educational department to conduct a thorough
Is wrong to criticize thc-n- ;
are
it
that
the bunny, "and because
believe,
they
lnvesigation. The expense is all that deters us. We experts, and know better than any editor what laughed
are colored, I can more easwonder whether taxpayers are Interested sufficient- ought to bo done; If they sometimes do evil that they
ily see them than If they were
ly to come forward with financial assistance in con- good may come, they are to be Judged by the good white. They can't fool me!"
not
evil
the
or,
Intend,
do,
by
rather,
they
"No, but some of their friends
they
We believe that they
ducting such an Investigation?
are not to be
at all, but left free to get on among the. bad animals may try
startling disclosures, leading into other departments with their job, Judged
whatever it may be. Only by long to play tricks on you," said Nurse
of state government, would result.
and painful experience have western nations learned Jane.
of
Is
Public suspicion has been aroused.
freedom
that
criticism, with all its drawbacks,
If there
"Well, that will be an advenno basis for It, an investigation will clear the atmos- is better than the freedom of officials to do as they ture. I'm going out, anyhow!"
said Mr. Longears.
please.
phere. If things are wrong the people should know
But as officials, wherever they may he, continue
"Then, since nothing I can say
It, What do you say?
to resent criticism, so they will attempt new way
will stop you, please get me a big
The fear of some republican leaders that an in- of suppressing it. Tho way of the mayor of Chi- feather dusting brush when you're
was both novel and audacious; and, if it had out," begged Nurse Jano.
If cago
vestigation will hurt tho party is groundless.
been
it would no doubt have been de"I shall do that with pleasure,"
the republican party joins heartily in cleaning It velopedsuccessful,
elsewhere.
answered Mr. Longears, and away
own house, its standing will bo helped, not hurt.
If It offers resistance, and attempts to conceal
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams
wrong-doin- g
by its officers, it will be damned in
the public eye. Wisdom advises
AMERICAN

not to tell, I cross my hart, sed
Mary Watkins.
And I tore a page out of one of
my exercize books and rote her a
Ixcuse note, being, Deer Miss Kitty, Please Ixcuse Mary for being
late as she had a bad tooth ake
that terned to a hed ake. Respect-fillMrs. Watklns.
O, wat a bewtifill Ixcuse note, I
promise not to tell, o Benny I
think youre perfeckly wonderful,
sed Mary Watkins.
Making me
think maybe I was, and we went
In and Miss Kitty sed, Its too bad
that somebody allways has to bo
late to spoil the days record, Im
not serprized at Benny Potts, but
I certainly am serprlsed at you, Miss
Watkins.
I got a note, I got a Ixcuse,
Mary Watkins quick sed, and Miss
Kitty sed, Well Im glad theres an
sorcumstance In your
Ixtcnuatlng
case, let me see the note. Wlch
Watklns
did, and Miss Kitty
Mary
red it with a Ixpresslon like somebody not beleevlng something, saying. So, Mary, your mother lzzent
a very good speller, is she? j
No mam, sed Mary Watklns, and
Miss Kitty, sed, Who rote this?
Tell me immeeditly.
Bonny Potts, sed Mary Watklns.
Me thinking. Heck, darn it all, and
Miss Kitty sed, Benny, Is that true.
did you rite this note?
Part of It, I sed, and Miss Kitty
sed, Wlch part? and I sed. All of
It, and Miss Kitty sed. Thon in
that case you will kindly remain
after skool for part of 2 hours, and
If you wunt to know wat part 111
tell you, every part.
WTlch I did.

y,

Statistics from the Panama Canal Record point
to a steady growth in the shipments of Pacific
coast fruits by water route, although the diversion
from all rail transportation is less than enthuslastlo
predictions indicated. In the first eight months of
tho vear. up to August 81, the fresh fruit traffic
through the canal totaled 7,132 tons, of which 6,000
tons originated on the Paclflo coast of the United
States. On a ratio of 80 boxes to the ton the estimated fresh fruit shipments aggregated 213,960
boxes. An even more interesting statement would
be that covering shipments on all Pacific coast fruits
through tho canal, since that would be actually clear
defection from rail tonnage, which hrrtorore held a
monopoly of that traffic.
The favorable side of the Panama canal opera
tion is presented further in the official report, which
stntes that for the fourth consecutive year the water
route has shown a profit. In the fiscal year which
ended with June 30 last, receipts for tolls exceeded
expenditures for operating by $2,712,000. an amount,
according to official language, "sufficient to wipa
out the last of the deficit resulting from slides In
The cost of the
the earlier years of operation."
canal on invested capital at the same date was
$336,543,271.95, a sum which is still substantial.

There lies a glory on familiar places,
faces,
Horn of old dreams and
fancy
Touching all earthly things of mortal
necromancy.
With an unearthly and immortal

tend a tempest that's a fright, anl
haply ere the evening dies our
whiskers will be frozen tight."
November browns the once green
earth, and strikes the happy songsters dumb, and sends tho groundhog to his berth, convinced that
things are out of plumb; she
laughs, but in. her hollow mirth
we hear vague threats of Ills to
come. Ah, well, it can't be always
June, the othor months must have
their turn; so let us drop the

cheerful
month,
October,
through, and now November h;i3
the floor, and doubtless every day
or two she'll hint that winter's at
the door; she'll wail sad dirges
down the flue, and make my spirit
tired and sore. November has
some nity days, Indorsed by pulpit
and by press; she sometimes shows
some winning ways, and makes
the prophets miss their guess, but
still the burden of her lays is dirge-lik- e
tune, and all bleak
spurn;
always winter and its stress. Wa thoughts and longings
see November's sun arise, but do i IIUl!lY3KiVlIl will, ue Willi U!9 auuu,
not cheer the goodly sight; we say, when gratitude's our chief
"Yon cloudlets In the skies por
Is
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By Gene Byrnes

DECLINING.

Records of .ocean carrying under the American
flag prove that something more than ships is needed to make a nation a factor in maritime transportation, In July, 1920, foreign vessels carried only
38 per cent of our imports, whilo In July this year
they had 54 per cent of the total. During tho sam
period independent American vessels increased their
percentage from 3 to 36 per cent, whilo shipping
board craft lost 22 per cent. In both the Import
and export divisions shipping board vessels are doing less and less, whilo independent American shipping Is making slight gains, but there can bo no
denying that foreign ships are rapidly recovering
control of the ocean business, which they dominated before the war.
It was the proud belief of Americans that revival of a merchant marine under Old Glory would
be one compensation for the sacrifices this country
made in the war. Who could doubt that it would
be so when we had ready for use such an enormous
number of ships and men to man them, to say nothing of the traffic to keep them busy? It seems now
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FURNISHED
COMPLETELY
AM) C.A.N BK USED BY
TWO FAMILIES
An extra well built house close
In
the highland.!. Contains
in,
s'jt rooms; modern, bnsemo.nl
screened-ifront end hack
full
size
lot; good
porch;
This
and
walks
outbuildings.
house is completely furnished
with extra Bond furniture and
is ulo arranged for two lam
illes. ''he price on this prop-eis right and good ici'm;
can be had If desired
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attention to
the stranser in a home.
Our autos are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.
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five-roo-

FOR RENT

Highlands
keeping' furnished. ., . $35.00
and sleeping
porch, fuinNhed ....(40.00
nished
nished

2-

3-

house, furnished
- Room apartment,

furnished
furnished

1921

(100.00

25.00

$

(35.00

garage

Tell us what you want
nave It.

55.00

$

- Rooms

and

4

65.00

$

house, fur-

we may

A REAL GOLD
furniBhed,
brick,
sleeping porches to accommodate
12 beds. Ideally located for a
rooming house. Will pay big per
cent on the investment. Priced to
sell quick, $5,250.

210

FOR BALK
trams cottage, f rooms,
classed
bath,
porch un each side, com
rents for ISO a
pletely furnished;
mouth: Cast Central.
cement block bunga8,000 Five-roolow, modern, bult In features, fireplace,
furnace Fourth ward.
white stucco bungalow,
16,300 Five-roomodern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fins location
Fourth ward.
Rouses
Some good ranches for sals.
and lots In all parts of the city, business property and business opportunities
A. FI.KISCHKR. REALTOR.
Fire Insurance, Automrblle Insurance,
l'late Glass. Burglary. l'ublie
Insurance.
(ompensatlnn
Surety Honda.
Phone 674.
Ill South Fourth St.
Doubts

14,000

MONEY

TO LOAN

Hi LOAN On watches, dia
mnnds, guns and everything valuaDic
Mr B Msrciis, 213 South First
MONET TO LOAN un diamonds watches
and go'rt Jewelry; liberal reliable, confidential Onttlli-- Jfwe .y To.. 105 N. 1st
CONFIDENTIAL loans un Jewelry, diamonds watches. Liberty bonds, pianos.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothmun's
117 South
ronded to the stale
First
MONEY

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MAI TRUSS ItBSDVATlMi IJ 50 and up
Hug cleaning furniture repntrlng fur
nlture parking. Phone 471. Ervln Bed
ding Compeny

"SEWING MACHINES
'SINKS
parts and supplies for at'
C
H
work guaranteed
412 W. Copper
Morehead, phone 846-JMAI

BEWIXO

cleaned

rnalces.

alt

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF SLIT
Mo

11H1I9

In the District Court, County of
iiernatiito, sia.e or rsew mcxicu.
Kathryn D. Osburn, Plaintiff, vs

SOME

two extra
Six rooms,' hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
shade, close In, Highlands. This
place Is an Ideal home. It Is so
arranged that it can be used for
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonackerson & tmvFFrrn,
able terms. Don't overlook this,
Realtors.
it's sure a buy.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

SHELLEY REALTY CO.

FURNISHED,

$750

CASH

Phono

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close in, splendid

location; newly
decorated, fine
shade; $700 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
115 S. Second.
IMiono 723--

'j.

J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) ran
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to psopls svho demand quality.
Work
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In before S p. m. mailed neon next
Address work tc
day.
THE BED ARROW,
E. Las Veg-s- t
Albuquerque
(We want c representative Id YO'JH
territory.)

WANTED

459--

216 W.Gold.

J.

Mr. and Mrs.

Healthseeker,
New House
In Highlands,

Bmall

Ia89-W-

FOR RENT

.

Dwelling.

furnished house.
Phone FOB HUNT FIVe-rmi24C9-RGarage. Inquire at 303 South Flmt.
Wao'.ed- t'urpeiitei
FOB BENT Three roms. furnished";
work. Job or day
Phone 103" W
water paid. $20.00 1912 South Edith.
S OVES POLISHED and tt-- t
FOB
BENT Wull furnished four-rooErvln
,jp
h 'use. at 328 North Fourth.
Dr. Eas- Bedding Co., phone 471
'
WANTEDTo buy
irbir
chair. Phone terdny.
1771-8.15 South Broadway.
m olern furnishF03 BENT Four-rooed house, sleeping porch. "02 East
WANTED
To buy a barber chair. Phone
1771-i:emrai.
6?,r South Broadway.
Four-rooWANTED
bouse, furnished.
Oo..d Bfcoiid-lin- d
furniture. FOB KENT
wnter, lights and guroKe. 1703 South
h ,ne 9I4-.- 1
What have von?
Edith.
FOB PAINT1NO.
paper handim. timTwo-roocottage, furnishing and furniture refinishlnis call S0 FOB BENT
.1I East fianta
ed
"e.
Inquire 822
WANTED
Your Kal'bage
'
Phone
South
Walter.
or write 1 W Hunter eenernl dc livr
FCR BENT Three rooms, furnished cotEXPERIENCED hand
laundress wil
tage uid sleeping porch; no sick
take laundry home, men's work pre Phone
16S0 J
206North Arno.
FOB BENT Three ligh- t- housekeeping
or
rooms
wit
metals;
sleeping porrh. t24. (HI- luui.Mj
also welders' supplies
and carbide for dersleeve Kleetrle Co.. phone 1720-- J
sale. N. M. rHeel Co.. Inc.. phone 1947-Five-rooFOB
BENT
unfurnished
WANTED Well driller wbo would like
hnus in
for 1, .0(1 board, or
to take ijood
640
acre government cash rent. exchange
Address E. T. K.. Journal.
homestesd
J. F. Branson, 315 South FOt BENT
Three, four and five room
Third, phone B81 W.
modern apartments and houses; some
MAX BAROAIN
STOBK. at 31' South furnished.
206 West
W. H. McMllllon,
First, will psy the highest prices fot Gold.
your second hand clothing, shoes and FOB BENT Klve-roomodern
bungafurniture.
Phone 858
low nn West Boma avenue. Well furRCU CI EAN40H8
nished; garage; no children. Phone 40S
MA TTBESSKf renovated
SO
II
and ur. lifter 9 a. m.
furniture repaired and packed Ervin FOB RENT Nicely furnished
Bedding Co.. phone 471
house furnace heat. 818 North Third.
FLOAT
DECORATIONS Also holiday Inoulre at Grand Central Hotel, room 20,
.
wreaths and decoratlves of all kinds bitween 10 and B.
at SO per cent cost price. Call at Cedar FOR BENT Three-roohouse with city
419
Tree.
WeBt Central.
608
wnter and electric lights, at
South
BETTEB DOKAK
FINISHING It Is Ninth, rent $11.80. City Bealty Co., 807
better. Beturn postage paid on mall WcrlOotd. phone 687.
orders. The Bnrnum Studio, 219'i West FOB BFNT (Unfurnished) New four-rooCentral Albuquerque, N. M
southwest corner Ninth
house,
WA NTFD
Careful ifodak BnlVhTng and Coal $.15.00 per month. Thone 7E.
Twice dally service
Bcmemher. satis- F. IT. Ftrong.
faction suaranteed.
Rend your finishing FOB BENT Three-roobungalow, with
to a reliable established firm
Banna
canvas
sleeping porrh, completely
Banna. Master Photographers.
furnished for housekeeping: light and
816 West Coal.
Water paid
ALBUQt'F.ROBE WINDOW CLEANING
CO. Windows clesned
mod
and
floors FOB KENT Furnished three-rooern hime. with glaseed-l- n
scrubbed; stores.
offices
and houses
sleeping
cleaned: reasonable rates and honest work. porch, and garage, at 517 East Pacific
Postoffice bo 101 phone A. c.ranone, 252 Inquire at 1006 South Edith.
FOB BENT Ry tecem?ier"l5. to responsible tenants completely furnished,
ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing flve-ronhouse: garage.
Inquire at
and Balntlng. roofs hnflt on wnrlr (rone. 220 North T.lgh street, city.
anteed. Call 543. for man.
"brick
house.
FOB RENT Flve-ronbath, screened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal range in house, newly
decorated, garage. $60, water free. Call
f,9B.
at 220 North High.

t.u

Noah S. Osburn Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified thai a
suit has been filed against you In
Virt Colrl enitvt nrSI fmilltV hV thl
above named plaint "f, in which the
paid plaintiff prays for nn absolute
divorce on the grounds of abandonment, and for the care, custody
and control of all the minor children. And you nro further notified that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in
said cause on or before the 7th
judgday of December, A. D. 1921, cause
ment will bo rendered in said
rethe
and
default
against you by
lief prayed for will be granted.
atThe name of the plaintiff's
torney is F. O. Wester" Md, whose
postoffice address is Room 3, New
Bulldins
Albuquerque.
Armiio
New Mexico.
Witness, the Hon. Mayo. E.
Hickey, Judge of 2said court, and
seal thereof this 1st day of Oc- FOR RAT.EwrTIInTsecowr
tober, 1921.
North Thirteenth.
AUTOMOBILES.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
FOR SALE Angora rams. Zlckert's STORAGE FOR AUTOMOBILES,
Clerk,
Ranch phone 2417-J710 West Kent.
month
Bv WAR IT F. LEE. Deputy.
FOR SAI
Two rresn milk cows
1423 FOB SALE Ford
roadster, truck
SOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Pnuth Broadway
lenrge Rlske
good shape. Call 1514-(PUBLISHER)

SLELivgtocrt

TC

FOR

SALE Three high-grad- e
he.'.irs.
one three months old, other two f.fteen
months, n v. nill, h"n 94Q3-RAUCTION SALE
ovember 15. 19!Lt
10 a. m at Fort
Wlngate. N. M., eight
(8) surplus horses to be sold at auction
sale to the highest bidder. By order of
Commanding Officer, John McDonald.
FOR SALE Cheap, gentle family driving and saddle horse; also buggv. Inquire Santa Fe Shoe Shop, opposite Imperial Laundry.
FOR SALE Pedigreed New Zealand Red
rabbits, breeding stock and hutches
All young stock. If you are lookonly.
ing for a bargain, see these rabbits; no
reasonable offer refused.
1121 South
Edith.
FOB KALE We are breeders of grade
tioistein cows, and have on hand between three and four hundred choice
'
NOTICE foT'RFDITORS. con-fi.i- cows and
heifers. As we are a little
The stock of merchandise
crowded for room, would sell a limited
of Ladies', Children's and number at a reasonable price. The City
' fl's Ready to Wear, Furnishing Park Dairy Company,
Denver, Colo.,
Sds, Boots, Shoes, etc.. owned by phone York 7B41.
or
&
Greenhut
Schneider,
a- jsrs.
REPUBLICATION.
U. B. Land
Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November
921.
9
Notice is hereby given that Julian GarM
who, on December
cia, of Barton, N. Homestead
entry, No.
13
r,H5. made
oYr.S28, for PKli NW14. WVi W14 6WW
and Ett SW',i, Section 13. TownNE,
N. M. P. Meridian,
ship 8 N., Range 6 E., Intention
to make
has filed notice of
three-yeproof, to establish claim to
the U.
before
the land above described,
M
8 Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
1951.
of
December,
on the Iflth day
WillClaimant names as witnesses:
Jesus
iam McOulnness, of Tljeras, N. : M.:
o
Maria Garcia, of Barton, N. M. Demeat-rBolom
N.
M.!
of
Tiieras.
McOulnness.
Chavez, of Mortarty, N. M.
N. M. BBROBBB. IteglsteT.

known as Ellas Department
located at 115 South First
street, Albuquerque, N. M., has
been bought by Paul Becker and
Simon Hagenauer of Clifton, Ariz.
If there is any claim or debts
merchandise
against said stockbeoffiled
with the
said claim must
First Trust and Savings bank of
this city, as all papers are held In
escrow and In trust with said bank
and must be filed before November

ter
r ore.

19, 1921.

PAUL. BECKER.

SFION

HANKNAUER.

IHKPUBLICATION.J
4

348b

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. t
1931.

Notice Is hsreby glvsn that Salome
Montoya y Chaves, of Alameda, N. M.
who, on December ?, 1917, made homestead entry, No. 034338. for EVt 8EI4.
IVi 6WU
Eli HEA NWt4 8SI4
E
ictlon 27, township 9 N.. rangs
.
M, P. meridian, has filed notice of
itentlon to make three-yea- r
proof, ti

BE.

clslm to the land above
befoie U. S, Commissioner.
N. M , on November 14, 1921
Clstmant names as witnesses: Qulrlnt
Coulter, Jacob., Medina, Augustln Alfaras
Nestor Pachecho, all of Chlllllf, N, M.
A. M. B1CRUEHR,
Register.
Llianibeilalii's Tnblclt Iliive Done
stabltsh

r

pressed brick
house, hardwood floors throughout, largo basement, heat, garage, corner lot. If you are
looking for something good,
don't fail to seo this. The price
is right and wi can offer attractive teims.

If

so

YOU A THINKER
see North Fourth street

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money in this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. CtTHAXTOX,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to S p. m.
Phone 761-i to 9 . m.

A. L Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Autd
Insurance, Loans.
!23 W. Gold.
Phono IB.

12,480.00.

Nice llvlns; room with plenty of
kitchen with
convenient
built-i- n
room comfeatures, oath
plete; Ideal sleeping- room where one
can get good fresh air and sunt
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move In, The house
Is made of adobe and Is stuccoed
while. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See us without delay ns it will not last long on the
market
DIECKM4SN REALTY COMPANY
Realtors.
Real 1 stale, Insurance, loans.
309 W. Gold Ave.
Fhone 7n
windows,

Miscellaneous

FOB catering and servlns. call
WANTED Cattle
to board.

ARE

SEE THIS
Six room modern

$3

per

body,

SALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
6
FOB SALE
Bulck touring car;
first-clas- s
Co..
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
city.
EXPEBT BADIATOR KEPAIBING. O.
K Sheet Metal Works,
216 North
Third.
FOB SALE Some extra good used cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 608
West Central.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model,
worth $2,800,
will
sell for $1,850.
Phone 490-NEW OAKLAND SIX SEDAN for sals at
dealer's cost. Hoover i:otor Company,
418 West Copper.
FOR SALE Swarts racing car, In good
shape, a bargain to the first party.
Flnley, 419 West Central.
FORD COUPE for sale, 1920 model, perfect condition. Ilka new.
Price $525.
Call at 602 South Arno or phone 1908-FOR SALE Chevrolet, stripped down!
490 rondstsr, first-clashape, self stsr- te-;
FOR SALE Poultry-Esrj- ?
priced to sell; will demonstrate.
S. One fi.. care Journal.
FOR SALE
Bucks rtoe nnfl frying rab- - FOR
SALE Automobile, 1921 baby Overniisann nens. im west iaa.
land, used only nine months, $390 cssh;
FOR SALE
bout twenty White Leg- party must sell. Call at Kahn's Store,
horn livlnv hni' also a four ml.
109 North First.
chickens Phone 2402-Jf- l.
FOR SALS) 490. 1921 model Chevrolet,
FOR SALE S. C.
Imported English
five good
driven seven months In
White Leghorn ooekerels. from Tom tires; car in A- -l condition;city:
sacrifice for
g
Barron farm. England,
strain. quick sale. Phone 640.
318 North Fifteenth.
FOR SALE Two
ulck light sixes, 1918
A
SPLENDID flock of bronze turkeys.
models, $650 and $760; Ford truck,
breeding birds; also nung turkeys for $175; one-to- n
7ord truck, worm drive,
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dinner. $350; Ford speedster, $176: Dodge tour-I- n
H. B. Watklns. phone 2410-Jge a r. $400. 116 West Onld.
RF.D POULTRY YARDS
Thoroughbred
LOST AND FOUND
s. c. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed LOST
old
Airedale pup;
1483-413
West
Atlantic, phone
ing.
answers to name of "Kim;" reward.
MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Reds, 705 West Iron.
won twenty ribbons January, 1921; a LOST
From 800
Park
avenue, male
superb lot of cockerels and cocks now
Airedale
about three months
reedy for sate; bred from my finest ex oin; return puppy,
and
receive reward.
C.
hibition mntlngs; -visitors welcome.
STRAYE
Small gray sheep from pen
P. Hay. 238 North- High.
on Untrerstty of New Mexico campus;
COME to our poultry yard and select reward If returned to
Public Health Layour own fat nen. frkey. ducks. boratory, chemistry
building, University
and save money. New;
springer or pullets,
Mexico;
Your turkey order for Thanksgiving Is
also solicited. Albuquerque Poultry Co.. LOST Brown box vanity case, cards,
Mrs. H. B. Dalton, money and Vendor
802 South Broadway, phone 852-Lien notes mads to H. E. Dalton; also
MY E"TIRE stock of 8. C. B. I. Reds; valuable
receipts; finder return to 209
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels: North High;
reward.
breedln, pens or singles; purs bred C. P. STRAYED Two
sorrel horses, one bald
Hays stock, backed by generation nf
four
white
face,
feet, sliver mans and
In the
prlss winners In the beat shows 2416-Jbranded
P.
tall,
J.
with bar on bottom
8
H
B
Watklns
phone
country
and letter V inverted on top; other, sorman
rel
and
tatl,
right front hoof
TYPEWRITERS
quarter cracked, fresh soar on left hind
VlSW R I T EIiS A II make
nveVhuiilVd leg, ropes on necks; $10 reward.
E. 8.
and repaired
Ribbtms fur every ma Wakeman, box 841. Vaughn, N. M.
Eachine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
SPECIAL NOTICE
122 flnuth Knunh
ch unite, ph'ine wOS-- J
FOB

Ilrr a World of Good.
Tablets have
"Chamberlain's
none me a world of good,' writes
Mrs. Ella L. Button, Klrftvllle, N.
y. "1 have recommended them to
FOR SALE Furniture
QILDEJ ISLEEWffl ELECTRIC CO.
a numb r of my friends and all
due
who have used them praise them FOB SALE Dining table, tour chairs to ELECTRICAL supplies of til Kinds,
we can
to our low overhead
swivel
$29.75:
three
office
match,
When troubled with I'
expsi.
highly."
on
fixtures, lamps,
chairs, $8.95; all white kitchen cabinet, give you better prices
Digestion or constipation, give them slightly damaged, $29.50. American
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. I'hopt
li'20-J- .
It trial and realize for yourself what
1730 Wast Central.
Company, corner Becon'. and
an excellent medicine It is.

HOME
That will appeal to you,
white finish, oak
brick,
floors, bullt'in features, basement, furnace, garage, splendid
location, in Fourth ward. Price
$5,2G0. f!ood terms.
five-roo-

m

11.

204

V.

McCLUGIIAN,
Gold.
I'hone

FOR RENT
B liKM-lliiFOB KENT
Foil BENT

um.

Room.

442--

Roomi
616 West Copper.
415 North Fourth,

Large front room.
Furnished room. 710 South

69.
Fult BENT

Weeping rooms for gentlemen employed, $8. 00 up: no sick. 318
jWest (silver.
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentl-mia1223
Phone 1474-preferred.
Mountain road.
FOB BENT Froiu room, private entrance, adjoining bath, close In. 805
North Edilh.
FOH RENT
Very large well furnished
front room; meals near; close In. 204
South Walter.
FOH BENT
Nicely furnished uom, outside i entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Seoond.
vate
FOR BENT Nice roorri with-prifumliy, with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
FOR KEN'!
Two front rooms furnished
for Ilnht housekeeping. Apply after 2
p. m. 4H8 WestLead:
FOB. BENT Completely furnished room
with connecting jath. 1320 East Silver, phone 1422-FOB RENT BoonTand glnssed-lsleep224 South
ing porch; gentleman only.
Walter St
Phone 8272-FOR RENT
Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons, O"
children. Do South Walnut.
IMPERIAL BOOMS flee, clean rooms;
rales b day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211 Vj West Central.
FOB RENT Glassed-i- n
porch and two
airy rooms, board across street. 114
North Maple, phone 1886-W- .
FOH BENT Glassed Bleeping porch with
dressing room; board If desired; no
objection to sick. 611 South High.
ELGIN
rooms sod
HOTEL Sleeping
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week if month
West Central
802
FOR RENT Furnlshod rooms for light
housekeeping, with bath c nnectlons;
water lights and phone. 710 West Lead.
FOB RET Two rooms wTtli sleeping
porch for housekeeping; hot snd cold
water, light and phone paid. 211 South
High.
V.OOUWORTH
furnished. nic
Newly
clean Moms and housekeeping apart
ments. by day, week or month. 312
South Third.
FOB RENT One or two well furnished
rooms, In new modern trome. private
outside entrance, and private access to
bath and phone; no sick. Phone 1949-FOR
BENT To gentleman
In go,i
neaitn and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a short distance
from Central. Phone 1451 J.
FOR RENT Well
furnished, close-In- ,
sleeping room, adjoining bath and has
private entrance; no sick. Apply at 214
East Gold, or after 4 n. m.. at 201 South

Wt

Arno.

HELP WANTED
Male.
store
General
clerk,
American; must speak 8pantsh. 110
South Third. Phone 354-WANTED Experienced American clerk
In general store, who speaks Spanisn
and can handle Mexican trade. Salary
$100. The Hallack Sr Howard Lumber
Co., La Madera, N, M.
Female
WANTED
Experienced oollar girl. Ex
celsior Laundry,
124
WANTED Experienced waitress.
North fourth.
WANTED Young lady to do housework.
jonuirn pid nouin Arno.
WANTED
saleswoman.
Experienced
Apply at The Economist.
WANTED Experienced
cook.
Apply
Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
WANTED Laundress for two young
men.
Call 1649-5:80 to 8:30 p. m.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Mrs. I. E. Johnson. 421 Luna Bouls- vara.
WANTED Middle-age- d
lady to keep
uouae lor ramiiy ot inree; smau wages.
EMPLOYMENT

EARN BOARD
Boom and $10 month
while attending school; catalogue free
Mackay Business College, 806 i South
Main, Los Angeles.

woman

for

gen-

eral housework. If married have house
In which man and wife can live, but do
not need man's services. Phono
or apply 805 East Grand, city.

804-- J,

Male and Female.
WANTED Solicitors.
Call In person.
Henna's 405 West Central.
WANTED Well qualified bookkeepers
and stenographers for positions In New
Mexico and Arlsona.
Apply mornings.
Expert Service' Burestl.
SOLICITOUS WANTED Ten wideawake
hustlers wanted for New Mexico, Ari
zona and Colorado,
Can use five people
hers In city part or whole time. Apply
Boom 1C, Mellnl Bids,
a. m. to 5 p. m.

cotPractically new four-rootage, large front and back porch
60x
Lot
furnished
complete.
142. Only $2,400. Terms.

McDonald
Real

rhono

Estate

968--

wobsiiam,

Insurance,

108 S. Third.

J,

til

D,

Keleher, Realtor,
rhone

West Gold.

410

REAL HOME

Fine location, eight rooms, porch
es, steam heat, hardwood floors,
worth $12,000. Can be bought
for less than $10,000. It you want
let us show you this one.
W. H. McMIIXION,
206 West Gold.

FRUIT

FOR SALE
bALK

SHADE TREES
MENTALS
FRO M
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
AND

J.

T. VOUNG

ORNAALBU-

& CO.,
N. M.

Houses
brick

bouse,

North Edith. Phone Still R J
FOR QUICK SALE $1(60.00 buys

un

beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to" soe them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-R- .

FOR

SALEjMis-cellftneo-

TRY noBDY'S MIL-

-.

FOR

BEST IN TOWN

new house.
Phone 241.1-R1910 South High,
FOB SALE OR TRADE Good Income SWEET CIDER 60c a gallon, war tax
6 cents.
110 South Walnut.
West
518
property. Apply owner,
Cop
per,
218
South
FOR SALE Canary Birds.
FOB SALE Near cor line and school.
Walter, phnne Iiti7-J- .
four-rooand
bath
house,
81a.
machine.
sleeping FOH SALE Thrcsning
porch, garuge. Phone 1308-Postoffice box 412, city.
FOB SALE Two-roeruin ished house FOR SAI.F, St. Andrensburg Roller canwith two sleeping porches, electric
aries. 1314 West Fruit.
lights, city water; lot 61x87. 1510 South FOR SALE Adobe to nulla house,
Si- Elm.
nr-tlaroia, 12H2 North Arnn.
FOB BALE Five-roobungalow, priced NAVAJO KUU8
lnwltlv.ty ot cost. 117
right; look it over and be your own
North Mulberry, phone 1730-Judge; fine location; terms. 1439 West
iALE
sweeper.
FOR
Huhv.t vuY'Uum
Central.
719 North Eighth, phone 1117-FOR HALE By owner, leaving town,
Nice cook stove mid bed
two furnished cottages; modern; terms; FOB SALE
1024
Smith Broadway.
and springs
theee must be sold In tha next few days.
Call ill Siuth High.
NEAR NEW baby buggy for sale. InFive-rooFOB SALE
quire at the rear of 1727 West Central.
modern stucc
house, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, back SlCE ROASTED PINON8. 15 cents per
anf frop porches, bath, lights and gas
pound. Robert Macpherson, 1114 west
B owner, 823 South Arno.
Central.
FOR SALE
By owner, 718 West Coal: FOR SALE Good wardrobe trunk, priced
Frame stucco. 4 rooms and bath, two
reasonable; call after 5 p. m., at 1110
large porches, newly decorated, vacant. North Twelfth.
Terms if desired. Phone 1H03-A few choice Navajo rugs,
FOR SALE
reasonable.
FOR SALE New four-rooright from reservation;
modern fur
nlshed cottage, un South Walter, $i'.'i' 2ns South Arno.
down and
k
cracker-JacA.
r
FOB SALE Mney-makemonthly paymsnts. J.
Hammond. 8!4 East Sliver, phone 1522-machine, brick form, at Brown Transfer Company.
Five-rooBY
FOR SALE
OWNER
stucco, narawooa rionrs
throughout; FOB SALE Nice freali ckks, 80c per
dozen, at Ely's Poultry Yams, 623 South
806
West Tljeras Eighth, phone 1108
excellent condition
road
5
FOB SALE feed tractors,
and
FOB SALE
At sacrifice, as
nr Is with gang plows. Bardwars Departmodern
leaving city; my
ment J Korbel ft Co.
home; all conveniences; West Ontrsl; FOR SALE
Chefip, gentle driving and
terms If desired. Address
X., cars
woik horse, cltv broke; also good stock
Journal.
Phone 2402-Jsaddle.
FOR SALE Account leaving city,
OUT YOUR Ol!N
before the season
modor unfurnished
opens, fifty shotguns and rifles to
ern house; screened porches, nicely ar118 West Hold
select from
ranged for two families. West Central,
t,
near park.
elecFUR KALE Child's bed,
Phone owner, 2204-J- .
tric reading lamp, high chair, cooking
FOB SALE
By i wner, at bargain price.
new five-roostucco bungalow; good utensils, chea?. 500 U est Iron.
location, Fourth ward; fire place, oak FOB SALE Sun house, almost new; first
class lumber, can be used as sleeping
floors throughout; all wood work in ivory
enamel, only $750 cash and balance like porch. Call at 101 South Walter.
renL Phone U88-FOR SALE One rocker, on clothes
FOR SALE- - New two rooms and large
chest, library table, Booster kitchen
lot 50x135; alfalfa cabinet, ch ld's bed. 110 North Sixth.
Bleeping porch,
acequla water, large chicken yard, shed, CLARIFIED anil Pasteurized milk. Thele
chicken house and gnat stall, cement
Is on'y one place to obtain It. Albubalancs
floor, $700 cash,
very easy querque Dairy Association. Phone 351.
terms. 1411 North Sixth, phone 1B62-SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot-taFOR
FOB SALE By owner, In the Fourth
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
modern bungalow, gar- lots.
ward,
Bwsyne's Dairy, phone lillfi-age, has light and heat; very best resiised
FOB
SALE
Edison nml
Several
dential district In city; priced right;
Victor phonographs, at bargain prices.
easy terma; not priced over phone;
400-113
Star
Furniture
Co.,
phone
Pbone
shown by appointment
only,
West Oold.
2040-FOR SALE By owner: new small stuc- FOR SALE Large stock of used new
Perfection oil heaters, 13.60 to 86. Star
co bungalow, with basement; modern
11J
Company,
In
phone 408-furnace, sleeping Furniture
every respect;
Oold.
West
on
each
eto.
Owner
porch,
premises
day from 10 a. m. until noon. Priced FOR SALE One Stewart
also a Moore combination coal and gas
right for quick sale. Easy terms. Corner Eighth and Fruit.
range, both are In excellent condition.
BY OWNER,
modern house In Phone2162W,
FOR SALE flood selection of Navajo
Fourth ward, hard wood floors,
three
rugs aud Qermantown pillow tops,
porches,
large acrsened
extra
rooms
with
large priced for quick sale. 1005 East Cenlight airy bad
closets, fronts east on large lot with tral. Phone 1419-lawn, trees, eto.1 everything In exoellent SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
If desired, Pbona
condition; terms
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all f oot
1977-troubles, II. Thomas F Keleher, Leather
Co.
408 West rentrni
313
Phone 1057-- J
McKlnley
FOR SALE By owner,
house and bath FOR SALE Guaranteed
avenus nsw four-roopure extracted
windows
double
room; large front porch,
d
if
honey. In five and
In all rooms; extra well built by day your grocer cannot supply you,palls;
phone
block from 130
labor; electric lights; one-haor call at Populer Apiary. Ed
North Fourth street: close to school, Kneese.
stores snd cars;
large ehade tree In FOR BALE Detroit Jewell gas range,
front; make the first payment, the rest
four burners, large oven and broiler.
like rent. Apnl
"11 North First.
Good condition.
Also has cook stove
606 Luna Boulevard. Phone
attachment.
FORRENT

QUICK

SALE

For

Second niul Gold Avenue.
I'liono 010.

WE SELL THE EARTH

with Board

Must soil at once, two rooms, one
n
sleeping porch and one
BOOM AND BOABD; also tatile hoard; glnssed-lcreened-l- n
front porch, $2,200.
home cooking.
20!) North High.
BOOM and sleeping porch, with good Terms. Also two rooms and two
board. Rates reasonable. Phnne 805-sleeping porches, one screened In
NH KLY furnished roon. with board; front porch, $?,000. Terms.
Rent-Roo-

m

private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
RENT Room and board, with
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s

FOR

L Phillips,

J,

110 S.

Third.

Real Estate,
I'lione 354--

rentral.

illHAMONTKS ON TMm M l!fA
PBIVATE BOTEL for tubecular persona
Phone 2400-J1- .
FOR RENT
Desirable room and porcu,
with board, for gentleman convalescent,
lor, South Cedar
STEAM HEATED room with board for
two peopo, private family; no sick.
821 North Fourth.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished room with
board.
518 West
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-JAiiEHON"S
RANCH
Ideal location tor
henlthseekera; few reservations now
available. Phone 2238-Folt REN"! Sleeping porch aud room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates 55
1636 East Central.
month
ONE OR TWO llealthseekers can find
home-lik- e
accommodations In University Heights. Phone 2166-FOR RENT
Furnished rooms with or
wLheut boord; bath and phons. II5H
South Second.
Phone 820-F R RENT Room ano sleeping porch.
v. Ith board
for convalescent; gentlemen only; private horns. Phone J146-FOB RENT
rooms
furnished
Nicely
with steam heat and first-clas- s
table
110 South
board
Arno. phone 1,127-H fA LT II SEEK ERS
FOR
Modern
nurss service,
with
de Pro. H West Gold, phone 614-ONE OR TWO healthseelters
con fi.id
home-lik- e
aocnmmodatl mi In Unlver- Phone 2160 .1.
Slty nelgnts.
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone

CASH BUYS

$1200

modern house, furfirenished or unfurnished;
and
place
sleeping porch. Newly decorated inside and out.
Close
Balance monthly.
in.
A. C. STARES
Five-roo-

Estate

Real

319 W. Gold Ave.

Insurance
I'hone 168

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

i'OKnbie).
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
to. ms It. IT and 10, Cromwell Building.
Phona 1153-t KtltOM.
PHYSICIANS AMI
UK. 8. L. ULKTON,
Diseases nf tue Stomach.
Suite. 8 Burnett Building.
I IK. S.
C. CLARKE,
Eye, Fur, Noau and Throat.
lUrnett Bull. ling
phone 826.
Office Hours
I to It a. m , and 1 to 6 p. m.
DR. MARGARET V ARTWRHillT,
Office Grant Bldg., Room 10. Phone 871.
Residence 1123 East Central
Phone 571.
A

i

W.

M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
.
Practice Limited to
GEXITO - URINARY DISEASES
526.
AND
OF THE SKIN
DISEASE?,
FOB
BENT
Booms with sleeping
Wnsaermao Laboratory In Connection.
porches; board If desired. Also
for rent. 301 South Edith. I'll me Citizens Hunk Illdg. I'liont
88B.
gar-ng- e

1340.
FOB

.T.

BENT Sleeping porch, southern
exposure and room; bed or convalescent
man patient; flrst-rlns- s
board, nurse's
core: reasonable.
1123 East Central,
Cedar street entrance.
DELIGHTFUL BLEEPING PORCH and
bedroom, with board. In furnscs-heat-e- d
home; reasonable; also table board.
1420 East Rllver
Phone 142J-W- .
FOR RENT Room and board, with long
sleeping porch, In connection with
dressing rom; men convalescents preferred; fresh eggs, milk, etc.
Phone
2404 J4; mile west Barelas bridge.
FOB
PENT Nicely furnished rooms,
with or without bath: Just aciss from
the postoffice; hot water heat for winter: best of home cooking. .ier"ed family
style: room and board. $45 to 855 ocr
month: board by men!, week or tlckot,
meals, 60 cents. 410 West Oold.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murpney Sanatorium. Bates: 120
to $26 per week. Includes private room
with sleeping porch, connected with hath
and toilet
General nursing, medical
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
ild
rooms have steam heat, hot and
running water Phnne 401. Dr. Murphey.

BIGNESS CHANCES
FOR

SALE

town.
FOB

Phnne
HALE

Oarage,
879.

best

location in

Address
Grocery store
Grocery, csre Journal.
FOR SALE Butcher shop; good location.
Address Butcher, care Journal.
TEN PER CENT discount for cash on
good land contract; $800 will handle.
Phone 410.
WANTED Man with small capital to invest In good business. Address O. O.
M., care Journal.
FOR SALE Account bad health, dandy
little restaurant doing splendid business.
Address, C, T., care Journal.
FOR SALE One of tbe best busins
properties In Albuquerque, til South
First street Inquire at Savoy Hotel of
flee
FOR SALE
At a bargain, five secondhand pool tables snd one billiard toble,
In first-clacondition; also one twelve-fosoda fountain. A- -l condition. Inquire st 120 West Silver.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A money-makin- g
store in a booming town, not far
from Albuquerque; It will cost you about
Apartment 2066-IS.000.
Whot havs ,ou7 Address MerFOB BENT Furnished apartment, at
ASBESTOS
ROOK PAINT
chant, care Journsl.
16 south Edith.
OOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal
Two-stor- y
FOR SALE
brick rooming
Ion.
The Manzano Co,, 110 Soutn
FOR BENT Furnished apartment, close
house and residence combined, on large
Walnut phone 185T-208 North
In,
Sixth.
Try a built up lot near business seitlon; room for a
business building: a bargsln at 10.800;
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and rof. will last as long as the bulldlnT
part terms. J, A. Hammond. 824 East
garage. Phone 1590-R- .
Silver.
FOR RENT Desirable rurmsned apart FOR SALE Five
hundred share! of City BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
tabllshed
ment, close in; no sick. 315 N. Fifth
JS'ectrlo Rsllway, below par. Dr. R.
mercsntr buslSess. located jtl railroad.
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished L. Hust, N. T. Armljojiulldlng.
Will sell for value of Improve nenta i.loos.
two rooms with alftenlnir nnrnir. Ph.ini
Good reason for selling. If Initrest-- d In
512S-gnod-slse- d
proposition, addr-s- s
jostoft'ot
FC : RENT Furnished
modUSE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT. box 538 Albuquerque.
ern apaitment; hot water heat
814
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
We-- t
Coal.
Mohair top dressing, Plymouth Cottage
PERSONAL
FOR RENT Desirable
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles. BAR BEIM of J1privata bonreiPhons
apartment; no sick; no children. 1104 North Homestead
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
1421-Second.
Thos. F. Keleher Lesther Co.,
assured
VIOLIN
408 West Central, phone 1067-'essons by a French violinist.
FOR RENT
furnished
apartment..
623 South Broadway, phona UH1-three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
DRESSMAKING
WA
ED
216
M
Hotel.
Private pupils; teichoi has
H North Second.
special training for primary gradts.
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, fur219 N'rth High,
phone 1192-J- .
nished; hot and cold water and steam
neat ana garage. 421 South Broadway, BEMSTITCHLNO, pleating. Williams' Mil STUDY FRENCH wltrTTFrench teacher!
Either class or privets Instruction. For
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely
linery. 200 South Brosdwsy, ph 107J W
particulars call at 583 South Broadway.
furnished for housekeeping; gas and WANTED Or. s.inaklng. bV day or at or
phons 1561-coal range, desirable location. 616 West
my home: children s sewing s special WANT To
Coal.
make trip by auto. Novem600 North Second, phone 1130-ty.
ber 11 or 12, with someone going to
FOR RENT Apartment, new and clean; DBESSMAK1NO
Lsdles' tailoring; evenEstnncla
references rejulred
(no
heat, light and couklng gas: turnlsbed
and embroidering Address Miss Ford):
ing dresses,
E.. care Journal.
complete. Crane Apartments, 215 North Phone I825-W- . beading
CAN
I
Ssvsnth.
Phons 814.
give mothers care, to a small
accordion, side and box;
healthy child, from good family de
FOR
RENT Thrss-rJofurnished PLEATING,
8t&
North
mitl, nriUr. V
ideal home and excellent training
apartment, with bath and two sleep- Seventh Crane Apartments, phone 814. j siring
for child; no other children; references.
ing porches, newly decorated Inside and ORIGINAL INDIAN
designs for em- Address Mother, care Journal.
out; water and lights pa'd. 823 East
smocks
blouses,
broidery
stencilling;
Coal.
189-Phone
FOR RENT Office Room.
1801
or children's clothes. Phona 88I-r
Bast Silver.
FOR RENT Office space or desk room.
close In; reasonable.
Address Bog
wa5? TKD To Luy four " or flve-nmCARPENTERING
care Journal.
modern house; must be bargain fur
PETTIFORD
MAN.
ODD
JOB
THE
FOR RENT
Attractive
oaih, or don't waste your time. Address
office, steam
A.
kind of work
fhone 1673-m.. Kay, care Journal.
furnished
heat, light
and water
paint Wright building, opposite postoffice.
WANTED To hear from owner of food WANTED Odd lobs carpentering 1456-Plume
roof
Ing
and
repairing
FORRENT Three very desirable offici
inj ok not Jess inun iivtj rooms; BEFORE BUILDING
or having your
rooms light, hsat and water: will rent
house repaired, call 864-state terms. If any. Address Box 33, care
our figures separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllnsr,
are right. No )oi to large or too small. 313 M West Central, phona 821.
Journal,

WAWEDHoiMeT

m

TO OI U DEAR
MEN:
With the mud of France three
years past, why not a home In
this beautiful restricted addition to Albuquerque.
Where
Every one who knows grants
In
the
the healthiest
that
air
in the country.
Nice level lota 00x142 feet sold
for cash or terms, (10 down
and $10 per month.
UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
WE ARE GENERAL AGENTS
Let's help you start thin home
now? Our Autos are especially at your services today.

Modern home, five rooms, brick:
very close in m Fourth ward.
Terms reasonable and will bo
sold for $4,750.00.
ROLL1N B. GUTHRIDOE
Thono 1023.
311 W. Gold

KaBt

TREES

Albuquerque.
ruK

FINE HOME SITE
Twi.

the houe and make your home pay
for Itself. Reasonable terms and the
place Is surely worth the money.

"A BARGAIN ii

l'488--

American

Investment

And

Prompt possession given on this fine
large homo of six rooms and three
porches, which ts In a splendid locaHardwood
tion In the highlands.
floors, south front, garage. Jf your
family Is small, you can rent half of

A

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORB
M4 W. Gold
Fhone 442-S

J

FOB BENT
Broadway.
Folt BENT Severut unrurulshed rooms
124 South Edith
FOR BENT Three unfurnished rooms.
329 North. Fifth
St,
BENT
FOB
rooms;
Three turnisheo
1011
modern.
North First.
FOB RENT Furnished room, furnace
Walter.
heat; no sick. 307 South
'
818
FOB
FurnlsneC rooms.
RENT
IK67-J
South tvalier phone
FOB BE.sT LlKht housekeeping rooms
210 North Fourth.
and bedroom.
FO BKENT Furnished front room, with
hiilh connection.
710 West Lead.
FOB BENT Two ol three rooms fur
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
FOh KENT Nlce.y furnlsTied bed room,
420 West Coal.
close In. Phone liSl-M- .
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414
West Silver.
sick, no children.
ir"
FOR RENT Bt urns, by the weckj-Fnace beat, 118Vj West Silver, jh ns

WANTED

Horns

A HOME

A

'

yuwa

ar Intx FtATunt Servici. Inc.

BUY

Seven-roo-

D. T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurence.
W. Gold.
I'hone 907--

rirnx

to Fourth Street, Just
north of Mountain road. Lot
150x142 feet south front. Lovely
house, screened
porches, fireplace, plenty built-i- n
features, hardwood floors
throughout, Trice and terms
are right.
Close

for light house-

Lowlands.
house, fur-

TO THIS

We give special

CHIROPRACTORS
kTfTcA

It M JB

f"

( hlrnprartor.
Armljo Building.

19 and 2

WANTED

Position

BARBER
For homes, sunatorlums.
Phone 2807-WANTED
Work by experienced chambermaid. Phone 694-WAN'i'kD Laundry work to take home,
or by the day. Phone 2101-REGISTERED GRADUATE nurBe wants
day or night duty. Phone 23S9-WANTED
Nursing by competent, practl-c- sl
nurse by day or week. Phone
694-WANTS HiTmb with coal
or some heat besides furnace; ran(,e
will
help with housework. Phone 2040-LADY

WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE
n&
WILLIAMS
A ZANG,
keep Books.
room 8 Mellnl building.
Phone 70I-NURSE with two yens' experience la

hospital, wen-.position uui'iing and
ker. ng ,iousa for healthseekir.
41
St jth Edith.
A
WANTED
intelligent
young man desires position; electrical
and battery experience; also sales; can
furnish A-- l references: not a health- sceker, P. M.. care Journal.
BUSINESS
depression makes available
accountant-bookkeepAmerican
capable
and stenographer, with thorough
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship;
detailed qualifications on request.
Address Results, Postoffice box 241, phona
289.
COMPETENT, refined
white woman
wants first-clas- s
position aa housekeeper or cook, for far'lly of adults, In
convenient home: must have good conditions; when answering state salary and
all particulars.
Address C. J. B., care
Journal.

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOR SALE
Fine Valley Hunch, close"in,
at less than lmprovementa cost: or
will trade for good residence In town.
rostorrica nox S24 or phone 666.
FOR SALE
Country home, stucco housed
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
k. iu annua anu.
llvh,. nn
lativii,
orchard. Address Postoffice
box 277, or
FOR

SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
th
ditch; new house and garage:
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf
miles west Barelas bridge.
Inquire ot Hunt's Ranch.
IF LOOKING for a conMortabla
homo
and a pleasant and profitable established business, you can secure same at
a bargain; four acres, two miles from
postoffice. on main ditch, douo- i- : msj.
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
chickens and turkeys:
also furniture;
will sell nn terms to responsible .eopte.
Phone 1416-JS- .

TIME CARDS

SB
Train.

No.
No.
No.
No.

WESTBOUND

Dally.

Arrive.
pm

Tha Scout.... 7:30
I Calif. Limited. lo:30
T
Fargo Fast 10:50
The Navajo, .12:35
1

Depart.

1:30 pm

am 11:00 am
am 11:J0 am
am 1:00 am

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paao Exp
10:10 pm
El Paso Exp
11:80 am
EASTBOUND.
No,
t The Navajo.. 2:10 pm 1:40 pm
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 5:40 pm
No.
F Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10 pm
No. 10 The Scout. .. t:?o am 7:50 am
FROM SOUTH.
No. 28 From El Paso
pm
No. 30
From El Pase 7:00 am
No. 10 oonneets at Pelen w'th No. 13
for Clovis. Pecos Valie- - iCans
City and
O
Coast.
Nn, 29 oonnect at Helen with No. tf
from Clovis and points east and soJ'h
No. 29
No. 27

88.

If
OF

offer.

117 S.

three-poun-

We

if

Sell Jr
4TA 1

Colombo Hall

ROBERT JONES

.........

Phone

Coal and South Walter
Phone
571

00

J&MteS

Macaroni
NoodU., Spaghetti and

othf

M.ear0B, produet.

bargain when
Watch our

jS"

KAZAN"

'hone

JANE NOVAK

And

"KAZAN"

The

World's

Wonderful

Dog

To replnce that broken window
Class. Albuquerque l.nmtwr Co.
I bone 421.
423 North Klrst

Rossiter

you see
window

It?

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

South Second

Phone 600

.

W.

60814

TONIGHT

4a n
The

iiiiii ia

discussed orchestra
In the Southwest.

most

near

Vs and Know

i

Why

a

ORDER YOURf
un
POULTRY
SOUTHWESTERN
COMPANY.
914-Phone
Service
Oualltv.

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems,

WRTfiHT'S Indian

Tr",lnK

Opposite

Postofflce.

Post-

-

Building

$2.40
50c

40 lbs. Potatoes
9

modern
lust finished
oroas brick nd new
modern except lieat Both in
mod
Hlfrh'inr's. Also
ern nouse op wesi uoia. iusi
at
Call
nmnletlng.
Phone 11I-R2I W

Sllr

55c
Florida Oranges, doz
9c
Florida Grapefruit, each
13c
Florida Grapefruit, each
Florida Grapefruit, each. ...... ...... .15c
4c
Hubbard Squash, lb

Bradley Yams, lb
California Oranges, doz
California Oranges, doz
dozen
Lemons,
El
t
t
in ik
c;i..
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs
Silver Leaf Lard, 2 lbs
Crisco. 9 lbs
rlJrisco, 6 lbs
Crisco, 3 lbs
lbs
Crisco, VCrisco, 1 lb
Snowdrift, 8 lbs
Snowdrift, 4 lbs
Snowdrift, 2 lbs
Camel Cigarettes, 2 pkgs
Lucky Strikes, 2 pkgs

5c

.

...60c

70c
36c
i vn
88c
38c
$1.78

I

..$1.19

-

,. .

.....

Chesterfields, 2 pkgs
Gum, all kinds, pkg
Little Sunmaid Raisins, 2 pkgs
Salted Peanuts, lb
Package Bacon, pkg
No. 1 Soft Shell Walnuts, lb

. .

61c
31c
.21c

...$1.44

74c
38c
35c
35c
35c
,4c
9c
18c

52c
36c

"

at

m

mt

rm

mw

rt.miV

-

in

rm

David Powell

--

1
m

I

835--

5
jj

t

CO.

Phone 91

For

15c

COLLEGE

if

f

W)E

fc

Se

Tonight
CTIICKEV
SANDWICH KS
"Tho Best Ever"
HOT CHOCOLATE
"Made from own
Koclpe"
OUR ICE CREAM
"Best In Town"
Delivered

Immediately

CENTS QUART

College Inn
Dancing
Sweet

Eats

WILLY-NILL- Y

riionc

205 South First Street

LICE

CALHOUH
in

241

"Peggy Puts

JSj''x

m

A picturesque rural
comedy with a touch
of emotional acting
in which a clever star
is supported by a
strong cast under the
direction of G. V.
Seyffertitz."

Your Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction and economy by using
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

We are showing some of the prettiest Shoes for
men, women and children in both high and low cuts.
There are bright and dull black leathers, the new
shades in cocoa and brown, the black satin and
the dainty silver cloth.

Canned Vegetables

j
1

l
5?
I
f"
gj;

We have every style of heel from the low one
with walking heels up to the highest French heels.
Toes and vamps, either plain or perforated. High
shoes, low shoes, oxfords, strap pumps and slippers,
Choice
Choice
Choice
Choice
Choice

Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes

for men, from
..$4.00 Up
$3.50 Up
for women, from...7"
for boys and girls, from. . .$3.00 Up
$2.00 Up
for children, from
75c Up
for babies, from.....

These shoes are the best values
secure anywhere.

11 P. M.)

1 TO

ver"

Choice Shoes for Fall and Winter

Orchestra

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY

ADDED

that money can

May We Ask for Your Patronage

ATTRACTION

"NOBODY'S
A

IP

PERFORMANCE

South High Street

40c

Orders over $8 delivered free

(CONTINrOCS

IIAHII COAL COMPANY

Own Jazz

PRICES

CRISP

POTATO CHIP

...20c

50c

REGULAR

CHIPS"

.140

.....

"THE LARD OF PYGMIES"
Have you listed your rooms for the Teachers' Convention?
'
If not phone the Chamber of Commerce 43

POTATO

ALBUQUERQUE

EAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

I!

Exploration Picture

Paramount-Vandenberg- h

and everyone knows that there is nothing
better than Mazola.
"Crisp Chips" are always fresh because they
are fried, fresh every day in Albuquerque.
for "Crisp Chips"
Ask your groceryman
Sale
For
Are
By Dealers
Only
They
We Are Wholesalers Only
Made by

.35c
.31c

..;...31c
Empson's Tiny Peas, can
27c
Little Cherub, can
21c
Morning Glory, can
tu,.
.....180
Daisy, per can
23c
Monarch Corn, can...n.;.
19c
J. S. B. Corn, can
Fernbrook Corn, can. .
.12V2c
. . . .15c
F. F. O. G. Corn, can...
,,Twin Peak Tomatoes, can. . . ..... . . ,17c
Twin Peak Tomatoes, can. . . . . . .,.,.130
16c
Silver Band Tomatoes, can
14c
Rosedale Tomatoes, can
Rosedale Sweet Potatoes
.....19c
Glass Jar Sweet Potatoes. ......... .31c
.17c
Empson's Hominy, can
17c
Empson's Kraut, can
17c
Empson's Pumpkin, can
25c
Ferndell Okra, can

Glynnc 4 scene item the Paramount Picture
uiTheMary
Princess of New York, '

m The lure of wealth and beauty. The struggle of honor
and love. Blended into a real heart story of social
follies and the "Upper Ten's" fringe.
ADDED ATTRACTION

..,.31c
34c

lu.

iyl

David Pcwell

FRIED IN MAZ0LA OIL

CHOCOLATE

..i... .

SPECIALS

When you buy "Crisp Potato Chips" you know
just what you are getting. They are

Now Try Some for
Your Sunday Dinner

SO

J. A. SKINNER

"CRISP

Oysters Are Nice
and Fat

$1.00
25c

N. P. Almonds, lb
Large Washed Brazils, lb
Filberts, lb
Mixed Nuts, lb
.
Black Walnuts, lb
w--

We deliver your order for 10c; why pay more.

3Fi
M

M SI

mm

lift

ASK FOR

the highest frade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
45c, 55c, 85c 3 ether Macaroni Products.

Cactus Butter, a strictly extra creamery butter, lb

h

th

21

$1.00wseusKirwER's

Chestnuts, lb
Fresh Cocoanuts, each
Popcorn, pkg

Oj

THIS

Brassieres

PHONE

North Flrf Street.
Phone let
Vn
Yonr Order Ui
t'honp
Will do me Rest.

;

Brooms, made from the best broom straw

Haar

T Put more:

Three Doors North of the Postoffice

201

lbs. Potatoes

15 Pounds Granulated Sugar

g

M

Also a REDUCTION in H. & W. Brassieres
Also Silk Underwear and Blouses AT COST

Spare Ribs Brains
Vegetables
Fruit Groceries

FANCY WHITE COLORADO POTATOES
100 lbs. Potatoes
18 lbs. Potatoes

Model

five-roo-

Laces.

ft MFM

30c

Wishes to Announce the Arrival of
A New Line of

J.

six-roo-

m&2

.15c

Veal

Expert Watch. Clock
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
Opposite Post
work guaranteed.
office.
122 S. 4th St
Phone 903-J- .

FOR SALE BV OWNER

UUi

IMAVAJU

am
pm
pm

Spring Hens
Beef Mutton Pork

juiKrja.
Poultrv and Errs from

CURIOS
n

present

A Donald Crisp Production

30c
30c

. .

CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Famous Players -- Lasky
British. Producers Lta.

...20c

107 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

M O K Y

Sandstorm
Orchestra

,.

MISS CATHERINE HILL
CORSETIERE

tm

FRESH TODAY

Jewele
FOGG, The and
,Iewelr

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.

H:misi

30c
25c
20c
35c

STATE COAL COMPANY

SATURDAY'S

Central

inanKSBiving;

DIME DANCE

.25c

Thone 35

Office- - Singer Cigar
210 West Central

vS'arehouse

DESIGNERS AND Bl'II.DEIU
Inhhlnc promptly attended to
Cement work and floor taindim!
Phone fll.Y 211 West Gold.

But if the

READ

SINGER TAXI
Store.

Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Thonos 4 and 5.

McConnell

-

Putting::

by-Ste-

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

the
In Bulk Best
SCPF.RIOR WHITE MME CO

Also "HIS JONAH DAY" a Jimmy Aubrey Comedy
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICE

jj

NEW

STAGE

KNOW

Fresh Lump Lime
on
Market

Mountain Lions, Wolves, Huskies

Let Us Send a Man

885-Y-

LAST TIME TODAY

Orchestra

MEDICATED AND St'Ll'UUK
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
ZnU for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DKAMER. Prop

The Greatest James Oliver Cnrwood Story Ever Told Featuring

B

Lively Syncopators

Wiseman's Watch Shop

Kmc PASTIME

15e
15c
35c

1915--

YOU

215

839--

and get 1.000 lbs. of coal free. The first person bringing
the correct answer to our downtown office, 115 South Second
will receive 1,000 pounds of Coal FREE.
No answers received after 9 a. ni., Saturday, November 12. Coal will be
delivered Monday, November 14.

ADMISSION FREE
10c A Dance

Pure Sausage. Backbone,
Hams and Bacon and .Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered.

E B"5?!3 71,0 Hihst Grade
nV
MM

PS

25 Cents

Music

Phone

h

Pork Ham Roast, lb
Fresh Side Roast, lb
Fresh Pork Link Sausage, lb
Armour's Link Sausage, lb
Veal Shoulder Roast, lb
Veal Loin and Round Steak, lb
Veal Chops, lb
Beef Liver, lb
Smoked Hams, weight 10 to 11 lbs., lb

If the

DAHCE TONIGHT

Fresh Country Pork
Fresh

421 South Broadway

by

We Are on the Job
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
l'liono 542.

CRESCENT GROCERY

F--

25c

KOBZA BROTHERS,
At Ituppe's Drug Store.

Tour Truuk Hauled lor

First
29-- J

Rib Roast of Beef, lb
Good Hamburger, 2 lbs! for
Rib Boiling Beef, 3 lbs. for

.15c

(Per Dozen)
lavo your razor honed and set
experts. Work Guaranteed.

fJIARECE

shniirier lieet Koast.

Hot Chocolates mndo from our
HOUSE ROOMS own rcclpo t'ollcgo Inn.
BITTNER
231-Phone
310 Y, South First.

Our week-en- d
salo of Candy Is on today. Those high grade
chocolates in a good box, one pound net
59c
Dairy goods, California
tomatoes, head lettuce by express.
Sweet potatoes as usual, per pound
50

SIS Marble Aycno
Phone

Double I'iIko
Single Edso

917-- J

C1T? ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
213 Soulh Second.
Phone 667-Free Cull and Delivery.

of Coffee, Teas, Spices and extracts, we will give a
d
can of Crlsco FREE to every one today and
Saturday,
who will hriiiff us a Crlsco Coupon and buy $2.00 worth of
Ben llur Products, Coffee, Tea, Spices and Extracts. These
We want your trial order
goods are of the finest quality.
to prove it.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER II. WARD

rbone

First St.

Phone

RAZOR BT;AI)ES.
Send or bring your dull, blades for

Music and Jewelry Store

BEN HUR BRAND

501 North

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

ROTHMAH'S

our

EL

Lovely room, well furnished,
close in; has private entrance
adjoining bath. No sick.
201 SOUTH EDITH.

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

But in order to give our customers an opportunity to realize a
greater value for their coupons at our stores than anywhere
else, and to make new customers, as well as to further introduce

FOR RENT

INDIAN

FREE

CRiSCO

If you desire to Blmply avail yourself of the manufacturer's
offer that is to surrender to us your coupon and pay 30c
for a S pound can of Crlsco, we will gladly carry out the
advertised

November 12, 1921.
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1IFE"

Christie Comedy
REGULAR PRICES
(Have you listed your rooms for the Teachers'
Convention?
If not, phone the
Chamber of Commerce 43)
Two-Pa-

rt

THE

BIS

3
City

Gallup-Dawson-Can-

eoal, burns with tremendous heat leaving little ash
and no clinkers.
Heat is what you want In coal, this you
get in our fuel.
All pure

'

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4

PHONES

5

Let Our

Trucks Bring Comfort to Vonr Home

FREE!

FREE!

IFREE!

Can of Pure Home Rendered Leaf Lard
with each and every purchase made here we will
give a number which entitles the holder to a
chance at the lard. Buy your Meats here. You
get quality meats for less and a chance to win 50
pounds of lard.
Short Ribs, lb
12V2c
A

50-l-

b.

Boiling Meat, lb

lOc
i3C
15c

Shoulder Roast, lb
Special Beef Arm Roast, lb
Real Home Made Pork Sausage, lb.'.
FISH

...20c

AND OYSTERS

K. MARKET

W.

WE DELIVER

421 South Broadway

Phone

839-- W

